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AESTRACT 

This thesis examines the religious-patriotic discourse on Queen Victoria. the rnon- 

archy. and the British empire produced by the Anglican and Methodist clergy in Ontario 

during the celebrarions for the sovereign's Golden Jubilee in 1887 and the Dimond Jubilee in 

1897. Loyalty to the queen and the rnonarchy was shaped by the interplay between the 

P ~ C P I V P ~  hn!ngiral ,  ecclesiastical, and hi~tnrical traditions o f  each church. its collective 

mernories, a d  by the contexts which infiuenced the comrnemorations. The discursive 

representations of the queen, constitutional monarchy, and imperialism, embedded within the 

semons and patriotic literature of the two churches. differentiated into separate patterns of 

affirmation, in ~ h e  process. appropriating sub-cultural, or vernacular, pasts which justified the 

conternporary identities of the churchos and their world in Iate Victorian Ontario. 

The Church of England in Canada, drawing upon an organic, unitive vision. which 

integrated Church, state, and society under the monarchy, maintained a conservative, rit times 

defensive, but reasonably stable message in its pronouncements of loyalty over the decade 

between 1887 and 1897. In the person of Queen Victoria, the Methodists consecrated the 

Wrsleyan theological heritage through a discourse of substirutionary piety. However. the 

Methodist narratives of imperial and social progress during the queen's reign began to invoke 

the nascent language of the social gospel, a differenr type of pietistic discoursa which altered 

the categories of traditional Wesleyan theology. Thus the Methodist loyalty sermons and 

articles reveal a bifurcation in the structures of collective idenrity . The representations of the 

qurrn anchored the past in the present, but the discourse of imperial and social progress 

indicates a gradua1 deconsecration of the Wesleyan heritage. implying a concomitant 

destabilization of identity in the Methodist Church in late nineteenth-century Ontario. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In his book Enduring Witness: TIte History of the Presbyterian Chrtrch iin Cnrincin 

(1976)' John Moir comments rhat "the closing decrides of Queen Victoria's long reign were 

. . . rnarkeii in Canada by an unprecedented mixture of piety and patriotisrn. "' Moir's 

observation suggests that the languages of religious faith and loyalty were interchangeable 

xi:hir, th: scciz! n?i!ieu. A s  rhii rhesis will cnn t lm .  a diqtingiiiching featiire in n toynlisr 

province such as Ontario one hundred years ago was the tacit concordat between the Protes- 

tant pulpit and the fundamental symbols of the political culture. Coupiing sacred and srcular 

discourses which attributed the triumphs of the Victorian age to the superiority of the British 

constitution, commentators easily conjoined the empire's grandeur to Queen Victoria, the 

cmblrm of the pure. honoured Iife, and the living icon of public and domestic virrue. In 

Ontario. this steadfast tldelity to the rnonarch hrid long b e n  nurtured in the annual observ- 

ances of the queen's binhday on the twenry-fourth of May. A rite of spring wiih mots in [lie 

military origins of Upper Canada. it began to rake shape in its modern form as a popular civic 

celebration with a half-holiday in Toronto in 1848.' Loyalty to the queen received its 

supremc expressions during the Golden and Diamond Iubilees of 1887 and 1897. respectively. 

Queen Victoria died on 22 January 1901. but affection for the sovereign was cemented in 

English Canada's public memory when the Dominion parliament, shonly before 24 May of 

the sarne year, proclaimed Victoria Day a national holiday.' 

Outline of the Topic and the Argument 

This thesis is a study of the religious-patriotic discourse on Queen Victoria produced 

by the Anglican and Methodist clergy in Ontario during the jubilee celebrations of 1887 and 

1897. It argues that loyalty to the monarch and the crown was a construction of identity 

shaped by the interplay between two forces. On the one side were the collective memories, 

the received theoIogica1, ecclesiastical, and historical understandings of each church, and on 



the other, were the contexts which infiuenced the comrnemorations. The loyalty sermons and 

the patriotic belle-lettres published in the Ontario-based religious press of the Church of 

England and the Methodist Church of Canada welded the historically detemined self- 

deilnition and aims of each church to the sentiments demanded by these occasions. The rirual 

affirmations of the sovereign and the crown subtly validated the polity, theology, and pastoral 

r n i n k t y  of ench p u p .  justifying its niche in contemporary societv. The royal celebrations 

served as sites upon which were evoked both extrinsic memory (Aristorir's idea of 

manmesis), and intrinsic memory (Aristotle's concept of rrrnenre) .' The themes of the 

queen's domestic virturs. her sterling cliaractrr as a constitutional ruler. and the growth of the 

empire migrated across religious borders. However, closer scrutiny reveals nuances. 

differential patterns of affirmation which tended to resonare in harmony with the ideolory of 

the events. The royal comrnemorations thus kindled sub-cultural, or in John Bodnar's 

teminology, vernacular, pasts. and a study of these events brings into sharper tocus the 

microstructures of Ontario's idrntity a century ago.' 

The implications of the study suggest some cornmon ground with Mark Looker's 

analysis of the reiigious press in Engtand during the queen's jubilees. According to Looker. 

"Victoria's Jubilees intensified . . . myth making, wherein every faction could worship the 

idealized projection of irs own image." He adds that "[tlhe Queen's image could readily and 

usehlly be CO-opted" by Catholics, Jews, Anglicans and the dissenting bodies who promoted 

their own " religious, social, and political daims. "O Unlike the situation in England, where 

the established Church of England had to contend with Queen Victoria's opposition to the 

Angle-Catholic clergy, and where class divisions were deeper, the Anglicans and Mrthodists 

in Ontario cultivated and reinforced their selfiperceptions through languages which idealized 

the sovereign, the empire and British civilization.' 

The argument of this thesis centres on the fact that Queen Victoria and the advance of 



the British empire during her long reign were the symbolic centres on whicli the Anglicans 

and the Methodists fashioned their separate identities. However, not only were the images of 

the sovereign devised out of disparate conceptions of divine reality, as determined by the 

theologica! traditions of each church, but the concexts. especially the intellsctual revolutions of 

the time, had very different effects upon their unique narratives of loy alty . The Anglican 

nvecvric was cmrervative, hut resilient. its traditions and conceptions of the British p s t  r e  "OJ 

assuring a rerisonable degree of stability in the strucrure and aims of the Church's loyal 

pronouncements over the decade between 1887 and 1897. The organic. unitive vision. which 

integrated Church, state. and society under the crown. was powerful. The Methodisr response 

was more complex. Separated from the Church of England for over one l~undred years. and 

privileging a theology which focused on the spiritual well-being of the individual. and less on 

the corporate community of the faithhl, the Methodists had Iess attachment to the institution 

of the crown. and a weakened vision of the grand organic perspective characteristic of the 

Anglicans. In the person of Queen Victoria. the rhetoric consecratrd the Wesleyan theologi- 

cal heritage through a discourse of substitutionary piety. However, the crlebratory narratives 

on the progress of the empire and the social advances of the queen's reign, especially evidenr 

by 1897, began to invoke a very different language of piety, a gospel of social progress and 

reform, which transfigured the categories of traditional Wesleyan theology, and led to a 

gradua1 deconsecration of the Methodist inheritance, a destabilization of identity . Thus the 

shape of Methodist loyalty was vulnerable to the intellectual changes of the time. of which 

one important component eventually Ied to the rise of the social gospel movement. 

The research recovered many sermons and articles generated by the Anglican, Presby- 

terian, Methodist, and Roman CathoIic clergy in Ontario. For several reasons the thesis was 

restricted to an exmination of the sources from the Church of England and the Methodist 

Church. The physical limitations of the study unfortunately precluded an adequate treatment 



of the four major religious groups. In the late nineteenth century. the Catholics in Ontario 

were ethnically diverse. Any reasonable analysis of Catholic attitudes towards Queen 

Victoria, the crown. and the dominant British culture would require 3 separate study examin- 

ing the Irish, the French. the descendants of Scots Highlanders in eastem Ontario, Germans in 

Waterloo. and Italians in Toronto, to name only some groups with widely disparate loyalties. 

By !he !-te vlctnrian era,  the Presbyterians were strongly evangelical. proud of their Scottish 

roots and the queen's attachment to the Church of Scotland. The Presbyterian sources reveal 

a strong support for the institution of democratic constitutional monarchy. However, the 

Anglicans and the Methodists in Ontario were selected for this study primarily because they 

were representative of two remarkably different types of Protestantism. Despite the dissimi- 

lariries, there was an irony in the fact that the Mttthudisrs had ernerged as a sectririan evangdi- 

cal movement within the English Church in the latter Iialf of the eightecnth century. In borli 

churches. there had been contact and separation. and. èspecially with teference to Upper 

Canada, incidents of contlict and resolution. Unlike the colonial Presbyterians. whose loyrilry 

had not been questioned either by the early Upper Canadian authorities or by the Anglican 

hienrchy. the Methodists. as many Canadian historians have shown. had sometimrs bren 

prrceived as potential subversives. inherently threatening to British nils in Upper Canada. 

Thus Anglican and Methodist narratives of loyalty in the late Victorian era reflected contrast- 

ing mernories and theological traditions. A comparative analysis of these two churchrs 

offered the opportunity to reveal the distinctive effects of context. tradition, and mrmory in 

the construction of monarchical loyalty during the period in question. 

The Terminolow of the Studv 

The terms " loyalty . " "jubilee," and "discourse" are frequently used in this thesis, and 

each requires a measure of explication. The word "loyalty" refers to the aura1 and visual 

forms of public affirmation for the monarchy. Queen Victoria. and British civilization in the 



late nineteenth century. Although the language of loyalty often pointed to England. it 

possessed a broader. extra-territorial connotation which incorporated the imperial community 

of the Anglo-Saxon diaspora rhroughout the world, at times its sentiments widened to includr 

the Americans. Loyalty to the British connection was primarily a reverent celebration of 

history and culture. an attachment to an ill-defined idea that cannot be equnted to a mere 

Idinrification with a place, meaning either Britain or Canada. Of course. Ontario was one of 

the two provinces founded as a result of the refuger migration of the United Empire Loyal- 

ists, and the mernory and mythology of the founders amplified the rhetoric heard on the 

occasion of the queen's birthdays and during the jubilees. The word "loyalisrn," while it is 

iittle used in this study, rekrs to the principles governing the popuiar manifestations of loyalty 

that shaped the discourse of cornmernoration. Although it wiIi be reiterated in the concluding 

chapter of the rhesis. loyalisrn is best understood as an unstated presupposition of personal and 

collective obligation to the existence of the Canadian state, and to British civilization and its 

ordering syrnbols. The Protestant churches were of paramount importance in the cuItivation 

of assent to this world culture whose supreme representative w u  Queen Victoria. 

The meanings attached to the word "jubilee" have been explored in their historical 

context in England by Malcolm Chase. Throughout the nineteenth crntury. the trrm becarnr 

associated with patriotic and other cornmernorative svents. in rhe process losing the political 

and radical implications of its biblical origins recorded in Leviticus 25. Chase observes that 

"in early Christian teaching," jubilee "was confused by the conflation of the Latin 'jubilo' (1 

rejoice) with the Hebrew 'jobel' (literally a ram's-hom tmmpet). " "Simple crlebration . . . 

became . .. the keynote of jubilee." Although the message of Leviticus was seized upon from 

rime to time by various writers, including Bunyan, Milton, James Harrington. and some 

radicals, it was Iargely stnpped of any concept of social refom. Interestingly however, 

Chase adds that "consistencies with the Kevitical] notions of jubiIee . . . can be identified 



within Methodism from its earliest years." The ideas of "spiritual renewal, religious liberty 

and the Second Coming" were often Iinked to the restoration associated with the Jewish 

festival. The jubilee of King George III in 1809 undemined the radical political usage of the 

term. The celabration served as an "os tentat ious display of countrr-revolutionary national- 

ism," and was a factor in the state appropriation of patriotism. Frorn 1309 onward, notes 

Chase, the ! e n  was a cmesred site. but the "loyalist concept of jubilee was ... very much in 

the ascendant." By the late Victorian era, the word "jubilee' was almost always associated 

with anniversaries which functioned "as occasions for a collective affirmation of tàith and 

purpose."' Thus. as Walter Arnstein has suggestrd, the Golden Jubilee was an expression 

favoured by the queen "because in part she visualized the occasion as the golden wedding 

anniversary that fate had denied her." Similarly. the Dimond Jubilee met with her approval 

because, suggests Arnstein, "it  served as a substitute for that tmly mornentous wedding 

anniversary that she and Alben might have celrbrated hsd he not died young."' 

If the r e m  "jubilee" had different. sornetimrs contested. meanings. throughout the 

nineteenth century, i t  was partly because its usage was defined by the political, social. and 

even religious natures of Ianguage which tended to fracture dong the boundaries of class, 

gender. and church affiliation. In this study, the word "discourse. " in its widest sense, refers 

to rhe representations of meaning embedded within the Anglican and Methodist narratives of 

loyalty . As John Tosh observes, the "conceptual premises" can be different, and "there are 

usualIy a number of alternative and interlocking discourses jostling for ascendancy - express- 

ing, for example, reverence for the state, class solidarity, or democratic rights." A close 

analysis of the loyalist rhetoric of the Church of England and the Methodist Church of Canada 

in iate nineteenth-century Ontario reveals that there were varying discursive patterns reflecting 

disparate understandings of gender roles, social equality , and democracy . It is recognized 

chat, in a particular setting, "discourse" ofien can be undentood as a confl ation of the aura1 



and the visual. However, it is the archive of sermons and articles recovered from newspapers 

and the church organs which f o m s  the basis of the discourse under examination in this 

thesis. 'O 

intellectual and Social Conte* of the Ontario Jubilee Celebrations 

There were two types of contextual influences which affected the monarchical 

rxxgyr ic  zf !-hi Christkn ch-rchec dwi'g !ht !a!!er ha!f nf rhe Victoria era One; n prnduci 

of British and European inrellectual ferment. had a longstanding and subjective impact upon 

the conimunities of organized Christianity. The transformations in thought undermined many 

of the traditional certainties of the churches, but the new ideas had to be addressed and even 

internalized in order for theologians to formulate adequate responses. Secondly, there was the 

external, immediate, and objective environment consisting of the polit i d ,  economic. and 

social realities of cornmernoration. These subjective and objective contexts interacted with 

history and memory to shape the royalist discourse of the Protestant churches. 

During the latter half of the nineteenth century. an intellectual reformarion shouk [lie 

scriptural and dogrnatic foundations of Western Christianity. but perliaps the greatest impact 

was felt by the Protestant evangelical churches which had established the ba i s  of their faith 

and life upon the real presence of a supernaturai God acting providentially in history. and 

whose revelation to humanity was evidenr in an inerrant Bible. In Upper Canada, as recent 

historians of religion have shown. a crisis of authority arose when the churchrs were forced 

to respond to the extravagant end-o f-the-world prognostications of the premil lennialis t sctcts . 

The developing response took the f o m  of posrmillennialism. a form of Christian eschatology 

which stressed the graduai. progressive unfolding of Christ's kingdom." Afier 1859. 

Darwin's theory of evolution finally vanquished the lingering literal interpretation of origins 

in the Book of Genesis. German research, translated into English, demonstrated the power of 

new critical methods to raise serious questions about the assumed veracity. or historicity. of 



many other biblica1 texts. The accompanying liberal theology introduced revoiutionary ideas 

on the understanding and approach to Christian doctrine, inciuding salvation and the nature of 

God. " Out of these intellectual transformations, and in the context of a changing industrial 

society in North Arnerica, there arose a rnovement of Christian social criticism which shifted 

the traditional evangelical categories of salvarion from the individual to society . In the place 

of a :üpcmn:ü:a! Cod, 2~: : : ' -  I R  the sAwien m d  Chrbt ix  perfer!inn cf the ~lnner, h o  

rrnerged an immanent God of progress. a new gospel of social salvation, which, in its English 

Canadian guise. crusaded for the Christian regeneration of society, as Ramsay Cook has so 

ably demonstrated. Frorn the 1880s. the message of social reform began to spread among 

vociferous and often radical spokesmen in Ontario, and its language slowly began to inform 

the mission of the Merhodist Church. Whispers of the new theology began to cross over into 

the loyalty discourse of the Methodist pastonte during the cornmernoration for rhe qurrn's 

Golden Jubilee in 1887, and was even more evident during the Diamond Jubilee in 1897." 

On Sunday. 19 June 1887, the people of the province began celebrating the fiftieth 

anniversary marking the accession to the throne of their cmpress-queen. As Ieffrey Lant has 

shown, the Golden Jubilee celebration was intended to enhance the popular image of the 

monarchy in Brirain." The event was one of those milestones of British pomp and spectacle 

that was not neglected in Ontario, especially within the Anglo-Protestant population, but 

public enthusiasm was sometimes dampened by itpathy, when not marred by intemal tensions 

in Canada and the province. For example, in April 1887. Toronto's repuration for true-blue 

loyalty suffered a defeat at the polls when ratepayers roundly defeated a bylaw which would 

have allocated $10,000 towards a jubilee celebration.'' Ten years later, reflecting on the 

event, an editorial writer in Toronto's Evening Telegram recalled that "there was gladness 

throughout the British empire and in Canada the rejoicings were sincere, but it was a dynasric 

and English significance which attached to the jubilee festivities in London. "16 Triggered by 



uncertainty concerning the Cuture of Confederation, issues of loyalty. central to the discourse 

of early Upper Canada, "re-emerged as a co~tentious issue in the lare 1880s." states David 

Mills. The Riel affair " heightened the conflict between English and French Canadians, " and 

there was "pessirnism associated with the disappointing results of the National Poiicy. " 1 7  

The peremial concern with annexation to the United States was amplified by dis for trade 

reciprocity and nutright commercial union with the powerful American neighbour. On the 

sve of the Golden Jubilee. unquestioning allegiance to the sovereign was by no means 

universal across al1 sectors of Canada's pluralist population. In Ontario, the Irish, divided 

between Catholics and Protestants, exhibited a "pugnacity," stated W. L. Morton, "which 

counted no cost and overlooked no point of dispute. "" In many conmunitirs the cornrnem- 

orations were low-key and, perhaps in an effort to fortib a sense of national unity, the public 

gathrrings and civic speeches wrre often postponrd until the Dominion holiday on 1 luly. 

Expressions of loyrilty in Ontario in 1887 rind 1897 were shaped by orher events 

which created turbulence throughout the Dominion. Quebec's new premier, Honoré Mercier, 

slected early in 1887, called upon Pope Leo XII1 to arbitrate a dispute over the estates 

confiscated frorn the Jesuits at the time of the Conquest. The subsequent passage ut' the 

Jesuits ' Esrates Act in July 1888 generated much heated discussion in English Canada, and 

helped to aggravate the Manitoba schools dispute of the early 1890s. The Conservative 

governrnent's failure to resolve the problem led to the Liberal victory under Wilfrid Laurier 

in 1896.19 

Canadian anxieties began to mount in 1895 when the American government, under the 

guiding hand of its belligerent secretary of state, Richard Olney (1835- 19 U), took a truculent 

stance towards Great Britain over a dispute regarding the boundary between Venezuela and 

British Guiana." Rising American economic and irnperial power was comparable with that 

of Gemany which, in 1896, states Modris Eksteins, "openly adopted what came to be called 



Weipolirik, a " world policy . . . accompanied . . . by the inauguration of a naval building 

program and an obstreperous pursuit of additional colonies, " an expansionisrn which "nat- 

uraily aroused concern abroad about Germany's long-range intentions. "" Such challenges to 

British supremacy throughout the last decade of the nineteenth century probably contributed to 

the rise of British irnperialism in Ontario. Car1 Berger notes that branches of the Imperia1 

Federation League had been established in Canada after its formation in England in 1884. 

Both it and its successor, the British Empire League, formed in 1896, had a powerful impact 

on the popularization and spread of imperialisrn in English Canada." The Loyalis t tradition. 

given a fresh mandate by the formation of the United Empire Loyalist Association of Ontario, 

a k o  in 1896. put more wind into the sails of the imperialist mission." 

After Laurier's election victory of 1596, a mood of optimism took hold across the 

country. The following year. during the week conimencing 20 June 1897. the people of 

Ontario. together with millions of their fellow citizens throughout Canada and Brinin's otiier 

colonial dependencies. began celebrating Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee. As spring 

unfolded that year. the Union Jack sprouted across the architectural Iandscape, and imperial 

patriotism came into hiIl bloorn in English Canada's newspapers. magazines and the religious 

press. Wilfrid Laurier, knighted by the queen in London and leading the parade of colonial 

premiers through Britain's rnetropolis on 22 June. symbolized the hopes for national and 

imperial unity. Described by the London Times as "the first pan-Britannic festival." the 

cornmernoration was an invitation to the colonies to participate with the mother country in a 

great pageant of empire, the supreme occasion to honour Queen Victoria. the aging but 

beloved sovereign and symboi of the realm." 

To understand the dynamics of loyalty to the queen in Anglican and Methodisr thought 

in the late nineteench century, it is necessary to penetrate more closely into the cultural texture 

of late Victorian Ontario. In ~e first case, irnperialisrn was inextricably linked to the 



recovery of the Loyalist tradition and its concern with the original unity and tragic ciisruption 

of the great English-speaking, tram-Atiantic nations. Descendants of early Upper Canadians. 

comrnonly found in the Anglican and Methodist memberships, ofien possessed emotional, 

fiiiopietistic mernories of the refugees who fled in the af~errnath of the American Revolution. 

and they syrnpathized with the élitisr efforts to iink the Loyalist mythology ta imper i a l i~m.~  

The wldiers and their families who rernained obedient to England's authoritv in the Thirteen 

Colonies were symbols of unity for the empire. The image of the materna1 queen rested on a 

tradition of historic respect for one of her ancestors. George III, the father of his people, the 

paternal monarch who represented the sovrrrignty of Britain and the first empire. Queen 

Victoria was the mother of the young Dominion. ri burgeoning nation whose very existence 

justified the original Tory cause during the Revolution. 

An underlying assumption of the late Victorian era. cornmon to Britons and a great 

many of their brethren in the United States, was the belief that the Anglo-saxon "race" was 

especially gifted in the ans of governance and progress. and had a responsibility to bring the 

benefits of Western civilization and political liberty to the Iess developed people of the world. 

The public presentacion of the benevolent Hrrrenvdk had bren brewing in the writings of the 

social D a r ~ i n i s t s , ' ~  but it gathered s t e m  in the works of many imperialists. among rhem, 

Charles Dilke (1 843- 19 1 1) whose widely read book Greater Britain (1868) was a popular 

exposition of the theory of Anglo-saxon supremacy." The idea was central ro the thought 

of such men as Cecil Rhodes and the colonial secretary, Joseph Chamberlain, who held the 

office from 1895 to 1902 in Salisbury's g ~ v e r n m e n t . ~  As Car1 Berger has shown. English 

Canadians were introduced to these notions of Anglo-saxon preeminence through the writ ings 

of John George Bourinot, George Parkin and George Grant. among others. Bourinot 

subscribed to the contemporary theories of some political philosophen in England and 

America who argued that the Anglo-Saxon gift for establishing stable systems of political 



liberty could be traced to the ancient Teutonic tribes of northern Europe." Whether it  was 

deerned to be a product of nature or nunure. the superiority of the British was a cornmonplace 

in the discourse of imperialism. As this thesis will show, many clergymen in Ontario, 

especially in the Church of England, were convinced that the mission of empire was inertri- 

cably linked to the great commission. It was hard for God not to be an Englishman. 

particularly when some clerics were delighted to adop Him as the Father of the new chosen 

people, the British nation. 

Another factor must also be considered in order to understand the close association 

berween the churches and political allegiance during the 1 s t  fifteen years of the nineteenth 

century. The style and content of patriotic sermons naturally tended to reflect the perspec- 

tives of the worshippers, and èspecially the guest groups who were so often invited on 

occasions honouring the queen. The processions of local or visiting regirnents. veterans, and 

fraternal societies were integral to the discourse of loyalty in Ontario, both before and long 

after Confederation. The local Presbyterian, Methodist , and less cornmooly , the Bapt ist or 

Congregational church was sometimes the destination for the spring Sunday parade on or 

about 24 May. but perhaps the mosr common terminus wcls the sanctuary of the parish churcli 

or cathedrai of the Church of England. The magnificently uniformed volunteers, and 

increasingly by the 1880s, the Sons of England. looking spiendidly masculine in their silk 

toppers and decorated frock coats, were as much the visible, as were the sermons the audible, 

signs of allegiance. The aura1 and the visual CO-existed in synergy. The language and signs 

of obedience, crucial to Anglican theories of social and political obligation, exuded maleness. 

Of course, the role of a female monarch had ro be addressed. The queen's tender 

feminine qualities were ubiquitous in the sermons. and their function was not merely cosmetic 

rven if the domestic ideology transformed royal virtue into spectacle. The middle-ciass 

queen, who sanctified the palace by her feminine attributes, was a symbol of woman's proper 



and subordinate sphere for the British subject. Victoria and the royal farnily were the 

suprerne representations of an organic view of society and state. A sovereign who was the 

epitome of true womanhood proved the worth of Christian monarchy, and al1 was well with 

the world. Nevertheless, the images of the feminine in the royal household were controlled 

by the prior affirmation of the nation's historic polity. and shaped by cultural stereotypes 

which privileged the aura1 and visual discourse of masculinity. 

That the traditional Sunday church parade in Ontario found especial favour with the 

Anglicans is not surprising in light of an observation by Grant. who hrts noted rhat "the 

careful allocation of roles in parades and processions in relation to office or position in society 

... suggested the persistence of Simcoe's vision of a neatly ordered society long after its 

apparent rejection. "'O The miliria tradition in Ontario. itself panly a product of patriotic 

mernory. encouraged rnilitary preparedness and fostered a martiril spirit, including a good deril 

of masculine srrut and display, a militarist phenornenon already rxamined by Car1 Berger." 

Of course, if by militarisrn is rneant the rise of powerful rnilitary classes ris occurred in 

central Europe and Japan, then the term has no application in the Canadian context. British 

precedent and North American geostrategic considerations favoured the cultural and political 

response of volunteer soldiering. and that reality discouraged the formation of either a large 

standing army or a military caste in Canada. The close relationship between Anglicanism and 

the militia regiments a century ago seems to be succinctly captured in a quote from the 

conservative Austrian staresman, Prince von Metternich, taken from Alfred Vagts' significant 

study on modem militarism. The church, Mettemich said, "labon through the word from the 

pulpit for the moral truth." the other [the a m y ]  on the battlefieid by their deeds for right and 

justice. Church and army are sewing order through the power of discipline and through 

hierarchical arrangement. "" 
Aside from uniforms, silk bats and sashes, there was a visual iconography-pictures, 



cornrnemorative plate, and silvenvare bearing reliefs of the queen or the royal farnily, and the 

coinage with the sovereign's profile-all of it reinforcing the presence of the moriarchy in 

Canadian life. However, it is vital to realize that loyaity was largely shaped by speech and 

the written word. Protestantisrn has traditionally been a hearing religion, a faith communi- 

cated through scripture, prayer, and the homiletic ans. Language c m  communicare a 

cn~scimicncîs nf rhe pas[, a sense o f  heritage. in a way that marshall parades. visual icons. 

monuments, or even museums cannot accomplish through the eye alone. Late nineteenth- 

crntury Protestant Ontario was a hearing, or listening. culture. and its religious Ianguage of 

piety was easily able to import collective Christian identities into self-affirming discourses of 

politicaI piety praising Queen Victoria. The aura1 constructs, the sermons and essays of 

Anglican reverence towards the symbol of communal and national descenr, and the Methodist 

discourse of reverent piety have been selrcted for study in this rhesis. 

Origins and Nature of the Monarchicd Discourse 

The religious and secular celebrations for Queen Victoria's jubilees in Ontario 

genrrated a substantial deposit of pritriotic rphemera. Much of this encomia was modelled on 

that of British rnonarchists who had successfully pionerred the reconstruction of the queen's 

image through the medium of a fancihl literature of moral c ~ h o n a t i o n . ~ ~  The glorification 

of Queen Victoria began to emerge following her accession in 1837. The phenornenon can br 

more accurately understood as a process through which the sovereign became the symbolic 

reification of the culturaI and ideological virrues of rhe era. Aside from the promise of moral 

wonh which seemed to be evident in the young queen, politicai and social changes were 

factors in the restoration of British royalty following the reigns of her two unpopular uncles. 

George IV (17624830) and his brother, William IV (1765-1837). The gradua1 shift to 

parliarnentary supremacy had been underway since 1689. The transformation gathered 

momentum by the third decade of the nineteenth century and it took a significant leap fonvard 



with the Refom Bill of 1832. Queen Victoria, a strong-willed wornan. continued to exercise 

considerable political influence behind the scenes, but the crown was largely divested of 

genuine potency in the arena of national governance. Increasingly, the monarchy assumed a 

cerernonial role. royal spectacle becoming the visible representation of state power. The 

growing sense of national importance and unity wrought by commercial and imperial 

rxpanrim also cnntrihiited to the British public's changing perceptions of the crown. The 

great Crystal Palace E.xhibition of 185 1 syrnbolized the new industrial Britain and the march 

of scientific and commercial progress. The involvement of Prince Alben in the planning and 

execution of this highly successful venture greatly enhanced the prestige of the royal fam- 

ily . 

By mid-century. the monarch had corne to be understood. in the words of Jeffrey 

Lant. as an "impartial, olympian arbiter. calrn, judiciuus. fair" and "who always had the best 

interest of the people at hem.  " By the time of the Golden Jubilee in 1887. myth and reality 

concerning Victoria had travelled some distance along srparate parhs. Cornmenting on rhr 

"extravagant daims" of the domesticated propaganda. which Queen Victoria once aptly 

described as "twaddle," Lant observes that "rach aspect of the Queen's life was purged of its 

individual character and made inro a standard to be f ~ l l o w e d . " ~ ~  Materna1 and domestic 

imagery was woven into a gendered discourse praising the queen's mode1 life and home. The 

sweet and innocent child who became the nation's romantic centrepiece as the youthful queen. 

stepped into her proper sphere as the devoted and submissive wife. the loving Christian 

mother, the grieving widow, and the caring sovereign who lovrd the poorest and weakest of 

her subjects even as she attended to the affairs of state in her rolr as constitutional niler. 

These motifs reappear in the Ontario sources with tedious regularity. Often peppered 

with scriptural verses or quotes from Tennyson, and replete with monotonous paeans to 

progress, the rhapsodie narratives on Victoria's moral and Christian perfection have received 



little attention from historians. However, the jubilees, and the annual rituals surrounding the 

celebrations for the queen's binhday. on or about 24 May, cannot be viewed simply as 

fleeting festivals of the contemporary political order and its sovereign. They were celebra- 

tions of remembrance. To rernember, notes Nico H. Frijda, is ta be mindful of a particular 

past, to integrate memories and bring a sense of coherence to one's i den t i t~?~  The com- 

mrmx-xi!!e m ~ r d i t y  wxtr en Queen Victoria and the monarchy constitute distinct reservoirs 

of communal identity appertaining to different groups in the province. 

Within the frmework of these observations. it is as vital to understand what the 

Anglicans, the Methodists and other religious and secuiar groups were not doing, as it is to 

understand their overt intent ions. The epherneral homage I itetature surviving from the 

cornrnemorations of the jubilees in Ontario are overlapping varieties of Christian pietistic 

discourse. Religious identit ies were affirmed through ritual lnnguages of devotion to a chaste. 

immaculate Queen Victoria-almost, one might be tempted to suggest-Protestantism's rinswer 

to Roman Catholicism's blessed Virgin Mary. However, the analogy is misleading, partly 

because it obfuscates by a simplistic likeness that which requires a greater precision of 

thought. The cultural, more specifically the Protestant. venrration of the queen. referring to 

the cultivation of deep respect and reverence. introduced elements of divinization. but not 

deificaiion. In common use, these two words are most often treated synonymously. and 

indeed, the definitions in the second edition of the Oxjfbrd English Dic~iorrav (1989) are 

essentially identical. with no distinctive nuances of meaning? In any context, naturai 

language is more cornplex. Divinization can also possess a different connotation, the much 

more limiting attribution of a divine character or nature to a person (or perhaps an object), 

but which denies the act or process of outright deification, meaning the creation or transform- 

ation of someone or something into a deity or a gode3' In the case of Queen Victoria, the 

Christian virtues of faith, hope, and charity were seen as manifestations of the divine presence 



in her Me. and the four cardinal v imes  of prudence, justice, fortinide. and temperance were 

inferred within the morality narratives of the Protestant commentators. This aura of Christian 

virtue and moral purity surrounding the queen, especially in the case of the Anglicans, 

probably reinforced the rrtrified halo of sacredness associated with any vestigial memories of 

the divine origin of kingship and of the English monarchy in particular. 

To taise this issue rnight seem to be an instance of splitting hairs. but it avoids the 

danger of assurning that Britons and Ontarians revered their monarch in the same way, for 

exmple ,  ris the Russians, or at least some of [hem, gazed in awe rit their Czar. or  as the 

Japanese turned to emperor worship during the firsr half of the twentieth century. In the 

former case, there were similarities to be sure, but the transfer of political power to an elected 

Cornmons, coinciding with the devolution of both royal and ecclesiastical power in England. 

sirnply precluded the formation of anything even remotely resembling a crirsriropapist 

configuration of IoyaIty within the wider population. In contrast to the Eastern Orthodox 

experience. political power in Wesrern Christendom was a site constantly contested between 

sacerdoiiunt and regnum. 

In Japan, the nativists and Mito scholars. during the later Tokugawa period (1603- 

1868) of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. begrin forging links between traditional filial 

piety and loyalty to the emperor. This synthesis, resulting in the political ideology of kokirrai. 

was based on the theory of the patriarchal state, "al1 of whose people [were] related to one 

another and to the emperor," as the substance of a complex idea has been expressed by 

Robert The cultivation of ancestral filial obligation was intensified afier the Meiji 

restoration (1868). in effect, the state sponsored an abpemading nativist Ioyalty to the 

emperor whose divine origins were integral to the formation of an rxtreme nationalism in 

Japan. In England and the disparate parts of the empire, Queen Victoria was transformed into 

a figure of affection and reverence, but credibility had its limits. Christianity and the political 



cultures of the English-speaking world prohibited the formation of anything resembling the 

Japanese experience. 

Neverthless, it is reasonable to ask an obvious question. To what degree did English 

Canadians suspend their critical faculties and actually believe the content of the hyperbole 

which they heard or read of their sovereign? In fact, it is probably near impossible to gain 

an? detailed understanding of the attitudes and beliefs of the ordinary man and woman. The 

people of Ontario flocked to the special jubilee services. especially in 1897. and at the queen's 

death in 1901 the churches were literally filled to overflowing in many centres, "packed to the 

doors." as a correspondent observed in S t r a t f ~ r d . ~  For the most part. the populace assrnted 

to the gaudy eloquence of the royal praise, partly because. cit its core, there was ri rnvdicurn 

of truth. Despite Queen Victoria's foibles and faults. her obstinacy and conrradicrions. and 

her sornetimes unforgiving pettiness, she was seen as impeccably honest, incorruptible. and 

unyiciding in her adherence to the moral code of the age. It was possible for Protestant 

clerics in Ontario, as elsewhere. to exaggerats the queen's virtues, conveniently ignore her 

peccadillos. and then soar to the pinnacles of oratory on the wings of vacuous fables. but they 

did not have to tell outright lies, and their audiences knew it. 

The Monarchv in Britain frorn Geome III to Queen Victoria 

The historical development of provincial loyalty to the rnonarchy cannot be under- 

stood apart from the developing role of the institution of royalty in Britain over the sarne 

period. Loyalty to a person or a state is not a fixed phenornenon which can be succinctly 

described with a dictionary definition. It is neither static in its meanings nor uniform in its 

expressions within a given cornrnunity over time. Public attitudes towards the ihrone in 

Britain were shaped by the reigning sovereign and the shifting rolr of the crown. In Upper 

Canada and Ontario, there were a great many feanires in common with royal sentiment in the 

mother country, but there were also important differences which reflected the impact of local 



events and conditions. Before Ontario's proverbial affections for Queen Victoria c m  be 

gauged from the existing lirerature, it is necessary to examine the research of historians who 

have traced the relationship between the crown and the cultivation of allegiance in Great 

Britain, a phenornenon that began in the latter half of the eighteenth century with King George 

rIr ( i 738- 1820). 

Linda Cniley. l ean in  rowards a more traditional ripproach to historiographv. has 

studied the cultural and political formation of the British nation from the cighternth century ro 

the accession of Queen Victoria. She argues that the "apotheosis" of George III, begiming rit 

his accession in 1760, and acceterating after the nid-1780s, was integral ro the "state 

nationalization of nationalism, " whose "chief beneficiary . . . was the king. " "Since Britain 

was great," suggests Colley. "her rulrrs must also be seen to be so." The rise of royal 

ceremonial, the institution of nrw orders of chivalry, and the sponsorsliip of national anistic 

and architectural endeavours were included among the transformations which " identiflied J the 

rnonarchy with national xhirvement and visible splendour." King George's project for the 

revival of the rnonarchy, intended to appeal io tradition and past glories, " w u  part of the 

conservative reaction to the American, and still more the French Revolution. "" 

Social changes also had their impact on the nature of cornernoration in Britain. By 

the 1 W O s ,  lodges, friendly societies , and volunreer regiments. anirnating the masculine quest 

for hierarchy, order and colourful cerernony, posed a significant presence in local processions 

and special services conunemorating royal events.'12 The growth of the new industrial 

bourgeoisie, the spread of Methodism. and the rising influence of the Evangelicals within the 

Church of England were instrumental in stimulating a reformation in manners and morals 

throughout society." Reflecting a new emphasis on respecrability, local celebrations of 

loyalty shifted from the customary popular feasu with their "riotous excesses" towards 

activities fostenng civic pride. Nationalist discourse also became suffused with the Ianguage 



of the church. Thus the expression "national anrhern." coined sometime after the turn of the 

nineteenth century , followed the fortunes of "God Save the King" which gained ascendancy 

over "Rule Britannia" to become the recognized state hymn by 1820. Colley aiso draws 

attention to the "propaganda sermon," a vehicle of "clericaI extravagance" which "accenmated 

the conflation of royal and patriotic with religious terminology." Amplifying the king's 

vIr!icc ..ri hic m!e ir rarinp hwhand and farher, the religious hyperbole of the pulpit crossed 

into the secular press wherc the monarchical morality text evolved. The "apotheosis" of 

George 111 thus followed the contours of Britain's political. religious, and social topography 

between 1760 and 1820.jj 

The representation of the monarchy was subject ro the destabilizing effecrs wrought by 

the prrsonality, the behaviour, and the perceived moral character of the incurnbent monnrch. 

George II1 descended inro incornpetence during the last dccade of Iiis life." His son. George 

IV, a profligate whose dissolute behaviour was public knowledge. reigned from 1820 until his 

death in 1830. In his biography of Queen Victoria. Gilss St. Aubyn notes that during the 

regency period, he was called "the first bounder in Europe. vain as a peacock, false to his 

friends and remorseless to those who had offended him." George IV was succeeded by his 

brother. William IV (17654837). Aithough more attentive to the iiffairs of srate. William 

was often "ill-tempered and partisan," and perceived by many as a buffoon." 

The monarchy was at a low ebb when Victoria succeeded to the throne in 1837. 

"[Tlhe whole country delighted in welcoming their new Queen, whose innocence compared so 

favourably with the sordid Iives of her uncles, " comrnents St. Aubyn." Queen Victoria 

restored a sense of dignity and propriety to the office of constitutional rnonarchy, but as her 

reign progressed, she increrisingly came to assume the role of a social monarch, the exemp- 

las, head of British Society, including the rmigrant colonies scattered throughout the empire. 

At the k a r t  of the Victorian worldview lay the images of a sentirnentalized nuclear farnily.# 



The queen and the royal farnily stood as the ideals of social order. A comment on the 

domestic function of the monarchy by Walter Bagehot (1826- 1877), the nineteenth-century 

expositor on the British constitution, is important in understanding British and Canadian 

responses to Queen Victoria. 

We have come to regard the Crown as the head of Our rnoruiiry. The virtues 
of Queen Victoria and the virtues of George III have sunk deep into the 
ppular hean. We have come to believe that it is naturai to have rt vimous 
sovereign, and that the domestic virtues are as likely to be found on thrones as 
they are eminent whsn there? 

The vinues of middle-class respectability conveyed by the images of Queen Victoria 

and her famiiy have attracted the attention of historians who have been ini'luenced by the 

tradition of Marxist historiography and social control theory which gained prominence in 

Britain, especially from the 1960s. Thus, in his study of the Golden Jubilee in 1887, Thomas 

Richards depicts Victoria as the "semiotic lodestone" of her "commodification" during the 

event. "Al1 the pomp and circumstance of the Empire could do nothing to conceal the fact 

that the Queen was a dornesticated monarch whose public image resided not in the trappinp 

of the upper class but in the middle-class ethos of frugality, self-denial, hard work, and civic 

responsibility. "" The symbols of ancient. patrician sovereignty were partly absorbed by the 

entrepreneurial spirit as exemplified by the trade in royal souvenirs. Among the hundreds of 

tacky items calculated to subven the lofty intentions of the jubilee organizers, notes Arnstein. 

were "teapots in the shape of the Queen's head with the lid shaped like a crown, and 

automatic musical jubilee bustles that played 'God Save the Queen' whenever the wearer sat 

down."" Such "manufactured signs of dominance" may have robbed the royal spectacle of 

some of its solemn dignity, but paradoxically, consumerism may have played a rote in 

galvanizing the royal charisma which triumphed over the disillusionment with a reclusive 

queen who was now emerging from a long and lugubrious state of rnouming." 

David Cannadine argues that the construction of loyalfy to the monarchical state 



through royal ceremonial must be understood contextually . In a 198 1 paper. Cannadine and 

Elizabeth Hamrnenon compared the social control model with functionalism in the light of 

historical evidence from the Diarnond Jubilee celebrations in Cambridge. England? 

Originating with Émile Durkheim. the hinctionalist school holds that commemoration is a 

form of cornmuna1 representation through which ritual and ceremonial occasions symbolically 

recreate the religious beliefs of the society. The Diamond Jubilee would be an instance of a 

society's need ta reaffirm "at regular intervals the collective sentiments and collective ideas 

which rnake its unity and personality." Most of Durkheim's observations pertain to aboriginal 

societies and might appear to be irrdevant to modern nations composed of competing sub- 

cultures and marked by class conflict? 

In striking contrrtst to the consensual model, Hamrnerton and Cannadine point to 

social control theories. for exarnple, that of Steven Lukes. who maintains that political 

celebration is well-organized propagmda designed to secure allegiance to the symbolic 

representations of the state? Consensus is constructed and illusorv. and contlict is unavoid- 

abIe. Thus the Diamond Jubilee met with opposition from the Irish who expressed their 

hostility in riots and anti-ritual parades in Dublin. and with the well-articulated objections of 

Keir Hardie, the Scottish and Independent Labour Party leader? However. Hammenon and 

Cannadine concede chat with respect to the Diamond Jubilee celebrations in Cambridge, "the 

consensus and conflictual theories stubbornly and priradoxically remain cornplernentary rather 

chan mutually exclusive, with each partially supportcd but neither entirely proven." The local 

cornmernorations reflected a genuine affection for the queen and the monarchical sysrem, but 

their performance aiso required the necessary "rnobilization of bias" and the resolution of 

conflict among various groups. Stressing the necessity for contextual analysis. the authors 

insist that a full understanding of ceremonid and political rituals must be examined over time 

in order to "display the links and connexions" between various. and sometimes compcting. 



groups in s o ~ i e t y . ~  

In a subsequent article, Cannadine suggested that the meanings conveyed through 

royal ritual have been conditioned by political, social, and technologicaI changes in Britain 

and e l s e ~ h e r e . ~ ~  State cerernonial necessarily carries different meanings to succeeding 

generations. The past, seen and heard through the performances of national rirual. is re- 

conceptualized as the invention of tradition. and celebrations such as the Victorian jubiless are 

seen as the instrumentalities of ideological hegemony-the theatre of the ruling classes. From 

this perspective, the symbolic structures of ceremony and monarchical discourse become 

secondary to the irnmediate motives and decisions of the state and the governing élites. 

More recently, feminist and postmodernist critics have added their own insights to the 

corpus of historical research on the cultural constmction of royal imagrry during the reign of 

Queen Victoria. Writing on the opening years of Victoria's reign. Dorothy Thumpson 

remarks that "[Victoria's] youth and gender were probably ... important symbols of hope for 

her subjects. and helped to reconcile many to traditional monarchical loyalties which, it 

should be remembered. included a strong folk memory-perhaps more a rnythology-of good 

times for England under previous women mlers. from Boadicea through Good Queen Bess to 

Queen Anne. "" 

The myth of the female d e r  may have concealed what Thompson identifies as an 

"odd contradiction." During the period "in which the doctrine of separate spheres of activity 

for men and women was most actively developed and propounded, the highest pubiic office in 

the land was held by a wornan." The exploitation of the queen's femininity and matemity 

served to depoliticize the crown. By magnibing the aura of vinue and materna1 devotion 

surrounding Victoria, staresmen. joumalists. clergymen and others diminished the rnonarchy's 

perceived politicai power and reinforced Bagehot's description of it as the dignified compo- 

nent of the con~tinition.~" 



Thornpson's study implicitly links gender to biology, as something inextricably bound 

to maleness or, in this case, femaleness. Other feminist critics on the Victorian monarchy 

have cut the umbilical cord between biology and gender." Constming the latter as socially 

constructed, they assen that patriarchal hegernony cannot be understood apart from the 

interrelationships among gender, sexuality, class and politics. A recent and significanr 

contribution has been made by Margaret Hornans. She suggests that both popular and 

officially cornmissioned royal family portraiture, which represented the queen and her family 

as thoroughIy "rniddle-class, domestic, and patriotic, " simultaneously limited both female and 

monarchical political power, while expanding the sovereign's "symbolic powcr and ideolopi- 

cal infl~ence."~'  It is well to recall that the hnctions of the monarchy. the dignified part of 

the British constirution, as Bagehot understood it, was theatre, and to deliver a solid perform- 

ance mrant that the rictor had to be, not to seem to be. Homans' anatysis of Bagehot's idea of 

royalty as a disguise, or a concealment, focuses on the latter's concern about his representa- 

tion of the monarchy as misrepre~entation.~~ Homans is referring to Bagehor's uneasr with 

the fiction of power made manifest in royal spectacle. Published works on Victoria amplifird 

the illusion by endowing the quern's passive, feminine vinues. and her domestic role as wife. 

widow and rnother with potency in the arena of public discourse. Divesting the sovereign of 

any memingful political control created a power vacuum in rhe institution of the crown. Into 

the void rushed virtur's might, in this case with a "countenance angelical," to borrow an 

expression from Coventry Patmore's poem The Angel in the House (1854-63). an ode to 

woman's superior virtues.<* 

Feminist studies on the symbolism and imagery of the queen suggest thrit the female 

sovereign crystallized popular acceptance of the organic conception of the state and society. 

If ceremony and royalist propaganda were tools constructed in the interests of the nineteenth- 

cenNry niling classes, they had to exhibit a rational purpose in the order of things. nius  the 



"patriotic mystique" surrounding the royal farnily, argues Simon Schama, required that "the 

institution should be seen to be the famiIy of families, at once dynastic and domestic, remote 

and accessible, magic and mundane? Schama's remark is in phase with the primary 

vector of feminist studies. 00th point towards a mentdiré suggestive of organicism. a 

Welmschauwzg which can be discerned in the development of Western civilization. including 

mPSI.em! Chris~endnm. Daniel Elazar nntes rhar "the orsp ic  model views civil society as 

the product of a kind of organic evolution from families. clans. tribes, and villages in which 

larger political institutions, constitutional relationships, and power rilignments rmerge in 

response to p s t  precedents and changing circumtances. usually with a minimum of constitu- 

tional choice. " An organic comrnunity is predominantly pas-oriented, leans towards tradition 

and is deeply conscious of its cultural inheritance, sees the polis as rooted in nature. and 

comrnonly finds self-affirmation in discursive modes favouring familial and hierarcliicnl 

arrangements in the political and social orders. With reference to nineteenth-century England. 

Elrilar argues rhat "a purely organic understanding of the English people and polity" tri- 

umphed over the eighteenth-century synthesis of organic and federal. or covenantal, ideas. the 

latter having been formulated in Puritan thought during the seventeenrh centurySm 

The klonarchv in Upwr Canada-Ontario from George III to Queen Victoria 

The critical reflections on British royalty and the developrnent of its images and 

ceremonial foms from the time of George III provide a necessary mbiea~ï vivant against 

which one c m  observe both the commonalities as well as the unique differences peculiar to 

the manifestations of loyalty to the sovereign in Upper Canada and iate Victorian Ontario. 

Canadian historians have largely neglected to address directly the matter of monarchy in 

colonial and national life. However, there is a body of literature, most of it written from 

traditional politicai and cultural perspectives, which casts some light on the n m r e  and 

formation of loyaity in Upper Canada. Historians such as S. F. Wise, David Mills and Jane 



Errington have shown in some depth how the culrivation of loyalty in Upper Canada. which 

included the rituals of royalist homage, became the ornamental insignia of allegiance to a 

conservative provincial oligarchy. Fostering a cuit of loyalty to England and her sovereigns 

was pursued as a necessary passion by the Upper Canadian élite who were quite conscious of 

their vulnerability in a land-locked colony which had been populated by American settlers in 

!ht ex!y p r s  cf i!s ~ x i s ! ~ x e .  Tracing irr nrlgivs ri Lnyali~! refugees, the d i p r c h i c :  Tory 

political culture of eariy Upper Canada aimed, in the words of S. F. Wise, "to buiid a 

hierarchical social. religious, and political order in the province. "'' David Mills has argued 

that the Family Compact's narrow concept of loyalty cvolved by rnid-century "from an 

exclusive to an assimilative character" appropriate to "a developing middle-class political 

system." Aithough moderate Tories and Reformers eventualiy achieved an "idsological 

consensus" in which loyalty "became a broad, accomrnodating concept," rit its centre lay the 

prime symbol of order-the crown. represented by the reigning rnonarchPM 

fane Errington ciaims that Upper Canadian perceptions of King George III appear to 

have been coloured by political and class differences. For the early colony's hoi poiloi 

allegiance to the rnonarch was problematic. with "many residents" possibly being "if not 

antagonistic . .. rit least apathetic to the pro-British stance of their leaders." On the other 

hand, the colonial ruling class viewed the sovereign as the cynosure of the British state, but 

the king held different connotations for the indigenous leadership, on the one hand, and for 

the British goveming officiais on the other? The stylized discourse, in lctters or sermons 

for example, was often penned by prominent Loyalists such as Richard Cartwright." or by 

British immigrants such as  John S trachan. These men attached great symbolic signi ficance to 

King George, and imagined him as their father figure and protector during and after the 

m u l t  of the American and French Revolutions. In contrat,  the British administrators knew 

and understood the king as "a very real person," and their conceptions of the monarch were 



nurtured in the social and political realities of Britain. Although the panegyric persisted 

through the regency period and beyond, its meaning tended to shifi with the passage of time. 

Following the death of the supreme magistrate in 1820, Errington cornments that "King 

George IV was not, and never would be, able to evoke the kind of personal commitment 

which the loyalists had given his father.. . . George IV could only be a symbol of the empire, rt 

rr!!ying cq l  fCr !cyz!icm x d  fnr !he c~ntin'iar?ce nf Upper Canada as a British colony." 

Errington's analysis is too brief to draw any firm conclusions, but her analysis suggests that 

the indigenous Upper Canadian leadership conflated the monarchy with the person of a highly 

idealized, and thereby idolized, reigning sovereign. an observation which parallels Colley's 

assessrnent of the British transformations in the image of King George III." 

There rernains a lacuna in the historiography of British North American perceptions of 

the monarchy. Little is known about Upper Canadian attitudes towards George IV ( 1820- 

1830) and William IV (1830-1837), two unpopular kings who brought the monarchy into 

disrepute." Any sound understanding of loyalty to the crown in Upper Canada and Ontario 

must begin by recovering a perspective on the annual rituiils penaining to the birthday of the 

reigning sovereign. The yearly cornrnemoration is an important kry to understanding the 

formation of Ontario's peremial affection for England's rnonarch. With the exception of 

Errington's observations for early Upper Canada, and brief examinations by Alan Greer and 

Cecilia Morgan of the gendered languages, difhised throught the polemics of the Lower and 

Upper Canadian rebels in 1837, the chronology must depend on primary sources, most from 

the Iate nineteenth cenniry. 

The ritual c m  be traced to the military origins of the colony in the late eighteenth 

century. King George III was born on 4 June 1738 (N.S.) and in early Upper Canada. as 

Errington has noted, the birthday of the sovereign was celebrated by the British military units 

who paraded in review at the forts, and by the local rnilitias who were mustered for the 



occasion. "The day was an occasion for rejoicing, at home, in church, and undoubtedly for a 

great many, in the local taverns," she adds. The rnilitary and civic celebrations survived the 

death of the king in 1820, their continuance perhaps owing sornething to the good fomne that 

the next three royal birthdays occurred on 12 August, 21 August, and 24 May (George IV, 

William IV, and Victoria, respectively), particularly opportune dates with respect to the 

seasmo -f British North A r n e r i ~ a . ~  

The development of the queen's birthday from 1838 must be set against the political 

turmoil of the Canadian colonies during the previous months. When Princess Victoria was 

informed of her regal station in the early hours of 20 June 1837, Upper and Lower Canada 

were about to explode in open rebellion against their British govemors. A previous gener- 

ation of Canadian historians, writing from traditional political, socio-cultural, or larer social 

control perspectives, seldom, if ever. addressed the question of monarchy and the young 

queen in the discoursr of rebellion. In his study of the revolt in Lower Canada, Alan Greer 

has shown that radical attacks on the queen often deployed the language of obscenity. 

Republican political thoughr, panly following Rousseau. ennobled woman's domestic role. 

Any depanure from the private sphere of home was considered to be a subversion of the 

natural order, and intrusions into the civic realrn by a woman were subject to innuendos of 

sexual irnrnoraliîy .74 S irnilarly , Cecilia Morgan, a feminist historian, who has exarnined 

some of the royalist ephernera from rhe Upper Canadian rebellion, clairns that the femininity 

of the young Queen Victoria became a contested site in the violent struggle for the control of 

the colony. While the consewative press had nothing but "accoladrs for the young and 

virtuous queen," States Morgan, rebel venorn sometimes stooped to scurrilous attacks on 

Victoria's character. W. L. Mackenzie ovemrned the nascent language which portrayed 

Victoria as the mother of her people when he pointed to the irony of a materna1 love that 

cmelly subjugated the colonial populace. Such oppression, Morgan cornments, was seen to be 



" [tlhe logical outcome when fernininity was allied with monarchical power-neither Victoria 

nor her representative [i.e., Sir Francis Bond Head] could personify either true maternai 

caring or  honest 'manly' justice." By challenging the character and virtues of the Queen. the 

symbol of political legitimacy , the rebel press sought to "undermine British moral aurhority 

and [Victoria's] claim to colonial dominion."" 

As one mioht expect. the first queen's birthday in 1838 was very much a crlebration 

of victory over Mackenzie's ill-fated revolt, but the feeling of triumph was ternpered by fear 

and uncenainty posed by the actions of the Hunters' Lodges and other patriot groups on the 

American side of the border." In May 1901. shortly before the fint Victoria Day. Edward 

Copping. the building inspecter for Toronto, was inrrrviewed for an article in the Tormiro 

Sîczr on the history of the queen's birthday. Copping recalled the celebrations held in the 

town in 1838. The procession included the volunteer fire brigades who were sidetracked by a 

storm and took temporary refuge in a hotri where they indulged in a bit of mischief prior to 

rejoining the parade. Among the various festivities was a woman walking a tight tope." 

These recoIIections indicate that civil celebrations, with their predilection for the carnival or  

the burlesque, were srarting to compete with the military reviews and the more respectable 

processions to the churches. Of more interest is Copping's reference to the evening demon- 

stration of loyalty expected by the populace. 

The illumination rule that night was that each window pane should reflect a 
separate candle light; if it didn't. anyone was at liberty to smash it with a 
stone. Loyalty to the Queen was measurable the next morning by the number 
of broken window panes in each house in Toronto?' 

Although the report was dependent on personal memory, Copping's recollections illustrate 

how the celebrations for the sovereign's binhday could change in response to the context of 

social necessity and contemporary demands. 

In 1845, the union government declared 24 May a holiday for its own officiais." In 

Toronto, up to 1848, the celebrations generally began with a morning salute €rom a b r a s  



cannon, sometirnes the main event of the day. During the early months of 1848, revolutions 

exploded across Europe. The Chanist demonstrations in London and the Young Ireland rising 

in Dublin, compounded by the Irish famine, threatened the peace of the redm. As W. L, 

Morton noted. "British North America . . . was by no means immune to the revolutionary 

contagion, or ro the influence of revolutionary ideas."" While destitue and sick Irish 

immigrants jnured into Upper Canada. the old Tory hegemonv collapsed with the triumph of 

rhe Reformers in the winier elections of 1847-48, an event heralding the binh of responsible 

government." However, the symbols of the old loyalties did not give way so easily. In the 

spring of 1848, the Toronto city council acquiesced to a petition and numerous lrtrers 

requesting ri holiday with civic celebrations on 24 May. A half-holiday was declared. but ont: 

year later. following serious riors in Montreal over the Rebellion Losses Bill. a full holiday 

was prociaimeci in Toronto. Tory Street politics gave way to Street theatre." 

The Crimean War (1854-1856) aiso stirred Toronto's loyal hearts, and undoubtedly 

ihose of most Upper Canadians," but it also created an economic incentive for the develop- 

ment and expansion of the colonial railroads? Perhaps hastened by the advrnt of train and 

steamer excursions. the queen's birthday, celebrated as a day of leisure, spread across the 

province. The processions and the rnilitary parades to the churçhes did not Jisappear. 

Rather, they were effectively ensconced in the religious discourse of loyalty. By mid-century 

the popularity of the queen's birthday had long since cut across the class lines of Upper 

Canada's cultural life. In 1867, a provincial statute declared 24 May a public holiday, and 

the spring royal fête was officially anchored in the heans and minds of loyal on tari an^.'^ 

During the last fifteen years of the nineteenth century many commentators were conscious of 

the fact that the holiday was one of the important boundary conditions of loyalty to the 

monarchy. Newspaper editors were not unmindful of the fact that commernorations were 

partly contingent on the season, as exemplified by a writer in the Toronto Globe who, in a 



lighthearted vein, remarked that "Her Majesty" was born "at exactly the right date," adding 

that "[nlo potentate of any Ianuary c m  ever be so affectionately regarded as Our good and 

dear old Queen of May. "& 

The tradition of celebraring the queen's birthday in Ontario was thus a product of 

habit and accident, but it was shaped by political and social changes, some of which 

fhreatened the ~ecuri ty of the relationship with Great Britain. The attachrnent of the populace 

to the motherland and the willingness to resist American annexation spiked during periods of 

turmoil. An evolving affection for Quern Victoria manifested itself in a distinctive type of 

civic commemoration, an annual ritual of leisure and Sunday piety which had evolved out of 

an older military tradition dating to the eighteenth century. 

Alihough still a significant figure in the ornamental features of Ontario's urban 

landscape, Queen Victoria remains an enigma in t z m  of cultural. and even of political 

history. Robert Stiunp, in a popular work on monarchism in Canada, concludes his chapter 

on Victoria and the Confederation era with the rather jejune comment that the "Governor 

General, and behind him the Queen ... serve[d] as syrnbols of unity" in a land stiIl driven by 

the "divisive forces of race. religion. and region."" Grd Manin. the historian of Canadian 

constitutional history, says little more with his daim chat "nineteenth century Canada .. . was a 

society which defined itself against its American neighbors in royal terms, putting the Queen's 

face on its stamps and the Queen's name on its maps."" 

In die years between the rnid-1960s and the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  several Canadian historians began 

to examine the rise and nature of imperialism in Canada, and their influentid studies cast a 

much-needed light on loyalty in English Canada during the late Victorian era. Written from 

the vantage point of traditional historical narrative, the works of Norman Penlingron. Car1 

Berger, and additional insights offered by Robert Page, Terry Cook, more recently David 

Mills and others, have greatly expanded the knowledge of impenalism and its ideals in the 



closing years of Queen Victoria's reign. With the exception of Mills, most of these snidies 

arrived at a time when the triurnph of liberal nationalism and the introduction of the red 

maple leaf flag signalled the collapse of the old order and its pan-Britamic affections. 

Cornmenting on the enthusiasm surrounding the Diamond Jubilee, Norman Penlington claims 

that "defiance of the Olney doctrine," referring to Richard Olney, the .4merican secretary of 

m t e  whc, hellieerently threatened Britain during the Venezuelan crisis. was "implicit in 

proclamations of loyalty to the Queen-a defiance that coloured and heightened much of the 

other enthusism." Added to chis factor was the general "veneration for the institution of 

monarchy," and Canadians' "hearr-frit enthusiasm" for the Queen." In his study of 

Canadian imperialism, Car1 Berger suweyed some of the tracts surviving frorn the celebra- 

tions of 1887 and 1897, and wrote that "[tlo read one Jubilee speech is to know the whole 

genre." an observation that must be qualified by the results of this present study." 

In a 1982 thesis on the Diamond Jubilee in Winnipeg, Thomas Dickens, arguing t'rom 

social control theory. claims that the "jubitee organizers were obsessed with using the jubilee 

as a means of upholding ... their traditional cultural sentiments and ideas, centred in the 

British nation, the monarchy, and the empire." The Protestant churches, the spiritual 

handmaidens to the imperial enterprise, played a major role. Dickens stresses that "[ilmperia- 

lism, militarism, and Christianity, so inextricably related in philosophical objectives . . . came 

together markedly in the participating churches." Dickens casts no light on the content of the 

sermons, but notes in passing that "[[Jike the Church of England. the Presbyterians wrre very 

strong advocates of the imperial idea ... [but] they were not so fanatical about its jingoistic 

features as their Anglican counterpans. "" 

Recently, Karen Stanwonh, using the new posmodernist critique. challenges the 

illusory universalisrn of the Diamond Jubilee in Quebec City by deconstructing the images of 

a bilingual souvenir booklet prepared for the event. At best, Stanwonh succeeds in demon- 



strating that French Canada. and Quebec City in particular, were assening their distinctive 

self-definitions in juxtaposition to imperial realities? 

On the b a i s  of this literature review on loyalty and monarchy in Upper Canada and 

Victorian Ontario, it seems reasonably apparent that historical-cultural analyses of the 

monarchy and the place of the reigning sovereign in the hearts and minds of the provincial 

p~pulace have hem snrely nezlected. Much of the royalist discourse drew uDon the legacy of 

subordination to. and reverence for. constituted authority , the mystique of the Victorian 

family. and pride in the empire and in one's racial kith and kin. The Anglican and Methodist 

clergy. as Cannadine would argue. responded to the contexts of the celebratory occasions. but 

much is to be gained by studying the respective narratives of loyalty as affirmations of 

religious identity and tradition. 

Although this present study draws upon the insights of the various historical tradi- 

tions. inciuding feminist and postmodernist critiques, it derives its theoretical perspective from 

the concept of collective memory. pioneered by Maurice Halbwachs during the first half of 

the twentieth century." Halbwachs. following Durkheim. believed that rnemory is the basis 

of social and political order, but he was also conscious of the fact that communal pasts are not 

especially reliable repositories of historical reality. This study draws much of its theoretical 

inspiration from David Lowenthal. whose reflective survey The Pasr is a Foreign Cou~itry 

(1985) is based on the premise that the imagined past is an "anifact of the present." In the 

nineteenth century, history was a harbinger of the present. a repository of lessons through 

which the nation, cornrnunities, or  sub-cultural groups could draw inspiration and guidance 

for the future. Lowenthal discusses several benefits attributed to shared affirmations of a real 

or  imagined past. Among these are validation, idenriry, and guidance, al1 of them linked 

dirough the property of conrinziify. "The past." he says, "validates present attitudes and 

actions by affirming their resemblance to former ones." Thus historical precedent "legit- 



imates" present existence and its structures. Communal identicy is also dependent on ri 

consciousness of history and time. Lowenthai States that "to recall and identiQ with our own 

past gives existence meaning, purpose, and value." An adopted history is also "invoked for 

the lessons it teaches," says Lowenthal, adding that the instructive nature of formal history 

"continued to suffuse European thought through the nineteenth century." The study of history 

w s  helieved tr? he "mnrally elevating! " tenching "manners. prudence. patriotism. statecraft. 

vinue. religion. wisdom. "" A prescriptive mode of historical explanation was justified by 

constant reference to the present. 

Cornrnunities possessing a well-defined identity are conscious of their descent. 

"Continuity '* represents '*the sense of enduring succession. " Diachrony . "the endurance of the 

past in rhe present." invests mrmory with mraning. In late Victorian Ontario. the sense of 

continuity gave order and direcrion to the vector of progress. The historicril vignettes 

appearing in the monarchical discourse are decidedly Whiggish. but in the case of the church 

literature the Whig theory of history is complemented by the traditional language of biblical 

providentialism. Panicular pasts validated the contemporary situations and colleciive 

understandings of Anglicans and Methodist~.'~ 

When history and its maierial reminders validate the present, affirm identity. or offer 

guidance, the past is given structure and order. Cognitive reasoning prevails over emotion. 

However. the pu t  can also act affectiveiy, controlling or influencing feeling more than 

reason. Antiquarian history is romantic. and its emotive effects can be powerhl. Lowenthal 

has observed that "antiquity's chief use is to root credentials in the past." The ancient is 

composed of four distinct qualities which he identifies as "precedence, remoteness, the 

primordial, and the primitive." " Precedence" (italics in original) "evinces the concem to 

demonstrate a heritage, a lineage, a claim that antedates others. *' " Remoteness . . . enhances 

the mystique of the very ancient past," and "&O purifies, shifting the older past frorn the 



persona1 to the communal realm." "The primordial, focused on origins rather than on 

ancientness, reflects a concern with roots" and " [tjhe primitive promises a supposed innocence 

and purity unspoilt by later sophistication." These seductive charms. which identiQ the old 

with the good, are particularly evident among some of the immigrant clergy in the Church of 

England in Ontario. Their views of the mother country were coloured by nostalgia, by 

ir;l,uges cf mcie?,! ! ~ ~ ! s P ~ ~ ~ s  *-rc qnd --- r r l i g l ~ ~ s  s i ~ s ,  snme!Im~c nis~clated with percnnal mernories 

of their youth. Both the perceived benefits and the affective attributes of the p s t ,  the first 

associated with cognitive reasoning, and the second with the affective qualities of romantic 

antiquity. are types of extrinsic or conscious rnemory. akin to Aristotle's idea of 

arlarrm esis .% 

Royal cornmernoration in late Victorian Ontario relrased layers of historic religious 

thought and ecclesiastical traditions. These inchoate habits of the hean and mind had shaped 

the identities of the churches. In this sense, the past tended to act covertly, and is similar to 

the concept of intrinsic memory, or rnneme in Aristotle's formulation. Whether memory is 

overt or covert, the royal celebrations point the way towards establishing connections between 

religious identity and the fundamental ordering symbol of the state-the crown. represented by 

Queen Victoria. 

By examining monarchism in Ontario in t e m  of the interaction between cultural 

rnemory and the political, social, and intellectual contexts of the Golden and Diamond 

jubilees, it is hoped to avoid some of the pitfalls associated with theories of hegemony. 

Gertrude Himrnelfarb w a m  that "the 'social control' thesis .. . c m  be neither proved nor 

refuted, since any empirical fact can be interpreted in accord with it."" A grand unifying 

theory in history c m  be the beacon of either the muse or the siren. an inspiration or an 

enchantress. In the latter case, the historian might cling to theory for the same reason that the 

proverbial late-night drunkard leans on a lamppost-for support, but not for illumination. Of 



course, a similar danger lies with an approach based on the idea of collective memory. 

However. in adopting an eclectic approach, the present work attempts to be critical without 

being excessively dogrnatic. Finally. as an exploratory study the interpretations and con- 

clusions should be accepted with caution. 

Anglicans and Methodists in Upwr Canada-Ontario: the Literature 

The relevant aspects of the historical and theological foundations of the Church of 

England and Methodism, especially with regard to Upper Canada and Ontario, are discussed 

in some depth in the following chaprer. There exists a large corpus of older works, princi- 

pally by British and some American authors on the history of Anglicanism. and on the 

Wesleys and the birth and development of Methodism. The fourth edition of Stephen Neill's 

Anglicanisrn (1978). Moorman's corrected edition of Hisrory of the Chrvch in England 

(i958), and the Sykes ruid Booty col1ection of papers under the title Srrtdy of Anglici~riisrn 

( 1988) were useful for the introductory historical survey of the Church of England. Many 

other works were consulted, inctuding Owen Chadwick's histories of the Victorian Church 

and his studies of the Oxford Movement. 

Many twentieth-century historians have probed into the origins and nature of Method- 

ism in England. E. R. Taylor's Merhodism & Polirics (1935) and Maldwyn Edwards' John 

W e s h  and fie Eighzeenrh Cenwy, revised (1955). are useful introductions to the i ~ e r  sou1 

of Wesley and his rnovement. British Marxist historiography from the 1960s began to explore 

the relationships between evangelicalism and the industrial revolution. E. P. Thompson. in 

his Muking of the English Working C h s  (1963), although unsympathetic to Wesley and his 

movement, explored the connections between the organizational strengths of the Methodist 

societies and their spread among the working-classes and anisans. Bernard Semmel's 

Methodist Revulution (1973) is an argument for the tiberal, progressive nature of Methodisrn, 

which aIso disavowed violence as a means to social and political ends. Paul Chilcote's John 



Wesley and the Wornen Preachers of Early Methodism (1991) reflects the impact of feminist 

and postmodernist approaches to religious history. Of more importance for this study ha 

been Henry Rack's Reasonable Enthusiast: John Wesley and the Rise of Methodism ( 1989), a 

critical study with valuabte insights into Wesley and his rnovement. 

Much of the comparative anaiysis of the two churches has been informed by recent 

ncrks CR the .A.ng!kw? x ~ d  exqe!lcz! Prrtest2nr ru!tiirer cf Upper Cam& 2nd pnsr- 

Confederation Ontario. The thesis has quoted from John Moir and John Webster Grant, 

Canadian church historians who have made contributions to denominational and religious 

history from traditional documentary perspectives. Whili: there is a body of academic serial 

literature and some dissertations, there is a dearth of critical pubtished works on the Church 

of England in Canada and Ontario. One exception is Curtis Fahey's in His Nam:  The 

Aliglican Experîence in Upper Canada ( 199 1). important for its fresh and detaiied examin- 

ation of the development of the Church. of important personages such as John Strachan. and 

of the gains and problems associaied with the rise of the Oxford klovement. 

W il1 iam Wes tfall 's Tivo WorMs: The Protesfanr Cultrtre of Nineteenth-Centtiry Onrario 

(1989), and Michael Gauvreau's The Evarrgelical Century: College and Creed in English 

Canadufrorn the Great Revival to fhe Great Depression (1991) are invaluable additions to the 

history of religion and culture, and the intellectual crises of Protestantism in nineteenth- 

century Upper Canada and late Victorian Ontario. The analysis of the monarchical narraiives 

of the Anglicans and the Methodists reflect the intellectual roots and changes exarnined by 

these scholars. The effects of an incipient social gospel discourse. stirring within Ontario 

Methodism in the late Victorian era, cari be better understood in the light of Ramsay Cook's 

ne Regenerators: Social Criticisrn in Lare Victorian English Canada (1985), and David 

Marshall's Secufarizing the Faifh: Canadian Protestant Clergy and the Crisis of BelieJ 1850- 

1940 (1992). The arguments of these authors focus on the gradua1 desacralization of 



Protestant Christianity as the various churches and religious spokesmen tried to cope with 

unsettling intellectual changes. The Methodist discourse of ioyalty during the jubilees 

reflected the adoption of a pietistic language of social redemption, a rhetoric which was 

inconsistent with the traditional pieties applied in the imagery of Queen Victoria. The 

argument of this thesis follows that of Cook and Marshall. who observe a gradua1 

Uzc~ïxcra t iûn  ûf :Ce fai:h ii, :kt vctlûrw cf the refm.trs. ? / Iqu~r i r e  V m  Die9s -4.e 

Evangeiical Mind: Narhanael Bunvash and the Medrodist Tradirion in Canada (1989). and 

Phyllis Airhan's Serving the Present Age (1992) also offer valuable insights into the trans- 

formations in the Methodist tradition. Finally, Neil Semple's The Lord's Dominion (1996). 

an encyclopedic survey of Methodist history in Canada. while not an rspecirily critical study. 

has proven to be an extremeiy useful reference rool for rhis thesis. 

Methodolow and Omanization of the Thesis 

Although rhe research involved a review of collections at the National Archives. the 

Public Archives of Ontario. at church repositories in Toronto and Ottawa. and in local history 

centres, the most useful material is found in published literature, prirnarily newspapers and 

joumals. in the latter case. both secular and sacred. In addition. considerable time was spent 

in reading epherneral documents including souvenir booklrrs. pamphlets and books. Over 

seventy daily and weekly newspapers across Ontario were surveyed from the spring of 1887 

until the weeks surrounding the first Victoria Day celebrated in 1901. In the case of the 

jubilees in 1887 and 1897, following the newspaper accounts for the period extending from 

February to July helped to reveal the context of the celebrations and conveyed some ideri of 

the sense of anticipation leading up to these cornrnernorations. By suweying the years 

between 1887 and 190 1, changes in popular attitudes towards the Queen and the institution of 

monarchy could be detected and analyzed. 

Although a large number of sermons (over 200) plus various articles were collected 



from the Anglican, Methodist, and Presbyterian churches covering the period from May 1887 

to May 190 1. only a very small fraction of these were examined in order to keep the thesis 

within manageable proportions. However, the sources are representative of a range of 

thought within the Anglican and Methodist cliurches. Published sermons are the backbone of 

the thesis, but their interpretation poses pecuIiar dificulties. The content of a sermon is 

dependent on many facrnrs. nnt the least of which might be a special event involvine guest 

groups assembled for the occasion. Pulpit retlections on the rnonarchy were not central to 

practicai rninistry which soughi to encourage Christians in their faith. Within each commu- 

nion couId be heard a cacophony of political and theological voices, and the clergy had to 

balance their biases against the traditionaI needs of their parishes and congregations. The late 

nineteenth-century custom of publishing Sunday sermons in Monday's paper may have 

fostered a measure of self-censorship, forcing the clergy to walk the narrow path of conserva- 

rive, middle-class expectation~.~' With few exceptions. sermons. whether in sumrnary form 

or in full text, were generally filtered through focal correspondents, who often left s u m a r i e s  

or  brief outlines, but in sorne cases either reported the sermon verbatirn. or  gave a very 

detaiied account of its content. It is vital to realize that patrioric sermons were expressions of 

vernacular rnemory. They were intended to iink the religious identity of the communicants to 

the wider culture and thereby engage the Iisteners in a process of communal- and self- 

affirmation. 

References to Leviticus 25, the Hebrew jubilee, in the Anglican and Methodist 

semons  from the Golden and Diarnond Jubilee commemorations are very infrequent, and 

were not given any elaboration in the newspapers. Of the eighteen Anglican sermons. 

including surnrnaries and reports. recovered for the Golden Jubilee, only three mentioned the 

ancient Jewish festival of restoration, and the evidence, sparse as it is, indicates that a concept 

of celebratory rejoicing was read into the biblical texts with the intention cf glorifying the 



queen's accession and her reign. There are no hints that the Levitical texts were to be 

interpreted in terms of social or political justice. Of eleven Methodist sermons from 1887, 

only one made reference, with no elaboration, to the Hebrew celebration. During the 

Diarnond Jubilee, the frequency of referrals to Leviticus 25 seems to have decreased. Of 

twenty-five Anglican sermons recovered, only one mention was made, again with apparent 

reference CO the restoration of the monarchy under Queen Victoria. Arnong twenty Methodist 

sermons, only one pastor drew upon this theme, but the report is lacking any information. 

The clergy, even the Methodists, were either oblivious to, or conveniently avoided, the 

radical implications of the Levitical and related texts, perhaps seeing them as subversive of 

their intent to cultivate loydty to the queen and the empire. 

The Bible was central to the life and hith of the Christian, and biblical intrrpretation 

lay at the heart of the Victorian clergyman's approach ro the Sunday sermon. Clerics would 

seldom cite scripture in ignorance of critical awareness of its theological context in the 

canon of either the Old or the New Testament. From the creation accounts in Genesis to the 

Apocalypse of John. the Bible was perceived as a unified revelation of God ta mankind. first 

to Israel and then to the new Israel, the church established under the second Adam, lesus, the 

Christ. The New Testament, as Northrop Frye has described it, was viewed as "the key to 

the Old Testament, the explanation of what the Old Testament reaIly means. " Biblical 

interpretation very much depended on typology, the mode of reasoning by which cenain 

events or prophecies in the Old Testament foreshadowed their hilfilrnent in the New. Thus. 

notes Frye, "Paul speaks in Romans 5: 14 of Adam as a ypos [a type] of Christ." In this 

example, Christ, representing the new creation is the anfizype of Adam. Typoiogy is a study 

in rhetoric and figures of speech, but iî functions by integrating sacred tirne, and by cernent- 

ing the intrinsic unity of scripture. Typology was easily extended beyond the Bible into 

doctrinal theology. Frye's comments are particularly insightful at this point. "This structure 



of doctrine became ... the compulsory means of understanding the Bible; and so, as Cardinal 

[John Henry] Newman remarked in the nineteenth century, the function of the Bible, for the 

Church, came to be not to teach doctrine but to prove or iliustrate it." Thus, "the doctrines 

of Christian theoiogy form the antitypes of which the stories and maxirns of the Bible, 

including those of the New Testament. are types. "W Late Victorian sermons extended this 

mode of reasoning by envisioning the pan-Britannic nation as the new tsrael, and the Anglo- 

Saxon race as God's providentilil gift of the second chosen people. 

The clergy had access to an expanding body of historical and contemporary tools 

consisting of specialized dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances, critical texcual aids. and 

exegetical works on every book, chapter. verse and word in the holy scriptures. A range of 

biblical commentaries, some purely devotional, and others intended to advance scholrirly 

understanding of the Bible and the ancient world, were augmented by homiletical commentary 

series whose markets were the libraries of the seminaries and theological colleges, and the 

private collections of the practicing clergyman. Although the The Speaker's Conttnerirar-y 

(187 1 -  188 l ) ,  was an Anglican contribution. The Pulpit Cornnrentary (Ca. 1880- 19 lg), TIre 

Erpositor 's Bible ( 1 888- 1905), and the The Preacher 's Complere Homileric Commenrary . 
initiated Ca. 1879, were representative of Anglican, Presbyterian and Wesleyan thought of the 

tirne. These series and others seldom strayed from either theological orthodoxy or traditional 

hemeneutical methodologies, including the typoIogicaI mode of analysis, but their authors 

drew upon a wide range of British and European schoiarship. The popular devotional and 

homiletic commentaries are reservoirs of Victorian ideology. Much more than tooIs with 

which to understand the Bible, these volurninous publications conveyed contemporary 

conceptions and prejudices on such matters as the nature and relations of men and women, the 

family, society, and the state. Anchoring the beiiefs and n o m  of the age in the authority of 

the Bible, the cornentaries were vehicles of intellectual and cultural transmission. Bridges 



between the clergyman's study and the Sunday morning pulpit, they cannot be ignored in the 

interpretation of the sermon literature surviving in newspapers and other sources from the 

period. 

In the organization of the thesis, chapter one examines the relevant historical and 

theologica1 foundations of the Church of England and the Methodist Church, tracing the 

~riginc nf suthnrity anc! nrdcr in each tradition. Authority in the Anglican sythesis had 

divine origins, but its genesis and structure in the temporal sphere was located in the visible, 

external institutions of the state, represented by the fundamental syrnbols of order, the crown 

and rhe Church. The Methodists traditionally located authority in the inner spirirual life of 

the redeemed sinner, and al1 order-in the farnily, in society, and in the state-began in the 

interna1 disposition of the sanctified, Christian Me. Chapter two compares Anglican and 

Methodist discourse during the queen's Golden Jubilee in L887. The responses to the event 

are studied in relation to three categories of investigation-the external context and irs eftécts 

on the pronouncements of the clergy in each church, an examinarion of the symbolic discourss 

of authority and order, and finally, an exploration of conceptions of power and cgender as 

constructed in the distinctive images of Queen Victoria. Chapter three, on the Diarnond 

Jubilee, first iooks at the context, then explores the effects of the ideologicctl. theological and 

symbolic parameters of authority, and the remainder of the chapter is devoted to an exmin- 

ation of the different visions on the nature and intent of the empire held by the two churches. 

The final chapter offers a summriry of the study, and concludes that in late nineteenth-century 

Ontario, respect for Queen Victoria and the monarchy invigorated communal identities within 

two major churches of the time. Ontario's social and political cultures during the late 

Victorian era cannot be fully understood apart from the symbiotic interaction between 

coIlective memory and perceptions of the sovereign and her reign. 
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CHAPTER 1 

CANADIAN ANGLICANISM AND METHODISM IN fIlST0RlCA.L PERSPECTIVE 

In a 1967 essay, the Canadian church historian, John Moir. reflecting on the relation- 

ship between the political and religious cultures of pre-Confederation Upper Canada, observed 

that " [tlwo religious objects found in most Upper Canadian homes were a Bible and a 

pmrzir of Queen vict'ria.. . [q rnrn  Victoria's accession a cult of loyalty and devotion to the 

young monarch existed that had al1 the fervour of a faith. Disrespect to the royal ikon was 

considered almost as sinhl as mutilating a Holy Bible."' Although the boundary between the 

sacred and the profane may have been indistinct, the private cult of loyalty to Queen Victoria 

was not uncomected to the political pieties reinforced within the major rciigious groups. This 

devotion to the sovereign, carefuily cultivated by the Anglican, Methodist, and other 

Protestant clergy, was sustained to the end of Victoria's reign and into the twentieth century. 

In this chapter. loyalisrn, rneaning the historically determined principles underlying the 

expressions of popular loyalty to Britain and the monarchy within the Church of England and 

the Methodist Church in late nineteenth-century Ontario, requires a brief foray into the 

relevant backgrounds of rhese two influential Christian groups. Tracing the intellectual 

concepts of order in Anglicanism and Methodism to their theological and ecclesiastical sources 

is crucial to this discussion. 

The chapter first outlines the conceptual origins of authority in the Church of England 

from the Elizabethan Settlement in 1559 to the late eighteenth century, and thence to society 

in Upper Canada and Victorian Ontario. It then does the same for Methodism. beginning 

with John Wesley in the late eighteenth century. The distinctions between natural and 

revealed law, nature and grace, and reason and revelation have been integral to Christian 

theology from the earliest cenniries. They are important in elucidating Anglican and 

Methodist presuppositions with respect to authority in church, state. and society. For the 



Anglicans, order was visible and external, its sacred dornain centred in the Church of 

England, and its secular counterpart symbolized in the ancient institution of the crown. In the 

Wesleyan synthesis, order emerged in the spiritual condition of the redeemed simer choosing 

the path of holiness. Authority and social stability were thus dependent on the power of 

God's revelation in the hearts of men and women. 

Theolow and Arttharitv in the Orieins and Deveio~ment of Anglicanisrn 

The Church of England emerged in the 1530s when ecclesiastical authority was 

wrenched loose from its papal moorings by Henry VIII. The English Reformation "was 

primarily a political rarher than a religious rnovement and consequently tied the Church to 

dogmatic definitions less than anywhere else." stntes Paul Avis. "Angiicanisrn." adds Avis. 

" is committed historically to a distinctive approach to the question of authority. "' Scripture 

and tradition, each tempered by a constant referrnce to reason. formed the primary founda- 

tions for the spiritual and inrellectual edifice of the Church of England. Anglican loyalty in 

late Victorian Ontario refiected this interaction between the Word, the ecclesia, and a faith 

tempered by rationalism. This concem with reason underpinned the connection to Anglican 

political theology . 

By the time of the Elizabethan Settlement (1559). the sovereign had become the 

"'suprerne govemor' of both Church and State." noted the English church historiûn. John 

Moorman. but spiritual authority rested with the ecclesiastical establi~hrnent.~ In an age in 

which religious affiliation was inseparable frorn matters of allegiance. it was appropriate for a 

monarch, who favoured the religious r e f o m  of her farher. to insist that England and its 

Church reject the counter-reformation of Mary Tudor and her loyalty to the pope. By the late 

sixteenth cenmry, the episcopal polity was also under attack by the Puritans who favoured the 

Presbyterian system of goverance. These conflicts helped to lay the intellectual foundations of 

the English Church's faith, polity, and iü role in relation to the civil power. By the end of 



the sixteenth century, the Church of England, notes NeiIl, had chosen a moderate course, the 

via media between Rome and Geneva.' Despite the nimult of the seventeenth century, the 

Anglican establishment and England had entered the eighteenth century cornmitted to the 

principle that spiritual and political authority had to act in concert for the unitive well-being of 

the state.' This respect for order had derived much of its force from an intellectual tradition 

which often invoked reason. notes A. S. McGrade. "as a counterpoise to unthinking bibIicism 

or unthinking conforrnity to historical precedent. 

Richard Hooker (ca. 1554- 16OO), in his Laws of Ecclesiasrical Polis, (1594-97, 1648 

and 1662),' defended reason as necessary to a sound understanding of the Bible, but also. 

according to McGrade, "as competent to determine a broad range of issues not expiicitly 

covered in Scripture. "' Attempting to vindicate ecclesiastical authority in the face of the 

Puritan threat. Hooker restated Thomas Aquinas (ca. 12254274) who had addressed ancient 

questions in theology and philosophy concerning eternal . natural . human. and divine (scrip- 

tural) law.' Hooker argued that the propensity for social organiwtion was subject to natural 

law, but had to be augrnented by the positive legislation instituted by men. However, reason 

had its limits, and a feIicitous social and political order could only be cornpleted by those 

divine laws revealed in scripture and in the received traditions of the Church.Io Neverthe- 

less, Hooker's appeal to reason and his betief in an intelligible, and teleological, order in 

nature maintained their force in Anglicanism. 

John Locke ( 1632-1704), one of the architects of empiricisrn, followed Hooker in 

defending reason. Locke influenced the thinking of William Warburton (1698-1779), Joseph 

Butler (1692-1732) and William PaIey (1743-1 805). Warburton, a "good Lockean," States 

Robert Ryley, wrote The Alfiunce Beîween Church and Stafe (1736) in defence of the "ad hoc 

arrangement that had evolved since 1688 from the push and shove of Whig-Tory conflict."" 

In The Analogy of Religion (1736), a challenge to the deists, Butler argued from the facts of 



experience to establish the plausibility of the Christian revelation and God's moral govern- 

ance." Paley's Narural Theology (1802) affirrned the existence of God on the evidential 

basis of design in nature." Although this discussion vastly oversimplifies the complex 

intellectual tapestry which shaped Anglican thoughr. nature and reason were the threads 

connecting Hooker to Paley. It is necessary to realize that the symrnetry of natural and 

revealed law, and reason and revelation provided the foundations upon which Anglicans 

defended the religious-political order. It was essentially ri moral representation of governancc 

whose source was to be found in God. 

The Anglican Weltanschauung. focused as it was on the external world and the 

institutions of the Church and monarchy, was carried to the soi1 of British North America 

afier the Revolurionary War. Upper Canada. born in the Loyalist reaction to the American 

rebellion, drew its political apologerics from the heritage of the Church of England, frorn 

Warburton and other eighteenth-century luminaries such as the jurist Sir William Blackstone 

(1723- 1780), and Edmund Burke (1729- 1797), who, in his Reflecsions on the Revolution in 

France (1790), attacked the entire revolutionary project.lJ Many of the Loyalists close to 

the provincial oligarchy were churchmen seared by bitter mernories of the persecution of 

Episcopalians by Patriot mobs in the Thinren Colonies .15 Panly to avoid the unfortunate 

predicament of the Church in the former provinces. the British govemment insened clauses in 

the Constitutional Act of 179 1, which created Upper Canada, designed to enhance the 

maintenance and growth of a Protestant clergy, and to encourage the formation of a parsonage 

or rectory of the Church of England in every town~hip. '~ 

The indomitable John Strachan (1778-1863, ri Scottish immigrant and the architect of 

colonial Anglicanism in Upper Canada built the foundations upon which the colonial Church 

and Tory conceptions of loyalty were constructed.'' Strachan's views on the monarchy can 

be found in his Discourse on the Characrer of George rhe Third, published in Montreal in 



L810.Ia The essay is the archetype of early nineteenth-century propaganda which exalted the 

monarch in the cause of loyalty. Embedding the domestic ideals of the faichful husband and 

Ioving father in the person of a very public king, Strachan transformed George [II into the 

epitome of virtuous masculinity, his stainless record in the affairs of state being a hinction of 

his moral rectitude in private life. He accented the king's recognition of "the Supreme Being 

-s L!P C C ? ~ X E ~  F~ther  cf al!," hviuratily cnmparing this acknnwledgment of divine paternit! 

with the sovereign who looked upon his subjects "as his children . .. turn[ingJ to him for 

protection. " l9 

Strachm's Discourse carries the imprints of certain theological and political traditions 

that shaped the culture in which its author was raised. Born in Aberdeen, Scotland in 1778, 

Strachan inherited the Presbyterianism of his mother, but through his father. a non-juror, he 

came under the influence, states Curtis Fahey, of the minority and "profoundly traditionalist 

Episcopal Church of Scotland, which did not accept the Hanoverian succession untii 1788. "" 
Strachan's veneration of George III may be indebted to vestigial traces of the principles of 

passive obedience and divine right. His Discourse is peculiarly Anglican in its defence of 

order and hierarchy. and in its corolIary cornmitment to an alliance of church and state. 

"Order was an attribute of God," observes WiiIiam Westfall in his comrnentary on Strachan's 

tract, and "[olrder was also the measure of a proper and virtuous life .... Freedom and liberty 

grew out of social order; without order there could be no society and therefore no m e -  

dom."" The organic conception of state and society rested upon this fundamental presuppo- 

sition of the well-regulated society and state. Reinforcing these views were the Paleyite 

revisions of naniral theology which were already "gain[ing] a central place in the Anglican 

imagination." Prior to the 1820s, Strachan also "rernained faithful to the temper and 

principles of the liberai Anglicanism of the eighteenth century," a position which Fahey 

succinctly describes as "a brand of churchrnanship noted for its emphasis on questions of 



morality rather than on obscure issues of theology. The Discourse is a representative 

deposit of intrinsic memory, of that intellecnial heritage of Anglicanism which sought to give 

a moral justification to the constituted, organic order of state and society. 

Under Strachan's leadership the Upper Canadian Church proved ro be a survivor. 

Struggling against the conditions of frontier Me. fearful of the spread of Methodism. its 

existence jotentially threatened by the American invasions of 18 12-14. and its privileeed 

sratus successfully challenged by political Reformers from the 1830s. the Anglican establish- 

rnenr faced the loss of ascendancy with "remarkable grace." notes the church historian, John 

Webster Grant." The road to voiuntarism, Wesrfall says. "transfomed the old eighteenth- 

century United Church of England and ireland into a Victorian denomination. 

By the mid-nineteenth century, the Church was successfully adapting to a new 

economic and political environment, but the power of the past stiil shaped its discourses of 

loyalty, illustrated by a sermon delivered during the height of the Crimean War. On 24 May 

1855, an assembly of Orangemen gathered at a grove ridjoining the Richmond Hill raiIway 

station to hear a patriotic address by the Reverend I. Gilbert Armstrong, the rector of the 

church at Woodbridge and Tullarnore, in Vaughan Township. Entitled "The Supremacy of 

the Sovereign," the sermon presages a pattern of thinking that appears in some Anglican 

sermons on Queen Victoria latrr in the century? 

Armstrong began by reminding his loyal Protestant audience that "the British 

constitution" was "the most excellent and auspicious of al1 others," because it was "the most 

agreeable to the exarnple and dictates of Holy Writ. For his scriptural text, he chose I 

Peter, 2: f 7, "Fear God-Honour the King," a passage that was often used by AngIican 

clergymen in Ontario, and one of those "very definite commands, " observed John Neville 

Figgis, that "were not overlooked" by the seventeenth-century divines who argued in favour 

of passive obedience to kings who ruled by divine right." Calvinistic in its emphasis on the 



absolute sovereignty of God, Armstrong left no doubt in the minds of the gathered Orange- 

men that submission to God extended to their Britannic sovereign. Like most puipit exposi- 

tors of the time, Armstrong depended on the inerrant and inspired authority of scripture to 

seal the logic of his argument. To "fear God," he explained, meant " to honortr," and "to 

esteeni him as a being deserving of the highest adoration,-to obey him as . . . the rnajestic 

Arrhi!~ct and supreme Gnvernnr of all thines in heaven and in earth? This command of 

obedience leads directly to St. feter's corollary dictum, to honour the king. 

We have stated that the first duty involves the second ... that if we fenr God, 
we must as a matter of course honaur fhe King..  . . W e  cannot lose sight . . . of 
the fact that ehe duty of fearirrg, (or obeying) God, involves at the sarne time 
the duty of horiouring rhe King, or Queen; inasmuch as the duty of rendering 
submission to our earthly Sovereign is one strongly approved of and in fact 
commanded and enforced by A fmighty God Himeif." 

To demonstrate how earthly sovereignty flows from the heavenly, .4mstrong turned 

to 1 Samuel, chapter 10, the narrative of Israel's change from a iheocracy to a monarchy. 

The theocracy to which he was referring. was "the immediate governent of God," ancf the 

"appointed eanhly . . . judges. " who administered "His extraordinary Providence. " First 

Samuel 10 offered "abundant proof" that the change to a monarchy entailcd a "high respecr . . . 

due to Sovereignty" and a recognition by the Hebrew nation of the "erolted estimatiori. in 

which the Kingly office was to be held." When Samuel anointed Saul "al1 the people shouted 

and said God rave the King! 

Armstrong's exposition is reminiscent of the rnethods employed by the old apologists 

for royal absolutism, but his aim was a defence of limited, constitutional monarchy, not of 

divine righr, and he denied the alleged daim of the pope to exercise authority over a11 the 

churches and princes of Christendom. The question was which monarch required due 

dlegiance, a Protestant queen in London, or the Bishop of Rome. His political memory was 

defined, not by Digges, Feme or Filmer, but by the papist tyrants Mary Tudor and James II. 

In this respect, absence can be as revealing as presence. Armstrong did not attempt to argue 



from a patriarchalist position. to connect the biblical accounts of family and social origins in 

Genesis to a theory of political obligation. Although at one point he referred to Moses' 

injunctions to the people of Israel to submit to "supreme a~d io r i t y , "~~  he never invoked 

Exodus 20: 12, "Honour thy father and thy mother," the fifth comrnandment (i.e., in the 

Reformed and Anglican traditions), in order to derive political obedience frorn biblical 

paternalisrn, a cornmon strategy of royalists in seventeenth-centu~ England. as Gordon 

Schochet has indicated." Nevenbeiess. Armstrong held t hat God's ordinances in the Bible 

cornrnanded al1 Britons to submit to the Protestant successors of William and Mary, incIuding 

Queen Victoria. 

Armstrong believed the Bible to be the revealed word of God. the authority for faith, 

life, and political allegiance. By insisting on holy writ as the "only guide for . . . conduct. " 

including the "duty of Ioyalty," he was able to drny any other standards. meaning the 

traditions and clairns of the Roman Church, but perhaps also the Tractarians who defended the 

independeni spiritual authority of the Church of England, and who were adopting Catholic 

liturgy. Armstrong then launched into the mandatory assault on the pemersions of Rome, his 

targec being the hated doctrine of papal s~p re rnacy .~~  

Now, my Brethern [sic], it requires no argument to prove to you that a 
religion which recognizes no one on earth as superior ru rhe Pope. cannot 
recognize the Queen's supremacy; and therefore, Papists holding rhis religion, 
cannot, iffaithful, be loyal subjects of Victoria? 

In the world of good and evil to which Armstrong and his Toronto District Orangemen 

subscribed, loyalty bore the two faces of Janus. On one side of their id01 was the serene 

countenance of a beloved Protestant queen. a constitutional monarch who stood for liberty, 

truth and justice, and on the other was the face of a hated. tyrant pope who enslaved his 

Catholic hordes, and who threatened the peace, welfare and good government of the reairn. 

In his conclusion, Armstrong reminded his followers that they were gathered together 

"to celebrate the Birthday of Our Protestant Queen, in peace and quietness ... in quietness," 



he again emphasized, 

[Wot the se@s of despotic rule, but under the linlired govenunent of our 
amiable and beloved Victoria. who. as a "nursing mother." (in the language of 
Scripture,) is not too high exalted on the throne of royalty. to visit, and 
converse, and sympathise, with the poorest and most needy of her subjects; 
yea. and grant them every assistance which they may require." 

Much of the thematic content in Armstrong's sermon was recapitulated within the Church of 

Fng!and in O~tar io in 1887 and 1897. The anest created by the presence of sturdy Catholic 

cornrnunities in Ontario continued to haunt the political pronouncements of the Church. 

Loyalty was derived from a historical understanding which was either consciousIy articulated 

or implicitly assurned. Real or constructed. it was a p u t  that demanded an awareness of 

English history and an unyielding cornmitment to the superior system of constitutionai 

monarchy which had its origins in the Glorious Revolution of 1688. 

Throughout Queen Victoria's reign, the dioceses in the province did not escape the 

controversies fuelled by the rise of the Oxford Movement w ithin the Engiish ecclesiastical 

establishment. Spurred by an 1833 sermon which John Keble (1792-1866) delivered on the 

passage of the Irish Church A«, the Oxford Movement developed in reaction to the growing 

Erastianisrn in church-state relations. In essence, its leaders sought a romantic return to the 

Church's ancient Catholic traditions. John Strachan was of the old High Church tradition, but 

as Westfall observes, by the 1840s he began to take a favourable view towards the Tractarian 

repudiation of the "old (and now corrupt) world of rationalism and Erastian practices." but he 

remained opposed to popery and was shocked by the defection of Newman and severai other 

English clerics to Catholicism. M i l e  many of the senior clergy saw much of value in the 

Tracts, especially in the priority given to the Oxford doctrine of apostolic succession. they 

were wary of other innovations. especially any that carried the marks of popery. Westfall 

argues that in the Diocese of Toronto. the Church was highly selective in its approach to the 

Tractarian r e f o m ,  and "in a curious way ... tried to Protestantize the Oxford Movement." 



Realizing that "any form of Romish superstition" would antagonize the Low Church parry, as 

well as the Methodists and Presbyterians, the latter being the two main Protestant denomina- 

tions in Upper Canada. Strachan acted to stem the drift towards Catholic ritual among the 

Tractarian clergy. Westfall concludes that "the colonial church . . . would not allow the 

rnovement to threaten the Protestant character of the church in Upper Canada. "j6 

D. C. Masters has shown that, following the death of Strachan in 1867, dissension 

between the Low and High Church parties increased." even tuming violent in June 1896 

when several Anglican churches in Toronto, ail of them partial to Anglo-Catholic ritual, were 

v a n d a l i ~ e d . ~ ~  Between 189 1 and 190 1 the Church suffered a loss of over 18,000 mem- 

bers," part of which, notes Grant. can be attributed to continuing confiict between the Low 

and High Church factions." Despite the interna1 quarrels. the clergy remained united in 

rheir loyalty to the British c o ~ e c t i o n ,  an argument affimed by John Kenyon in his paper on 

the influence of the Oxford Movement on Upper Canadian and Ontario Anglicanism." 

Loyalty to England and her sovereign was a child whose rites of passage were marked by 

1649, 1660, 1688, the colonid rebellion of 1776, and the victories of 18 12 and 1837. The 

unity on the fundamental symbol of the political culture held for two additional reasons. 

Ecclesiastical autonomy never seriously endangered the Evangelicals' conception of the 

Church as "a monarchy of guaranteed Protestantism," to quote John Webster Grant." The 

old High Churchmen of Strachan's era and most of the Anglo-Catholic clergy remained as 

suspicious of Rome as their Low Church brethren. Both factions saw in Rome a serious 

threat to the maintenance of political allegiance to the crown. Christopher Headon has also 

observed that the "Tractarians pictured Canadian society in an essentially hierarchic and static 

way based upon an idertlized view of England to suit their own c~nservatisrn."~ Anglicans 

in Ontario becween 1887 and 1901 worked through their divisions on the nature and r d e  of 

the Church and its forms of worship, but they spoke with one voice in their affection for 



Queen Victoria. 

Faith and antiquarian sentiment were second nature to late Victorian Ontario's 

Anglican divines who were conscious of the Church's great historic moments, events which 

were once celebrated in liturgies of thanksgiving. For example, older editions of the Book of 

Common Prayer, many of them still in use in Canada, contained the "Forrn of Prayer and 

Thankscjvine" for 5 Novernber. honouring the "happy Deliverance of King James 1. and the 

Three Estates of England, from the most traiterous and bloody-intendcd Massacre by 

Gunpowder: And also for the happy Arriva1 of his Majesty King William on this Day. for the 

Deliverance of Our Church and Nation."' Similarly. 30 January was once remembered as 

the "Day of the Manyrdom of the Blessed King Charles the First," with accompanying 

prayers which implored "the rnercy of God. chat neither the Guilt of that sacred and innocent 

Blood, nor those other sins, by which God was provoked to deliver up both us and our King 

into the hands of cruel and unreasonable men, may at any time be visited upon us or our 

posterity. By an act of the British parliament, 29 May had also been previously set aside 

as a holy day honouring the restoration of Charles II in 1660, and 20 lune. the accession day 

of Queen Victoria, was celebrated with the sppropriate prayer and readings." 

Even though most of the older rites offered in rnemory of the tribulations and 

triumphs of England's monarchs had long since falien into disuse, many senior Anglican 

clerics were familiar with them. On 27 lanuary 1901, the Reverend Canon Arundel Charles 

Hill of SC. Thomas delivered a eulogy for the late queen, who had died on the previous 

Tuesday. He looked back on more than thiny years of service, his thoughts turning to the 

"oath of allegiance to England's Queen" on the occasion of his ordination, to the annual 

"devotions .. . for the Sovereign and Royal Family," and he proudly recalled swearing fealty 

to his monarch on joining the Toronto volunteer regiment, the Queen's Own Rifles many 

y- earlier." The Church and the monarchy were the sacred and secular syrnbols of 



order, and late Victorian expressions of Anglican loyalty to Queen Victoria cannot be grasped 

apart frorn an awareness of the power of tradition and memory. 

Theolow and Authoritv in the Origins and Development of Methodism 

In the eighteenth century, the established Church of England dominated the religious 

life of the Hanoverian realm, but Christian pluralism was also a fearure of Britain's religious 

landscape Non-conformists and Cathol ics. al thoueh tolerated. were subiecr to various civil 

disabilities." Anglicankm was far from being a bastion of Christian spiritual unifonnity. 

Constirvative in doctrine and politics, High Churchmen had iittle regard for the more toIerant 

Laiitudinarian clergy, the intellectual reservoir of r m o n  and natural t h e ~ l o g y . ~ ~  Beginning 

in the 1730s, a new religious enthusiasm gained ground under the able leadership of such 

gifted preachers as George Whitefield (17 14-1770) and John Wesley (1703- 179 1).  Thesr men 

were instrumental in inaugurating the Evangelical Revival. of which one branch, a Calvinist 

Stream, took root and flourished within the Church of England. MethodismJU originated 

wi th Wesley who. rejecting Calvinist predestinarianism, asserted that God's gracious salvation 

wcis freely available to al]. By the later eighteenth century, Wesley's sectarian message was 

gaining adherents mong the artisans and labourers of the early industrial rowns which wrre 

experiencing population expansion, and according to Henry Rack, were " least amenûblr ro 

Anglican parochial discipline and most open to Dissent and Methodism. "" The Methodist 

societies gradually separated from die Church of England, in the process forming the basis of 

a new evangelical faith which soon spread throughout Britain, to North Arnerica. and across 

the empire during the nineteenth century . 

John Wesley was barn in Epwonh, Lincolnshire in 1703. His parents, Samuel and 

Susanna (Amesiey) had originally been Dissenters, but in k i r  youth had joined the Church 

of England, where both "reacted against their inheritance by becoming High Church." notes 

Rack. Inheriting his parents' High Church propensities and their Tory politics. Wesley 



believed that a king acting under divine ordination remained the best guarantor of religious 

toleration. civil liberty, and property. He remained an advocate of lirnited monarchy. and it 

is clear from his later writings that he fully accepted the Hanoverian succe~s ion .~  In 

nioughts Upon Liberty (1772). Wesley defended King George III against Whig radicalisrn. 

arguing that both religious and civil liberties are best protected in a political sovereignty 

Origin of Power (1772), Wesley rejected contractualism, the theory that the people are the 

source of sovereign power. 

1 believe ... "there is no power but from God: The powers that be rire 
ordained of God." (Rom. xiii. L .) There is no subordinate power in any 
nation, but what is derived from the supreme power therein. So in England 
the King, in the United Provinces the States are the fountain of al1 power. 
And there is no supreme power, no power of the sword. of life and death. but 
what is derived from God. the Sovereign of ail? 

After a careful assessment of the relevant prirnary and secondriry sources, Rack 

suggests that Wesley's politics. included a strong "seventeenth-century folk-memory " that 

"tended to determine the way in which he would react to 3ny crisis in which the monarchy 

was attacked and the spectre of popular disorder conjured up. "" In practical terms. Wesley 

was an autocrat who translated his political authoritarianism into an iron-handed control over 

the Methodist connexion. 

Although reasonable reflection was certainly important, the Methodists sanctioned the 

private experience of God's grace rnediated through disciplined attention to scripture and 

prayer, and by cultivating a spiritual sense of the supernatural presence of God in the 

assurance of conversion and the walk of the Christian towards a life of holiness. In his 1744 

essay, An Earnefi Appeal fo Men of R e m  and Religion. Wesley demoted reason in favour 

of revelation, attaching great importance to the self-disclosure of God acting on the hean of 

the spiritual seeker. 

Now, faith . . . is . . . "the demonstrative evidence of things unseen," the 



supematural evidence of things invisible, not perceivable by eyes of flesh, or 
by any of our natural senses or facufties. Faith is chat divine evidence 
whereby the spiritual man discerneth God. and the things of Gad? 

Extrapolating from empiricist arguments, Wesley postulated the existence of spiritual senses 

through which the individual could experience the presence of the Holy Spirit." Bifurcating 

reason and revelation, Wesley's theology tended to reincarnate the ancient Augustinian 

digtinction hetween nature and g r a ~ e . ' ~  between the secular and the sacred. Wesley had no 

intentions of disparaging either reason or tradition. but in the drvelopment of Methodism into 

the nineteenth century, supernaturalism gained the upper hand, and the tendency among 

Methodists, certainly in Upper Canada, was to construct a faith that favoured experience over 

reason. 

Wesley's soteriology was indebted to the Dutch theologian Jacobus (or James) 

Arminius (1560-1609) who rejected the Reformed doctrine of preordained divine election. 

Arminius argued that God's saving grace was open to al1 and consistent with free ~ i l l . ~ '  

Abandoning the strict determinism of Calvinism had certain consequences, one of which was 

that persona1 salvation was anchored in the decisive experience of faith. and the other, that 

God's grace could be resisted and rejected." Since God's redeeming grace was not irresist- 

ible then the way was opened for creating a sharp distinction between the reality of sinful 

existence, or separation from God, and a life sanctified by the Holy Spirit. Arminianism was 

a form of theological contractualism. It radically democratized practical Christianity, and 

introduced an individualistic, egalitarian spirit into the Reformation project. tt is helpful to 

borrow a perspective from the British labour historian, E. P. Thompson, who has observed 

that Wesley's patrician political views were ultimately inconsistent wirh his plebeian evangeli- 

calism which democratized the expenence of ~a lva t i on .~~  

The Wesleyan-Aminian soteriology shiffed the focus of religious experience from the 

communal life of the church to the individuai. Coupled to the separation of the Methodist 



societies from the Church of EngIand, which disrupted the formal link to the crown and the 

theory of the royal supremacy, the new theology had the effect of weakening the grand 

organic vision of the state and society which characterized the life and faith of the Church of 

Eng land. 

Nevertheless, Wesley bequeathed to his followers a respect for discipline and 

surhirity which w a ~  tested but not ext inguished in nineteenth-centuy Upper Canada. 

Wesley's High Tory politics were moderated within the colonial Methodist community. but 

his loyalty ro the sovereign. notes Mills, was preserved by Egenon Ryer~on,~' who was 

conscious of the social complexity of the province. Contributing to Ryerson's politics was an 

increasing awareness of his family's Loyalist origins, a factor which tended to foster what 

Norman Knowles has identified 3s a nostalgie. filiopietistic sentiment towards the past, an 

evocative response to the loss of a romantic, pre-modern world that was beginning to infect 

Ontario's pure laine populace by the mid-nineteenth centuryb3 

Many historians have written on Methodism from its origins in early Upper Canada to 

the merger of 1925, but there are several facets to the Wrsleyan experience in the nineteenth- 

century provincial setting which are pertinent to this discussion. and open to investigation 

through contemporary source literature. It is informative to examine the political thought of 

Egenon Ryerson (1803- l882), the doyen of Upper Canadian Methodism and the prime mover 

behind Ontario's public educational system. Ryerson's outlook was common to many 

nineteenth-century Methodists in Upper Canada and Ontario. Born in Norfolk County in 

1803 to Joseph Ryerson, an Anglican Loyalist who had served with the Prince of Wales 

American Regiment during the Revolution, and Sophia Stickney ," Egenon Ryerson was 

convened in the early 1820s and ordained in the Methodist Episcopal Church in 1827. Ovrr 

his long career. Ryerson was identified with both sides of the Refom-Tory political spectrum, 

but he was loyal to the British institutions that prevailed in Canada, and he continued to 



support the imperial c o ~ e c t i o n . ~  Aside from Wesley. he acquired his conservatism from 

reading Paley's Principles of Moral and Polifical Philosophy (1785), and William Black- 

stone's Cornmenfuries (1765-68). Ryerson believed that civil and religious liberties were best 

preserved within the mixed governing structure of constitutional m ~ n a r c h y . ~  

In a series of Ietters published in 1826 and 1828. Ryerson vigorously challenged John 

Strxhm, q:;!m hdcch-rgx! the ?vle~h.~distr wl!h dis!oyaltyb7 Theoe public rehitatinns 

brought him into the limelight. and by 1829 he was ediring the Christian Guardian. the new 

voice of Methodism in the co10ny.~ Ryerson's religious and political views coalesced in his 

historical writings. Noman Knowlrs has drawn attention to Ryerson's increasing interest in 

Loyalist history following the death of his father in 1854? Togerher with William Canniff. 

George Coventry and others. he parricipated in the formation of the Historical Society of 

Upper Canada. an organization which "played a key role in the development of the Loyalist 

tradition," and fostered, in the words of Knowles, "3 nostalgic vernacular p s t  that lamented 

the loss of a simpler and purer w ~ r l d . " ~  

The drift of Ryerson's evolving historical memory can be be found in his response to 

the anti-imperialist sentiments of Goldwin Smith (1 823- 19 IO), m i l  1566 regius professor o f  

modem history at Oxford University. Indebted to the spokesmen of the Manchester school. 

Smith had published his views in the London Daily Novs in 1862-3. and in a pamphlet, nte  

Empire, in 1863.'' Ryerson had written his reply in 1863 but published it in late 1866, only 

months after the Fenian raids. He first attacked Smith's seeming confusion of the polity 

established by the Pilgrims at Plymouth with the Puritan Massachusetts Bay Colony, and then 

disputed the Oxford don's claim that the latter was only momentarily guilty of "intolcrance 

and penecution" which soon gave way to "perfect liberty of conscience and free allegiance to 

tnidi." Ryenon contended that Smith's "moment" was a "period of relentless proscription 

and persecution for skfy years," which was "only resfrained by an order of the King. Charles 



II, in 1661 ," and "finally extinguished" in 1690 by the New England Charter of William and 

Mary." Ryerson's point was that civil and religious liberties were enforced and guaranteed 

by the reigning monarchs, not by the rigid theocracy imposed through the Puritan covenant . 

Ryerson also attacked Smith's contention that the monarchy "binds the 

unenfranchised, indigent and ignorant masses of the peopIe by a tie of personal loyalty to the 

zûm:i:utim," SIC! 1h2t i! hx! CC? (ISP In ?he New Wr!d,  l' whwe the people are "enfranchised 

and bound to the constitution by property and intelligence." Countering Smith's thesis that 

the monarchy's base was a "feudal aristocracy " and a "feudal church," he asserted that in 

Canada "the attachment of the people to the monarchical system of government and British 

connection is far stronger now than it was twenty years ago: and the people during that period 

have increased more than a hundred percent in population, wealth. and intelligence." The 

monarchy "bas a broader 'base' and a deeper 'root' in the cordial affections . .. of an 

enfranchised. a free. an intelligent people. who have learned more than ever to regard 

constitutional monarchy ... as the key Stone of ... equal law and liberty, as the representritive 

of a principle of government and law, which is above party ." He then reftited Smith's 

arguments for colonial independence. maintaining that "Canada has already been 'emancipat- 

ed' frorn al1 the swaddling bands of political infancy, and that she rules herself more 

independently of Downing Street. than any one of the neighboring States does of 

Washington. "n 

Ryenon's main contribution to Upper Canadian history was l7ze Loyalisrs of America 

and Their T h e s  (1880)' the second printing being dedicated, by permission, to Queen 

Victoria. Ryerson's two-volume work traced the origins of the conflict between Loyalist and 

Patriot to the Pilgrims and the Puritan colonies of Massachusetts in the 1600s. Ryerson's 

diesis was that the Loyalists were the political hein of the tolerant religious independents who 

arrived on the MMower and estabiished their colony at New ~lymouth.'~ The notion of 



pilgrimage was important in the evolution of his argument. The twelve years' sojoum in 

Leyden, Holland between 1608 and 1620 were important to the later establishment of a free 

colony in America characterized by democratic liberty, religious tolerance, and unswerving 

loyalty to the king. 

The doctrines of Arminius. and the advocacy and sufferings of his followers 
in the cause of religious liberty, together with the spirit of commerce, had 
redered the Govim.ent of  Hilland the mnst tolermt in Europe.. . . The 
Pilgrim Fathers and their descendants were pro fessedly congregational 
separatists from the Church of England; they had fied by stealth, under severe 
sufferings, from persecution in England to Holland, where they had resided 
eleven years and upwards, and where they had learned the principles of 
religious toleration and liberty-the fruit of Dutch Arminian advocacy and 
suffering." 

The liberties of the Plymouth colony were thus indebted to Arminian theology. but also he 

added, to the settlers' willingness to accept the Stuart monarchs' demands for "toleration and 

acknowledgment of the authority of the Crown." In stark contrat were the progenitors of the 

American Revolution. the immigrants of the Massachusetts Bay Colony who began to arrive 

in significant numbers in 1628 and 1630. According to Ryerson, the departing Puritan 

adventurers' profession of faith to the Church of England was soon repudiated by the leaders 

in Arnerica, the first acts of rebellion by a people who "assumed independence of the 

Govenunent to which it owed its . . . existence . . . permitted no oath of allegiance to the King," 

and "allowed no eiective franchise to any Episcopalian. Presbyterian. Baptist. Quaker. or 

Papist. "" 

Shortly before he died, Ryerson had written a series of essays on Methodist history in 

Upper Canada which was published in book fonn under the title Canadian Merhodism (1882). 

In the first chapter, "Loyal Origin of Canadian Methodism," he argued that Methodists were 

inherently loyal to the king during the Revolution, and that the first converts in Canada after 

the war were the faithful harvest of such loyal Methodists as Philip Embury, Barbara Heck 

and othen." Ryerson's fidelity to the crown was not unrepresentative of Ontario Methodists 



in general. To that degree, it would seem that the cultural wellsprings of Methodist and 

Anglican loyalty were strikingly sirnilar. 

The significant difference between Methodists and Anglicans arose within their 

theological discourse. Placing great emphasis on the moving of the Holy Spirit in their lives, 

the followers of Wesley tended ro separate God's kingdorn of nature, including hurnan reason 

and action: fiom the realrn of divine grrice-the Christian sacraments. prayer. and diligent 

attention to scripture which guided the faithful in their walk towards entire santification. This 

distinction between nature and grace was carried to poetic extremes in the writings of Albert 

Carman (1833-1917). the superintendent of the Methodist Church of Canada from 1884 to 

19 14.'' His contribution to the Crnrennial of Cmiaciimi Merhodisni ( 189 1) was "The 

Methodist Church," noteworthy for its assertion of the living presence of God in the lives of 

the faithful, and in the true Christian church, and also for its repudiation of those communions 

claiming to receive their spiritual aurhority by a "mere chronological bond" to the early 

~ h u r c h . ~  In Canadian Merhodisrn (1882), Egerton Ryerson askrd whether the astonishing 

growth of Methodisrn in Canada could be attributed to "the growth of nature or  the work of 

grace?" The answer, says William Westfall, is to be found in Ryerson's treatment of the 

supernatural character of Canadian Methodism. an effect of "that which is above the powers 

or laws of nature ... that which is produced by a Divine agency-the immediate power of 

God."" The ongoing interplay between the supernatural and the temporal was a recurring 

feature across the theotogical landscape of Ontario Methodism into the late nineteenth century, 

but by the 1890s the separation between the sacred and the profane slowly began to fade with 

the rise of a nascent social gospel discourse, itseIf indebted to an inteilectuaI crisis created by 

liberal theology, Darwinian evolutionary theory, and the German higher criticisrn. 

According to George Emery, the " term 'social gospel' . . . became current about 

1910,"a but during the late Victorian era, especially from the 1880s, an increasing number 



of Christian commentators began to import the soteriological language of conversion into a 

new discourse of social salvation. In his study on social reform in lace nineteenth-century 

English Canada, Ramsay Cook has drawn attention to the increasing frequency of the "word 

'regeneration' ... used by reformers, not in the traditional sense of individu31 rebirth, but 

rather as a cal1 for social salvation." For many reformers, notes Cook, a God who was 

" i m z x n t  In this wnrld !ed tn the cnnviction that ihis world would be the place of God's 

kingdom," the social gospel thus being "a concomitant of a theology of irnmanentism." The 

origins of the theology of divine immanence and the attendant rise of the social gospel are 

cornplex, but, as Cook and others have observed. new scientific knowledge, and in particular, 

Darwin's theory of evolution, undermined evangelical understandings of the creation acçounts 

in Genesis. thus threatening the traditional assurances conceming the inspiration of scrip- 

turc? As Michael Gauvreau has ably demonstrated. Mrthodist and Presbyterian divines in 

Upper Canada. forced to counter the premillemialist heresy. began to enunciate a post- 

millemial, prophetic vision of the coming kingdom of God which "would . .. be achieved . .. 

by providence working through human agencies and institutions. 'la David Marshall sugges ts 

that liberal theology, through its emphasis on moral and social teaching, "allowed the clergy 

the luxury of thinking that . . . [they] were preaching a more enlightened Christianity." 

Another aspect to theological liberalism and the decline of supematuralism, notes Marshall. 

was the tendency to reinterpret divine revelation in scripture as a "record of revelation," in 

practice importing an idiom of evolutionism and divine immanence into biblical history." 

There were several reasons behind the Methodist engagement with a theology of social 

regeneration. Methodism had a long tradition of being involved in social philanthropy, and as 

Arthur Lower observed, they continued to be a strong presence in the temperance movement, 

and fomed, along with the Presbyterians and the Baptists. the "backbone of Liberalism? 

Emery has shown that even into the early rwentieth century, Ontario Methodism was still a 



more rurally based denomination than its Anglican and Presbyterian counterpans. Neverthe- 

less, as wealthy urban congregations were established, the Church increasingly depended on 

middle-class support, but Methodism " had little appeal among the working class. " The 

"alienation of working class families from churches," and the realization that industrial 

conditions "were contributing to this alienation," sensitized the Methodists to the problems of 

!zhnu zcd grban poverty. Emery also areues that evolutionary theory, even if it "under- 

mined evangelical belief" also fostered the "notion of progress . . . reinforcing the optirnistic 

view of man's nature which was implicit in Wesleyan perfectionism." The emerging social 

gospel perspective in Methodisrn "was a ... manifestation of Methodist pietisrn" (meaning rhe 

emphasis on devotional prayer and Bible-reading). If sin was environmental as much as a 

product of the fa11 of man. then the quest for persona1 holiness was more rasily rransformed 

into a "determination to puri@ society." Interestingly. Emery draws a comparison with the 

liturgical churches, observing that "pietist religious authority was aImost enrireiy derived from 

the Bible," whereas "liturgicals (e.g. the Anglicans) attached great importance . . . to the 

history, rituals, and doctrines of their panicular denomination." With the Anglicans, or the 

Roman Catholics, he argues, " right behaviour was lrss important than . . . right belief. " [n 

dealing with "matters of morality and religion . .. public institutions and the State were to keep 

out of such concems .. . a worldview ... scarcely compatible with an idealistic popular crusade 

to bring about the kingdom of heaven on earth."' 

"Methodism," says Phyllis Airhart, "played a prominent role in the [social gospel] 

movement , providing it with leadership and official support. " However, she also cautions 

that in the late nineteenth cenniry. Methodists in Canada, especially in Ontario, believing that 

personal conversion was prior to social reconstruction. did not necessarily nor automatically 

substimte "individual" for "social" s a l v a t i ~ n . ~  To that degree, Methodist involvement in 

Christianizing the social order was, at least in its late Victorian phase, an extension of ils 



traditional interest in social reform and ameIioration. The durability of the Wesleyan tradition 

conceming the assurance of conversion and the quest for holiness, or Christian perfection, 

rneant that the sacred and the profane were still some distance from completely dissolving into 

an arnorphous sociaI theology. 

This persistence of the distinction between the temporal and the eternal was o k n  re- 

symbolized by the Victorians in t e m  of sender and Family. Westfall eloquently describes 

how "man was material and practical. while woman was moral and spiritual; man had power. 

woman had taste; man was active, woman reflective; man was rational, woman i n t ~ i t i v e . " ~  

Methodists, as much if not more than any other Protestant group, were instrumental in 

fashioning the idiom of domesticity and separate spheres. At the same time. they had long 

adopted a somewhat more egalitarian attitude towards the place of women in church and 

society. John Wesley eventually accepted and encouraged women preschrrs." "God's 

grace recognized no differences between the sexes and guaranteed the spiritual equality of 

women," notes Semple. while adding chat "Methodism denied the social equality of 

women. 

Both the active woman and the passive, domestic wife and mother became important 

to Methodist minisrry in Upper Canada and Ontario. Aside from their work in temperance 

and charitable work, Methodist women were prominent evangelists, especially in some of the 

srnaller mid-century sects such as the Bible Christians. Semple also States that between 1885 

and 1900 "at least twenty-five women led over three hundred revival services, adding that 

"Methodist doctrine and practice had been valuable in freeing women frorn many of the social 

and theoiogical restrictions on active church leader~hip."~' The professionalization of 

ministry towards the latter part of the century iended to displace women from leadership 

rolesVq but wornen clearly remained a force in the Methodist Church. Of course, the role of 

the Methodist wife and mother was considered essential to the spiritual numiring and guidance 



of her children. This domestic discourse was cornmon to Protestantisrn, but in Methodism it 

took on a special vitality in the narratives and sermons on Queen Victoria. 

Some Methodist clergymen denied that the Bible supponed the subjection of women to 

men. For exarnple, in "The Citizenship of Women," appearing in the February 1894 issue of 

the Methodisr Magazine, the Reverend Doctor Thomas Webster of Newbury, Ontario rejected 

the smndm! interpretatinn of  Genesis 3: I A  used in support of female subordination. and he 

argued for the full equality and participation of women in ecclesiastical and civil Me. 

including the right to exercise the franchise." Similarly, the Reverend Hugh Price Hughes 

(1847-1902)". an English Methodist famous for his advocacy of the social gospel in Britain, 

and for his outreach ministry in London, had contributed an article to the Independenr, 

"Christianity and Woman," which was reprinted in the Meriiodisr Magaine for August, 1895. 

Price also proclairned the full equality of women, and he denounced the misinterpretations of 

the Bible, including the customary treatment of Paul who was often deployed in defence of the 

subordination of ~ o r n e n . ~ ~  Although the articles of Webster and Price still smacked of 

patemalism, they were representative of the vector of egalitarianism which ran through 
C 

Methodist thought and practice from its beginnings in eighteenth-century England. The 

importance of women, and their necessarily active participation in the advance of the church 

and society was also projected into the late nineteenth-century royalisi narratives of Ontario 

Methodisrn. 

In thrir paper on Methodist political definitions in England, Turner and Hill claim that 

the "ouistanding feature of Methodist poiitical beliefs is not a progressive evolution. but a 

remarkable continuity. The constant element .. . was the attempt to define the issues of 

secular politics ... in moral terms."% The evidence presented in the following two chapters 

of this thesis supports this contention. The sermons and articles on the sovereign attempted to 

preserve the continuity of the religious and moral traditions of Wesleyan Methodism while 



seeking to accommodate intellectual change. Much of the narrative content on Queen 

Victoria's reign incorporated progress litanies which ernphasized moral and social advances 

over the merely scientific and material triumphs of the nineteenth century. Hints of the new 

liberai theology and a nascent social vision were evident in 1887 during the Golden Jubilee. 

Ten years later. by the tirne of the Diamond Jubilee. the contours of the social gospel 

p t r s ~ ~ t t i ~ e  more qnnqrpnt -r t--- -a- - Ry !W. the evidenre suggesfs h t  Methcrdist h a s e s  of  

Queen Victoria, stressing her righteousness, "right behaviour" in Emery's words, began to 

reflect a cautious assimilation of newer liberal ideas in social and theological thought to a 

traditional Wesleyan language preserving the assurance of a saving faith and Christian 

perfection. The discursive patterns of the ernerging social gospel view were stronger in 1897. 

but at the same time, the queen was still being presenred as the epitorne of true womanhood in 

the older Wesleyan formula. 

In his study of Protestanism in Ontario, Westfali argues that order and experience 

divided the cultural perspectives of the Anglicans and the Methodists." This divide was still 

manifest in the late nineteenth century, and it was reflected in the pronouncements of loyalty 

to the throne and the monarch. Thus the Anglican priest's dutiful and obedient queen 

submitted to the external order and discipiine of the Church of England and the historic 

institution of the crown. On the other hand. the righteous queen of the Methodist pastor was 

the exemplary mode1 of God's grace, a sovereign who devoted her life to the pursuit of vinue 

and holiness in her person and farniiy. The Anglican Queen Victoria was shaped by a 

prescriptive narrative grounded in the authority of the Church of England's history and 

ecclesiastical traditions. Crown and queen were the symbols of an organic conception of the 

well-ordered society. both pointing to the visible institutions of authority, the Church of 

England and the state. The Methodist Queen Victoria was defined within a more descriptive 

narrative of substitutionary piety. The queen was the representation of God's intention for the 



sanctified Christian life. The locus of control in Methodism rested with the individual and the 

family adhering to God's will. For that reason. the person of the queen tended to take 

precedence over Methodist praises for the system of constitutional rnonarchy. which. although 

not ignored, was linked to Victoria's wisdorn in the political sphere. In each of the two 

churches, inherited systems of belief coupled to secular memories intersected with, and 

ro~ f rmt rd  !hP ~E:P!!PCE-!, cnrial , and p l  itical contexts of the time. 
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CHA.FTER II 

ANGLICAN AND METHODIST RIESPONSES TO THE GOLDEN JUBILEE 

During Ontario's Golden Jubilee celebrations in Iune 1887, the discursive representa- 

rions of Queen Victoria and the monarchy emanating frorn the pulpits and press of the Church 

of England and the Methodist Church were hybrids of memory. theological traditions, and 

:espaxes r5 crnternpcrzq issues in Canada and Ontario The forces of sacred and secular 

history were powerful in both churches, but the Anglicans, with a sturdy and resilient self- 

conception shaped by a cherished past, were able to draw upon their institutional strengths, 

the authority of their ecclesiastical and theological traditions to respond effectively to the 

social, political and religious conflicts of the time. The Methodists also were adept at yoking 

their evangelical heritage to a discourse of loyalty which, at its core, was a form of substitut- 

ionary piety. Nevenheless, by 1887, the historic cenainties of Methodism were being 

chaltenged by Darwin's theory, the German higher criticism, and theological liberalism. 

developments which began to shake the foundations of John WesIey's legacy. The intellectual 

crisis liad a rnuch more profound impact on Methodism than on Anglicanism, and the 

difference between the two churches' understandings of divine and human reality began CO 

sppear in their respective narratives on Queen Victoria and her empire during the commemor- 

ations of 1887. 

To be sure, the Church of England was not wholly immune to the startling implica- 

tions of Darwinism and European scholarship, but the structure of Christian authority and its 

embodiment and representation within the Church both moderated and eased Anglican 

accommodation to the new ideas. The Anglican use of the pst  to control its discoune of 

loyalty to Queen Victoria and the mother country was remarkably consistent, even when it 

defensively launched salvos against disaffected groups in the population. On the other hand, 

the scientific discoveries and the innovations in the fields of biblicd cnticism and liberal 



theology forced many Methodists into a re-examination of Wesley's sacred trust. Despite 

preserving the substance of the Methodist tradition in 1887, there is buried within some of the 

discourse hints of a God who was immanent in the spirit of human progress, intimations of a 

new language which would blossom into the social gospel. In their discourse of loyalty to the 

sovereign, the Methodists invoked their theology on the assurance of salvation and entire 

tanctification, but they also began to impon categories of thought which were ultimately alien 

to Wesley's original formulation. Throughout the late nineteenth century. Ontario Anglicans 

remained committed to the idea of a transcendent God. The Methodists slowly began to 

divest themselves of their Wesleyan-Anninian roots and moved towards a God of immanence. 

This gap, which was besinning to take shape between the two churches in 1887, was to 

become even more apparent ten years later during the Diarnond Jubilee of Queen Victoria. 

The first objective of this cliapter is to provide an overview and cornparison of 

Anglican and Methodist loyalty narratives on the sovereign. but with reference to the context 

of religious animosity which disturbed the peace of the province at the time. One signiticant 

aspect surrounding the commemorations for the queen's Golden Jubilee was the ongoing 

tension between the Irish Catholic and Protestant communities. The Anglicans, sensitive to 

what they saw as powerfbl undercurrents of disloyalty running through the fiery rhetoric of 

the Irish Catholic press, tended to exhibit a more alarmist and protective tone than did their 

Methodist colleagues. The latter, separated for over a century frorn their roots in the English 

church and still possessing a lively memory of their conflicts with Strachan and the Anglican 

hierarchy in early Upper Canada, probably had less of an emotional investment in the 

institution of the crown. The comments of some Methodist clergymen betrayed an ambiva- 

lence towards the jubilee event, and in cenain instances, they were slightly more candid in 

their attitudes towards the sovereign, an expression of innocence that was absent in the more 

chauvinistic messages which rang out fiom the pulpits of the Church of England. The 



Methodist reaction to the Golden Iubilee and the sovereign was mixed, varying from barely 

concealed equivocation. perhaps reflecting a latent discontent with the political stams quo and 

the problems of Confederation. to a warm approbation of the queen and the British connec- 

tion. Any doubts or uncertainty about the monarchical connection and Queen Victoria 

appeared to have vanished by the time of the Diamond lubilee in 1897. suggesting that 

Methodist attitudes in 1887 were products of apathy and politicaI alienation rather than 

festering mernories of the Upper Canadian experience. It rernains clear that the Anglicans 

deployed their tradition to counter what they saw as disturbing and even dangerous challenges 

to the constituted order of the state. The political, social, and religious context was an 

Anglican concern. The rapidly emerging intellectuai crisis of the era posed a growing and 

gnawing problem which demanded the attention of the Methodists. In both churches 

however, the aim was to focus the allegiance of the laity on Queen Victoria, the symboI of 

national unity in a country wracked by political, regional, and religious divisions. 

The second objective of this chapter is to explore and interpret the variant ideas of 

authority as understood by the Anglicans and the Methodists in their respective portrayals of 

queen and throne. Chapter I offered a brirf discussion of natural and revealed law, and 

nature and grace in historical theology. When God's two kingdorns. that of nature, including 

human community, and that of redemption. the divine plan of restoration through Christ. 

coexisted in harmony, as in the Church of England, where divine grace was mediated through 

a liturgy controlled by bishop and priest, then sacred and secular order tended to intersect in 

the external institutions of the Church and the crown. In the Wesleyan tradition, scripture 

reading and private prayer, pathways to God, were considered to be the vital rneans of grace 

leading to salvation and holiness. Thus order began in the restored spiritual state of the 

converted simer. This chapter offers some insights into how theology, filtered through the 

popular renderings of loyalty towards Queen Victoria, translated inro disparate perceptions of 



hierarchy and authority. 

As a third objective. the chapter explores the sermons and writings of Anglican and 

Methodist discourse on the queen in order to explore conternporary ideas of power, equality, 

and the role of women in society. The dutiful and obedient queen of the Church of England, 

the Anglican sovereign who represented God's order for pan-Britannia, was transformed in 

?Ile:hodist dis cou:^:: imo the rightezus qceen. t,he servzn! ~f !he Icrd, PIPE the suff-ring 

servant who reached out to the poor, the oppressed. and the huning masses of the empire. In 

Anglican thought. Queen Victoria mied at the pinnacle of God's temporal and hierarchical 

realm, a symbolic vestige of an older, almost mediaeval, political theology , the organic vision 

which stressed the unitive nature of church, stare, and society. In Methodist portraits, the 

sovereign was re-imaged as the queen who, in her achievements and sorrows, identified with 

the cornmon man and woman, especially the latter for whom Victoria was the paradigrnatic 

mode1 of the great wornen of the era. Both groups infused the conternporary ideology of 

domesticity, with its figure of the virtuous mother, into their discursive representations of the 

sovereign, and by so doing reinforced the familial and social dimension of the organic 

conception of British civilization. Queen Victoria became. not simply a cultural icon. but a 

theological site upon which Methodists and Anglicans could cowtruct their own unique 

cathedrals of identity. In each case, self-definition was affirmed through narratives of loyalty 

that were at once pious, political, and ideological. 

Tradition and secular memory may have carried more baggage for the Anglican clrrgy 

than i t  did for the Methodists, but the latter were not necessarily quietist in their political 

thought and opinion. If the ghosts of seventeenth-cenniry royal absolutism were hovering on 

the fringes of some Anglican pulpits. the Methodists, with a more democratic temper. were 

often prepared to initiate their defence of democracy with an oven rejection of divine right. 

Of course, the Church of England did not defend outmoded political theories, but its 



intellectual traditions had evolved through a long process of historical compromise. On the 

other hand, the Methodists having broken From their Anglican roots and rnindful of their 

conflicts with Strachan and the governing authorities in early Upper Canada, were more likely 

to defend the tenets of political liberalism, but within the configuration of constitutional 

rnonrirchy . 

Of !fi.? !wenry-thrie Anglican and eleven Meth~dist semons from May-June 1887. 

located in urban 2nd rural newspapers. twelve have been selected either for brief or extended 

analysis. Some sermons exist only in s u m a r y  f o m  or as short reports. However, the 

homiletic evidence is a representative cross-section of Anglican and Methodist opinion from 

Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton, and a few smaIler communities. Added to these sources are two 

articles. one by Albert Carman, the general superintendent of the Methodist Church, and 

another by William W irhrow, both appearing in the Iune 1887 issue of the Canadian 

Methodist Magaine. Other evidence culled from reports of conferences, meetings of s y nods . 
and Catholic reaction round out the source literature used in this chapter. The Golden 

Jubilee, being a less exuberant celebration in Canada than the queen's Diamond Jubilee ten 

years later, left less documentaty evidence for historical examination. Nevertheless, the 

selecrions offer rich and varied insights into perceptions of the monarchy by Anglican and 

Methodist divines in Ontario in 1887. 

Context: Conflict and Reaction 

Royal commemoration in Iate Victorian Ontario occurred within social and political 

contexts which shaped the content and nanire of the celebrations. The Golden Jubilee in 

Ontario should be evaluated within the context of ongoing religious tensions and disputation 

between the Irish Catholic and Protestant communities during the spring of 1887. For 

example, Catholic animosity towards Anglicanism was evident in the pages of a London 

Ontano weekiy, the Catholic Record. In a series of articles published from 2 April to 28 



May, the Record attacked the central clairns of the Church of England. First to fa11 before the 

holy sword of papal authority was the AngIican doctrine of apostoIic succession and the 

independence of the English Church, a theory dear to the rnind of the Oxford Movemenr.' 

Subsequently . and not without immediate significance given the approaching jubilee. the series 

continued with a vigorous assault on the history and practice of the royal supremacy.' 

The June celebrations for the Golden Jubilee in Ontario aIso transpired aeainst an 

event that had fomented ethnic and religious animosity only weeks before. The Irish Catholic 

temperament in the province had been nurtured on rnemories of the famine and the contem- 

porary problem of tenant evictions in Ireland. In May. only days before the queen's binhday. 

William O'Brien. a Dublin editor and fiery nationalist, was touring Ontario and publicly 

condemning the evictions on the Luggacurran estates, owned by the Marquess of Lansdowne 

(1845-1927). the governor general of Canada (18834888).' O'Brien's appearances attracted 

large crowds, and in Toronto his attempts to address the city's Irish nationalists resulted in 

clashes between the Orange and the Green, a type of sectarian confrontation which was not 

uncomrnon in late nineteenth century on tari^.^ O'Brien was mobbed and injured on 18 May, 

but continued on his controversial tour of the province.' Among the Irish Catholics, respect 

for the queen and the British connection was problematic. The anger directed at the queen's 

representative and the sovereign can be gauged by the attitudes and actions of the Catholic 

Archbishop of Toronto. John Joseph Lynch (1816-1888),6 who allegedly described Lam- 

downe as "an exorbitant and tyrannical landlord." and "the oppressor of the poor. "7 Perhaps 

believing that silence would be the most deafening f o m  of protest against the policies of the 

British governrnent towards Ireland, Lynch prohibited the ringing of church bells in honour of 

Queen Victoria on Sunday, 19 June.' The O'Brien affair was one indicator of the rising 

crescendo of political, ethnic, and religious discord that plagued Canada in 1887.9 

The religious tensions were rnanifestly troubling for some Anglican clergymen in late 



May and lune. On the rnorning of Sunday, 22 May, a month before tlie cornmernoration of 

the Golden Jubilee, Toronto's illustrious volunteer regiment. the Queen's Own Rifles, held a 

parade and semice in honour of the queen on her upcoming birthday, at the exhibition 

grounds in the town of Napanee. The sermon was preached by the Anglican chaplain of the 

regiment, the Reverend George Lloyd (b. 1861). A veteran of the Riel RebeIlion, Lloyd was 

!rter memnris!ized hy the British cclcny which fnlinded Llnydrninster: on the Saskatchewan- 

Alberta border.l0 Although the newspaper report provides only a brief outline of Lloyd's 

sermon, it offers a tantalizing hint of the effects of contemporary events on traditional 

loyalties. Like most Anglican clerics of the t ime, Lloyd instinctively beiieved that obedience 

to the monarch received divine sanction in the inspired word of God. and in this instance. in 

verses selected from one of the pastoral letters traditionally artributed to Paul. the First Episrle 

to Timothy. The biblical writer exhons his Christian followers to give "supplications, 

prayers, intercessions, and . . . thanks for al1 men: For kings, and for ail that are in authority; 

chat we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in al1 godliness and honesty. " "  Lloyd clearly 

intended the text to be taken as a test of Ioyalty to the sovereign, and lie made "a passing 

reference to the disloyalty of a section of the comrnunity . .. and the frivolous reasons which 

actuate(d] the disloyalty in many instances. "12 

He appealed to those not thoroughly loyal to throw off the uniform of a 
sovereign they did not and could not support heanily, and to those who were 
truly loyal to the noblest and grandest sovereign the British or any other 
nation had ever been blessed with, to evince it by singing heanily the National 
Anthem. l 3  

Realizing that the uniformed volunteers and others in attendance would represent a cross- 

section of Toronto's religious cornmunities, Lloyd wisely avoided reference to any panicular 

group, but he would have been aware of William O'Brien and the uproar which the Irish 

speaker had created in Toronto and elsewhere. To meet the challenges from such rebels and 

the anti-British venom that spewed fonh from outspoken Irish nationalists in the province, 



Lloyd and other Anglican clergy felt compelled to defend the queen and their hith. 

The tmculent tone was repeated by Canon W. B. Curran of St. Thomas Church, 

Hamilton. Curran's address, delivered to the 13th Battalion band, in attendance with the 

Hamilton Field Battery at the service of 22 May, made an overt reference to O'Brien. 

Al1 the peoples in the British Empire are loyal to their sovereign. except a 
mere handfbl who seek dismemberment. .. Criticizing those who now seek to 
d i s s c ! ~  the E m r i o  x~c! Incite rebeI!Lnn. the preacher wid dl loyal citizens 
should frown them down. Ir is not right for a mob to Stone an individual. but 
a stand m u t  be taken against those who slander Our constitution. Let them be 
put to sharne for their lies.'" 

Coing on the offensive against disloyalty was secondary to Curran's message which bound the 

well-being of the pan-Britannic nation to the vitality of the Christian church, implying 

Protestantism in the wider. but Anglicanism in the more restricted. sense. For his text he 

chose Deuteronomy 4:7, "For what nation is there so great. who hath God so nigh unto them, 

as the Lord our God is in al1 things that we cal1 upon Him for." "Deuteronomy," wrote a 

British cleric, the Reverend James Wolfendale in his 1887 commentary , " recapitulates" 

Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers, and "in a hortatory strain, embracing both history and 

legislation," seeks to "arous[e] true fidelity to the covenant. and secur[e] its Iasting dur- 

ation. " l5 Curran probably would have subscribed to Wolfendale 's homiletic lesson on 

Deuteronomy 4:7: 

If England disregards the Sabbath, neglects her duty and improves not her 
religious advantages, no science or legislation can preserve her superiority. 
Her glory will decay, and it may be more tolerable for rude nations. for 
Sodom and Gomorrah, at the day of judgrnent than for her.lb 

Wolfendale's coments  bear the imprint of the providentialist's belief chat when a 

person or a nation was elected by God to hilfill a divine responsibility in the world, a price 

would be paid for lapsing into sloth or quietism. In Victorian Ontario, the idea of God's 

governing providence persisted among Anglican and other Protestant clergymen. Curran was 

no exception to the pattern. He argued that "as they [Le.. the Israelites] forgot Jehovah so 



they decreased in power and prosperity." So also, the "immensity of the Empire . .. bound 

together by ties stronger than steel" was not unconnected to the fact that the queen, "a pure 

woman, a good rnother, a sympathetic and wise ruier," was "above all, a God-fearing 

woman." A nation of the truly faithful would be divinely blessed by a sanctified leader- 

ship. '' 

ln conjoinine the greatness of the empire to Victoria's Christian faith and feminine 

purity, he was expounding a religious argument through which the queen's virtuous. fernale 

persona was syrnbolically linked to the righteousness of England and the irnperial endeavour. 

In common with most of the clergy and other cornmentators, Curran denied Victoria any reai 

power or even personal autonorny. In fact, the feminine imagery of the monarch, as 

constmcted by rninisters and writers of the tirne, "echo[ed]," to quote Margaret Homans, "the 

distinctive discourse of constitutional monarchy : passivity , moral power, duty , and being and 

appearing in lieu of originating or cxecuting politically rngaged action."lJ Howrver. Curran 

did not ovenly invoke the metaphor of the imperial mothrr. As the theses of Homans and 

other feminist scholars indicate, this discourse had been long under construction, cspecially in 

Britain, but in Ontario the rnother of the empire, while not absent at this rime, would become 

more audible by 1897. In Curran's brief sermon can be seen the intersection between older 

incellectual traditions on the divine order of church and state, and an ideology of gender 

derived from the evangelical revival and romanticism. 

On the same Sunday rnorning that LIoyd was speaking to his regirnent in Napanee and 

Curran was addressing the local volunteers in Hamilton, J. S. Lauder (1829-1900),'9 the 

Archdeacon of Ottawa, was holding divine service in St. George's Cathedra1 in Kingston. 

Lauder was the chaplain of the Govemor-General's Foot Guards, and he accompanied the 

regiment to Kingston to deliver the annual patriotic sermon. Lauder's message is an 

interesting example of the influence of traditional Anglican thought on the relationship 



between the Church of England and the state. The sermon inculcated the necessity for al1 

Anglicans to submit obediently to the constituted authorities of nation and comrnunity. Fitting 

easily into the rnold of the High Church tradition, Lauder was an advocate of the Oxford 

Movement and liturgical renewal. Although having been sometimes subjected to charges and 

innuendos of leaning towards Roman Catholicism. he never wavered from an unshakeable 

allegiance to the Church of Eneland." 

The presence of a prominent regiment visibly reinforced the pulpit lesson on the 

necessity for obedience to the constituted authorities. Lauder's sermon. like the liturgicai 

order of worship, possessed its own symbolisrn and decorum. He opened with the first 

sentence of Hebrews 13 : 17, "Obey [hem thar have the rule over you, and submit yourselves. " 

The text was calculated to first exploit an apparent meaning, to stress "the importance of duty 

and obedience" for "the order of society."" In fact. he was coyly proceeding rowards an 

intimation that patriotism and faith, guarded by a loyal Christian church. ought to be an 

integral component of the üuthority required to maintain peace and good order within Her 

Majesty 's realrns. 

To understand the flow of Lauder's thought, it is necessary to reaIize that the Epistle 

to the Hebrews focuses on the centrality of Jesus, and was intended by irs author to give 

encouragement to early lewish Christians who were suffering persecution, and rnay have been 

seeking refuge in a retum to the Iaw and ritualistic certainties of Judaism." The letter, 

resembling a sermon in its hortatory structure, is concerned with "the Law in relation to 

Christ," stated the Reverend I .  Bannby, the vicar of Pittington, in his exposition on Hebrews 

first published in 1886 for the Pulpit Commentary. As the remainder of the verse indicates. 

the biblical writer was referring, not to the civil governors, but rather, to the church leaders 

and elders: " m o r  they watch for your souls, as they that must give account. that they may do 

it with joy and not with grief: for that is unprofitable for you." In arguing that the verse 



emphasizes "the duty of submission" to the congregational leaders, Barmby was privileging 

the sacred origins of a separate ministry of church leaders who deserved respect and obedi- 

ence.* The Reverend C. Jerdan, adding a homiletic note in Barmby's work. stated that 

"[tlhe present age is characterized not only by a healthy independence of thought. but also by 

an unhealthy impatience of legitimate authority-at once in the family, in the state, and in the 

Church "" It was th is jrinciple of spi ritual govemancr which Lauder viewed as the founda- 

tion of order in the Church, the state, and society. 

Lauder proceeded ro constmct the two pillars of duty which supported the divine and 

civil order of the queen's realm. "Man's first duty was to God, who created and redeemed 

him, and in whom he lived and rnoved and had his being." he proclaimed, prefacing readings 

on the Anglican's proper attitude towards God from that venerable, extra-biblical authority , 

the catechism in the Book of Conrnlon Prayer. "Man's next duty is to the sovereign of his 

count[r]y," and again he tumed to the catechism? 

My duty . .. is ... to honour and obey the Queen, and ail that are put in 
authority under her; to submit myself to a11 rny governors, teachers, spiritual 
pastors and masters; to order myself lowly and reverently to al1 my ber- 

II 3 ters.. . 

Lauder was purposely distinguishing between persona1 faith as obedience to God, and the 

Christian's duty towards the sovereign and the spiritual authorities. the traditional bulwarks of 

social and political stability. Lauder would have understood that the ministry of Word and 

sacrament was central to the spiritual authority of the Church of England, and not to be 

usurped by the reigning monarch. as stipulated in the thirty-seventh of those Articles 

confirmed at the convocation held in London in 1562." At the sarne time, the throne was 

instituted by God, and integral to the preservation of order, both secular and sacred. Of 

course, the queen added lustre to the crown by virtue of her pure Christian life and true 

womanhood, a providential blessing which only confmned that England's temporal sover- 

eignty was pleasing to God in His divine plan for the nation. Loyaity to the monarch was 



cultivated as a Christian moral duty of the first rank, and it was a sentiment anchored in the 

Anglican past. 

The sermons of George Lloyd and W. B. Curran suggest that sorne churchmen were 

ready to circle the wagons in defence of a people and a nation which they believed to be 

under siege. Obviously, there was no universal consensus on ioyalty to the queen and the 

fiftic~h usiversxy c ~ m ~ m ~ w r i n n ~ ,  h'it the Church nf England's clerics were in no mood to 

surrender either to apathy or to the disaffected. In fact however, they were less interested in 

rnobilizing unanimous consent than in reassuring Anglicans and others that the monarchy 

rested on a solid historical and Christian foundation. and that Queen Victoria, the symbol of 

political order and national unity, w u  indeed God's answer to any who were ternpted to doubt 

the justice of God's mighty acts in the affairs of Britain and her empire. It is also evident, as 

the address of J .  S. Lauder indicates, that the Church of EngIand, despite its interna1 

squabbles in Canada. possessed a resilient, if conservarive. intellectual. political. and 

theological heritage which was comforting to the laity of the period. Lauder drew upon 

historicdly determined and mutually reinforcing symbols of civil and divine order. a dualism 

which resides in Hooker, and which the late Eric Voegelin. in the first volume of his Order 

and History , aptl y described as the " theologia civilis and theologia sirpranaturalis. " the 

"temporal and spiritual powers. of secular state and church."" 

If Anglican parishioners had a heightened sense of loyalty to this ancient civil and 

ecclesiastical order. symbolized in part by their reverence for Queen Victoria, Methodists in 

contrat, sought to defend their loyalty in spite of secular memories of maltreatment at the 

hands of the early Upper Canadian oligarchy which had been deeply suspicious of the 

American irinerant rabble spreading their seditious brand of religion among the pioneer 

p ~ p u l a c e . ~  Even in 1887 Methodists discovered that they were not necessarily immune to 

what they perceived as slights on their loyalty and stanis as British subjecrs. 



Towards the end of May, the Montreal conference of the Methodist Church, a large 

district extending to Ottawa in the nonh and into eastern Ontario. held its annual meeting in 

Kingston. On the morning of Monday, 30 May, the Reverend William Scott (1833-1913),W 

who had been delegated to drafi a congratulatory address to the queen, asked to be released 

from this duty "because, as the general conference had forwarded an address, it was not 

'eceçsay for the annual conference to do the same." Scott was granted his reyest. but the 

newspaper reports gave a more honest appraisal of what had transpired." 

The superintendent then read a letter which stated addresses to the Queen 
from non-conformist bodies would have to be presented through the colonial 
secretary; and not by delegates which might be sent with them. This arnend- 
ment created some surprise. The superintendent said he hoped the writer of 
the letter who is high in authority, was mistaken, when two clergymen 
remarked that the methodists were as loyal as the members of any other 
church, and Rev F Chishoim brought the brief debate to a close by saying that 
some people evidently thought non-conformists had dynamite in their 
clothes .32 

Such pinpricks from the establishment carried implications of social inferiority. an 

innuendo that the Methodists, more egalitarian and democrritic in their politics than their 

Anglican cousins, were naturally quick to reject. There was an undercurrent of ambivalence, 

and the pronouncements of the ministry naturally refl ected the interaction between memory 

and the immediate context. 

In Kingston. on 19 lune, the Reverend Richard Whiting (ca. 1820-1900)'3 led a 

Methodist union service in honour of the queen. Only a summary report survives with no 

substantive information on Whiting's semon, but there is a subtIe hint of one Methodist's 

rejection of any lingering stigma of disloyalty inherited from earlier decades. Afier speaking 

briefly on the Hebrew jubilee. Whiting turned to the present cornmernoration and "humour- 

ously vindicated the right of Methodists to celebrate it not only because of their characteristic 

loyalty, but because of their fondness for a jubilant piety."" 

Whiting's comment, probably a covert reference to the charges of disaffection which 



Methodists often experienced in early Upper Canada, was openly addressed by the Reverend 

William Henry Withrow (1839-1908), an important figure in the Methodist Church of Canada 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Withrow was the editor of a literary, 

social and reiigious monthly, the Canadian Merhodisr Magazine, from 1875 until its demise in 

1906.3"n an article "Our Gracious Queen," published in the issue of June 1887. Withrow 

alluded ro the histnric loyalty of  Methodists even in times when their allegiance was put to the 

test. 

Methodists are everywhere characterized by their conspicuous devotion to the 
person and crown of their righcful d e r .  Without reserve they recognize their 
duty to fesr God and honour rhe king. This they did in troublous times, when 
their loyalty was sorely tried by civil and religious disabilities. by petty 
persecutions and groundless aspersions. This rhey do with an addrd zest and 
a more enthusiastic devotion when al1 disabilities are removed, and when the 
Sovereign is one whose private vinues and persona1 attributes. no less than 
her official dignity, are calculated to cal1 forth the truest fealty of   oui.^^ 

Identity is synthesized, notes David Lowenthal "in a unifying web of retrospec- 

tion."" Lowenthsl is speaking of the formation of persona1 memory, but his comment is 

relevant to Withrow's rerniniscence on the recent pu t .  Buried within the narrative is an 

affirmation of Egerton Ryerson's vision of a wider loyalty, and its victory over the narrower 

perspective and polemics of John Strachan." Withrow was unable to forget that Methodist 

identity in Ontario had been panly shaped by earlier conflicts with the colonial leaders. and 

his understanding of loyalty to the queen and the crown was framed by mernories of historical 

justification. Withrow, in common with rnost Methodist ministers. did not permit real or 

imagined injuries in the p s t  to control his discourse on the queen. On the contrary, 

traditional Wesleyan charity large1 y overcame any 1 ingering shado ws from yesteryear. 

On occasion, the utterances from Methodist pulpits displayed a candor which probably 

would have been considered inappropriate in an Anglican setting. A bnef illustration of such 

innocence can be found in the remnant of a sermon delivered by the Reverend Charles O. 

Johnston (1853-1916)" at the Gore Street Methodist Church in Hamilton on Sunday, 19 



June. 

The value of Great Britain's crown has been enhanced beyond calculation by 
having rested for fifty years upon the head of an unstained Queen.. .. 1 have 
heard it charged against the Queen that she is selfish. Thar may or may not 
be true; people like to judge others better than themselves. and particularly 
those above them. But 1 Say, if Iiberality means licentiousness, then God be 
praised for a Queen who, if seIfish, is pure, and who, through 50 years, has 
kept her coun morally clean." 

Jnhnrton's parenthetical interjection on Victoria's rumoured sel f-centredness might be 

understandable when one considers that Methodism had been isolated for a century from the 

experience of sacred awe and reverence for the crown long associated with the Church of 

England. The emphasis on morality in Johnston and most of his colleagues was inherited 

from Wesley and the Rides of the United Societies, first printed in 1743." The Methodist 

narratives on the queen also reinforce the point made by Turner and Hill, that Wesleyan 

political language was essentially a moral one." 

Another example of Methodist comment exposes the complexity of the interactions 

between past and present, in this case, between personal and collective mernories on the one 

hand, and the effects of the Irish problem on the other. The Reverend Dr. Alexander Bums 

(1834- 1900)," the Prinicipal of the Wesleyan Ladies College in Hamilton, delivered the 

oration to the graduating class at Centenary Church in Hamilton on Sunday evening, 19 June. 

The 1898 edition of Canadian Men and Women of me Time recorded that Burns' family had 

emigrated from Ireland to Upper Canada in 1847. After comrnitting to the Methodisrs he 

pursued a university education, eventually distinguishing himself in Wesleyan educational 

institutions in the United States. He returned to Ontario and assumed the administration of 

the HamiIton Ladies College in 1878. Burns was typical of the late nineteenth-century 

progressive clergyman in the Methodist Church. The losing Liberai candidate for Hamilton in 

the general election of 1887, he was a "pronounced Radical and a Home-Ruler ... was 

nominated as a del. to the Irish National Con. held in Dublin, 1896 .. . a free trader: opposed 



to an Upper House; believes in the equality of al1 churches; opposed to exemptions; a Henry 

George man as far as practicable; opposed to Separate Schs., but believes thar the curriculum 

of the Cornmon Schs. could and should be made acceptable to all."" 

The major part of Burns' sermon was a celebration of the historical victories over 

obscurantism and tyrannies of al1 kinds, but especially over the anti-intellectual despotisms 

nssncisted with the Christian church in earlier centuries, and over the "bondage of literalism 

and bibliolatry" which stilI plagued his own era. FolIowing an eioquent criticism of Christ- 

ianity's p s t ,  and an imaginative foray into the future where he saw the possibility of a 

"million million worlds irnmeasurably larger than ours and more densely peopled with 

intelligences," he turned to 3 vituperative attack on the evils of Western civilization and its 

abuse of the world's masses. "1s the oppression of the many for the pampering of the few the 

aim of civilization?" he asked. Burns was an egalitririan and from that perspective he tumed 

to the sovereign and her reign? 

This is the lubilee of our good Queen Victoria.. . . 1 had hoped that in this 
Jubilee year the sound of rejoicing might be heard in every Province of her 
vast empire. 1 don? blarne Her Majesty for the distracted and sorrowful 
condition of my native country.. .. 1 cannot help thinking, however, that if Her 
Majesty had visited poor Ireland and seen her people and shown an interest in 
their sorrows, her kind, queenly, Teutonic hem would have responded to 
their CeItic warmth of loyalty, and a sympathy would have been established 
between the good Queen and my countrymen that would have done more to 
solve the difficulties of the Irish problem than al1 the Viceroys and Coercion 
Bills that have ever been forced upon that unhappy country. As it is. 1 
believe she is our friend, and I cannot but think that a nature so noble and 
good must be in sympathy with the distressed and oppressed everywhere.. ." 

Although Burns made no reference to the O'Brien affair of the previous month. the incident 

may have been on his mind. He had an emotional investment in Ireland's distress, and his 

loyalty to Queen Victoria seems to have been framed by nostalgia coupled to a fim belief in 

equal justice for all. B u m  also exploited the image of the people's monarch, the sovereign 

who identified with the poor and oppressed of her realm. A comrnon feanire in the royalist 

panegyric of late nineteenth-century Ontario Methodism, this theme is explored in greater 



depth later in the chapter. 

The political, social. and religious tensions in Ontario in 1887 dampened enthusiasm 

for the Golden JubiIee and challenged the efforts of the clerical establishment to foster 

national unity through their praises of Queen Victoria. Irish Catholic hostility contributed to 

the defensive posture of the Anglican clergy. The Methodists, with less of an historical 

at tachent to the throne. exhibited a mixed and often ambivalent response to the event, but 

were quick to defend their loyalty. especially when incidental circurnstances were perceived to 

challenge their collective self-esteem. In essence. the aura1 discourse of cornmernoration, 

however much it was intended to be a positive affirmation of the queen and her reign, was 

contaminated. if only minimally, by an Anglican fear of disaffection in the populace. and by 

Methodist equivocation. 

The argument of Elizabeth Hammenon and David Cannadine is relevant to the 

interpretation of Anglican and Methodist sources penaining to the provincial cornmernorations 

on the occasion of the Golden JubiIee in 1887. Independently of opposing theories pitting 

social conflict against functionalist rnodels of ceremonial events, context is important to the 

process of interpretation." Sacred traditions, secular mernories. personal biases and 

idiosyncracies came together in distinct affirmations of sovereignty and collective identity. but 

not without necessary responses to the social and politicai environment of the jubiiee event in 

Canada and Ontario. 

Church and Sovereiprn: The Outlines of Authoritv and Order 

Through the cornmernorative jubilee discourse on Queen Victoria. this section offers a 

few illustrations of the symbolic construction and understanding of order as found within the 

Anglican and Methodist communions in 1887. The Anglicans and the Methodists derived 

their conceptions of authority in the state from varying understandings of theology and 

ecclesiastical polity. From its ancient origins, the Church of England preserved a sense that 



God's grace and redeeming work were primarily effected through the Church as the body of 

Christ in the created human order. The Methodists were historically cornrnitted to the 

efficacy of the private means of experiencing God's grace through persona1 and family 

devotions, prayer and scriptural reading. They did not neglect the public ministries of the 

sacrament and the Word, but the necessity for conversion and a disciplined spirituality feading 

to a more holy life had led to the tendency to distinguish between creation and grace. and 

between reason and private revehtion. 

On the morning of Tuesday, 21 June 1887, ae Christ Church in Ottawa, Archdeacon 

J. S. Lauder preached the sermon at a special jubilee service. In attendance were the 

governor general and his wife. other visiting dignitaries. and a guard of honour consisting of 

army and navy veterans. The quintessential example of an Anglican royalist sermon from late 

Victorian Ontario, Lauder's message is a reflection on the sovereign and her reign since 1837. 

The address illustrates how one loyal spokesman of the period conceived of the Victorian era 

to 1887 as a study in moral authority and obligation. Lauder used the queen's reign to 

validate the present. to cernent Anglican identity within the scheme of the political and social 

order, and finally to offer guidance to Canadians for the future. In other words, the sermon 

[ends strong support to Lowenthal's comrnents on the perceived benefits diat are often derived 

from popular unders tandings and expositions of former tirnes Al though progress over the 

queen's fifty years is one of its highlights, the sermon is actually a paean to the virtues of 

continuity and peaceful stability. To speak metaphorically, Lauder's jubilee oration on the 

royal reign is much more a celebration of Parmenides than of Heraclinis. 

The sermon was delivered in three main sections. The introduction offered thanks to 

God for the queen. and repeated much of the popular rnythology and clichés commonly 

uttered in praise of Victoria's pure Christian Me. The second theme, omitted from this 

analysis, paid tribute to the scientific, material and spirinial advances since 1837. The third 



and concluding section addressed Canada's presrnt and hrure possibilities. 

"Lei the people praise Thee O God, let al1 the people praise Thee," began the 

Archdeacon, reading from the sixty-seventh Psalm, and focusing on verse three (repeated in 

verse f i~e ) .~ '  The biblical passage made crystal clear that the homage being paid to Queen 

Victoria was completely dependent on giving thanks to God. It is most unlikely that Lauder 

chme Psalm 67 in isolation frnm contemparary biblicai exegesis. which often carried the 

ideological baggage of the time, but couched sornetimes, in the language of providentiality. 

In a commentary on the Psalrns published ca. 1881, the Reverend William Jones, an English 

expositor. interpreted Psalm 67 as a "rnissionary prayer of the church." Verses one and two 

offer the hope, he suggested. "that God may be known by al l men, " and verses three and 

verse five, "thitt God may be worshipped by al1 men." Jones was being perfectly reasonable 

in interpreting the psalm as a hymn or prayer of hope for the saving revelation of God among 

al1 the nations and peoples of the ancient world, but he also understood it as a divine 

foreshadowing of the worldwide missionary endeavour of the Victorian church. "A living. 

active, holy Church," he wrote. "would speedily result in the conversion of the world to 

God?' Jones and other expositors perceived the great commission to be the foremost 

project of the Protestant Christian churches during the era of imperial expansion. Lauder was 

well-aware that Christianity, and Anglicanism in particular, were following the pathways of 

empire. and in choosing Psalrn 67, he carried the psalrnist's praise for the Lord's merciful 

blessings upon Israel, and the anticipation of God's realized govemance over the nations of 

the world, into his own reflections on the queen and her reign. 

An Anglican before al1 else, Lauder was not about to let the congregation forget that 

the crown and the mitre were twinned in the symbolism of sovereignty. 

Today the Queen goes to Westminster Abbey, that old historic shrine. hai- 
lowed by so many wondemil mernories, where 50 years ago she received that 
crown which has rested unsullied upon her head since then. She goes there 
again today to offer up her thanksgiving to Almighty God for al1 His goodness 



md mercy to her and the people over whom . . . she has so happily reigned. 
and certainly it is fitting that we, more especially, should hold a similar 
service in this city, wherein the CapitaI of this wide Dominion is fixed, and 
where the most noble representative of the sovereign resides? 

Lauder was deliberately validating the primacy of the Church of England in the royal 

succession, and thereby reinforcing the importance of the Church's sole as the forma1 and 

officiai institution of Christianity in the British state. His nostalgie description of Westminster 

Abbey appealed to the ordered continuity of the Church of England's ancient heritage. As 

Lowenthal has argued, the architectural past, simply by its farnilarity and its capacity to 

enrich the consciousness of history, cm serve as one of the signposts of endurance for the 

present. The Abbey. being one of the Church of England's rnost sacred sites, evoked rhe 

sense of mystery and awe associated with precedence, remoteness and origins, those psycho- 

logical attributes of anriquiry discussed by Lowenthal, and which exercised an emotional hold 

over so many Anglicans in Ontario, especially over those who, like Lauder, had immigrated 

to Upper Canada rnany years earlierP- 

Lauder's thought aiso carried a trace of Calvinism. If rhe accession of Queen Victoria 

was pregnant with moral implications for the future of her reign, it was only because the 

event of 1837 was a manifestation of God's providential activity in the world. In referring to 

the parallel between the celebration in London and the service in Ottawa. he was not 

suggesting that the Church in Canada either was, or ought to have been, established in some 

forma1 association with the state. Nevertheless, the presence of the vice-regal authority in an 

Anglican cathedra1 reinforced the historic connecrion between the Church of England and the 

monarchy. In Canada, the Church of England still saw itself as the spirituai home of the 

crown, and this fact was cruciai to its unique sense of identity. Lauder's introduction thus 

brought together, in synergy, the temporal and the etemal authorities over England and her 

empire. Intrinsic and crucial to his theological understanding however, was a sense of the 

unity of God's grace hnctioning in its redernptive capacity through the Church, and through 



that component of His created order represented by the authority of the crown. 

Upon this foundation Lauder proceeded to constnict the farniliar image of the 

monarch based on a ready-made mythology imponed from Britain. His picture of the queen 

was partitioned into two sections. Lauder first repeated the standard representation of the 

sovereign in the privacy of domestic life. The queen is ponrayed as the virtuous symbol of 

perfect womanhood. He then turned to a florid description of England's glories. capping it 

with a reference to Victoria's temporal role as a constitutionai monarch. Character. in the 

Victorian mind, was the major determinant of success or failure in leadership, and in this 

case. the sovereign's agency, or role, depended on the visibility of her moral and religious 

influence. Lauder's Queen Victoria demonstrates the capacity for the ange1 in the royal 

household to mask rather than reveal. However, his depiction of the sovereign cannot be 

dismissed as mere pap. The message to be distilled out of his Iyric mash is that loyalty to the 

queen is a moral obligation. Lauder's treatment of the monarch. while it was prescriptive and 

uncritical, rnight be understood as an expression of what A. B. McKillop has identified as 

moral concern, central to the intellectual quesr of Anglo-Canada during the Victorian era.j3 

Beginning with a description of the empire to arouse a sense of the grandeur of the 

celebration, he continued, "this festal day of Jubilee . . . will be kept with enthusiastic 

devotion. not so much because it is a people's duty, as in loving affection for her who has 

proved herseif to be perhaps, the noblest. the purest. and the best of sovereigns that has ever 

sat upon the throne of England."" The hyperbole to which he then resoned in his praise of 

Queen Victoria was the n o m  for the period, at least among Anglican and other Protestant 

clerics. 

We look up to Queen Victoria with just pride, as one who has filled with 
unassuming grace and quite [sic] dignity, the highest earthly station which 
falls to rnortals, and who has adorned and beautified it by the pure virtue of 
her character, and the deeply religious and moral tone which she has ever 
cultivated and maintained in her court and household. The Queen who begins 
each day with the service of the church in her private chapel, who has herself 



as a true mother always conducted the religious education of her children, 
who has set an example of the domestic virtues, which has had its influence 
for good throughout England and far beyond its boundaries, who has encour- 
aged al1 that is pure and right, and h a  steadily refused her sanction to al1 that 
is false and corrupt-such a Queen need not fear but the hearrs of her people 
will, on this jubilee, breathe life into the prayers which are ascending from 
thousands of altars this day .15 

Lauder's grandiloquence was indebted to the effusions of the English clergy, and 

Indirectly to the idecrlngy 'F domestic life that arme in the political thought of the 

Enlightenment, and to the Evangelicals and Romantics of the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth cenruries. However, it is more important to analyze the structure of his rhetoric. 

The language is permeared with allusions to permanency. stability. and ordrr in borh space 

and tirne. The queen, who occupies "the highest earthly station which falls to monals" is 

metaphorically elevated to a plane lying between heaven and eanh. Lauder's use of spatial 

language also extends from the vertical to the horizontal. The royal household is as much 

God's domain, as it is the sovereign's. The private chape1 is heaven's permanent sanctuary 

within the palace walls, md even the reference to the queen's religious rducation of her 

children is suggestive of a royal Sunday school, a holy inner sanctum where the young study 

the word of God. Sirnilarly, through the "influence" of the queen's domestic life, the 

ferninine virtues are seen as extending to the far corners of the world. Returning to the 

vertical imagery of the faith, Lauder places the jubilee celebrations at the centre of Christian 

worship, but this tirne the sanctuaries of Her Majesty's subjects are privileged, the prayers of 

the loyal millions "ascending frorn thousands of altars this day." In essence. the cognitive 

structure of Lauder's thought was a visual perspective characterized by a conception of heaven 

and earth, of state and society that was fundamentally vertical, or hierarchical. The queen 

was placed at the sumrnit of the governing order, near the boundary between heaven and 

earth. 

Centering the queen in a symbolic space of political and religious order also implied 



endurance through tirne, and the temporal dimension is strikingly apparent in the discourse. 

Whether or not Lauder's assertion of the "pure virnie" of the queen's character was an echo 

of Platonism. his irnagery was meant to convey a sense of constancy underpinning the morally 

ordered life of the sovereign. Indeed, the queen's being and doing are never transient, never 

fickle. The "deeply religious and moral tone" is "ever cultivated and maintained in her court 

2nd hûuszh=!d." Habits sf *,h,t pure hecr! r,o ritrr!izer' in !he &i!y cyc!? cf chapd wnrship, 

and in "always" attending tu the religious education of her children. She "sreadily" rschrws 

and rebukes falsehood and corruption. Time, more accurately. the era of the sovereign's 

reign. is redeemed by the triumph of steadfasr virtue as personified in the life of Victoria the 

Good, a label that was often affectionately employed in the closing years of the nineteenth 

century. Lauder's apprehension of tirne in this passage is similar to the Greek aion which. in 

the Sepniagint and the New Testament, can variously mean "age, Me-span. epoch," or 

"eternity."56 Of course. the Christian and moral vinurs were timeless verities, but Lauder 

was speaking of their manifestation in the sovereign, and his perception of tirne in the sense 

of aion was akin to the idea of a temporal epoch. age, or life-span. in this case the Victorian 

era. Nevertheless, he understood time as duration. an observation that conforrns to Westfall's 

comments on the religion of order, his metaphor for Anglicanism (and Presbyterianism) in 

early Upper Canada? Virtue was anchored in continuity without denying that Victoria and 

the immense blessings of her reign were divine evidences of God's providential acts in the life 

of England and the empire. 

A hinher insight into Lauder's thinking on Victoria's role can be gained by exarnining 

his understanding of the sovereign's rnuch-vaunted "influence," referring to the queen's regal 

embodiment of woman's moral suprernacy in the home." Obviously comfonable with the 

discourse, Lauder assured the congregation "with what a true woman's hean she [Le., the 

queen] interests herself in d l  that concerns the nation . . . the great rnother of her people . . . the 



brightest example of those domestic and social virtues which ... produce happiness aiong life's 

way from the cottage to the throne." Such sentiments were universal by 1887, but in turning 

to England and the queen's rote there are points where Lauder's rhetoricd flourishes suggest 

how easiIy Anglican memory could intrude into Victorian ideology. 

We should be glad . . . to hear from this place a few words that may tend to 
make our loyal ty stronger and deeper . . . that loyalty , combined with religion. 
l::h!~h h x  ne! m!;' m x k  Eng!z~d grez 2nd g!nriniis, hut the pattern of civil 
and religious liberty throughout the world. Her flag ... gives . .. protection to 
every man, and ensures him the justice of a righteous nation. This day . . . 
naturally fills Our hearts with thankfulness to God, because we acknowledge, 
not rnerely the inborn loyalty which binds us to the throne, and the respect 
which we owe to the ilIustrious lady who occupies that throne, but we recog- 
nize the Queen as our temporal head, as symbolizing al1 lawful human 
authority, as entrusted with that authority by divine right.. .59 

Ontario Anglicans viewed the motherland as the spiritual and political centre of the 

world. Loyalty was tinged with nostalgia and rnarked by a romantic, antiquarian affection for 

the British Isles. Lauder's perception of England was irnbued with this sentimentalism. 

Perhaps betray h g  an unexamined acceptance of the whig theory of British historical develop- 

ment, he celebrated the achievernents of liberty, and placed England in the precious Company 

of those "righteous" nations which had been speciaily favoured by God. In these remarks. 

Lauder came close to transforming mere loyalty into idolatry. His admiration for Britain 

harbored the seeds of a cultural chauvinism which w u  audible in Anglican sanctuaries, 

especially in the late nineteenth century. In this instance. Lauder perceived England's 

greatness and the expansion of English freedom and justice throughout the empire as the 

natural blessings of a nation acting in right relationship with God. The sacred and the profane 

were complementary. The cornrnents on Victoria's rule by "divine right" recall the royalist 

apologia of the seventeenth-cenniry . However, Lauder was no t insis t ing on fidelity to 

absolutisrn, but to a queen who reigned by the grace of God and His mercihl acts in English 

history . 

In his conclusion, Lauder paid homage to the immediate past by recognizing that 



Queen Victoria's reign "will ever be mernorable in Our history, as having wirnessed the 

confederation of the scattered provinces of British Nonh America into one Dominion." 

Confederation, an auspicious event, occurring as it did during the queen's reign, heralded 

funire greatness, and Lauder echoed a commun belief when he commented that Canada was 

"destined in the next fifty years to become a powerful nation." 

Our country will he what we choose to make it: if we are only true to the 
principles of justice and honescy handed down to us. if we love and reverence 
the God of our fathers, and teach our children the sarne, if we are loyal to the 
goveming power; if we cultivate the virtues of uprightness and purity in Our 
national, commercial and political life-and this can only be done by educa- 
tion based upon a religious foundation, the absence of which is our greatest 
danger-if we are law abiding and respectful to al1 who have the rule over 
us.. . . But we want no traitors nor rebels tci intrude upon our heritage or 
tamish its soi1 by their wicked drsigns. Canada is free, Canada is true, 
Canada is Ioyal, and her children intend to keep her so by the help of God 
and their own strong a m ?  

Once again. the distant echoes of Upper Canadian Anglicanisrn and the ever-present 

spectre of disloyalty, which weaved its tentacles through the contemporary political and social 

fabric, controlled Lauder's final thoughts. I f  the future of the Dominion was to be fulfilled, 

certain conditions had to be met. The continuity of the Christian Faith, and the vinues of 

loyalty and purity he believed to be f i d y  dependent on the maintenance of a public and 

Protestant educational system. The mind of the child was the key to the future, and the 

perennial fear of many Anglicans (and others of Protestant persuasion) was the danger that 

Christianity might be marginalized and then excluded from the education and moral training 

of the Young. In Lauder's perspective. Canadian loyalty to the queen and the empire was 

inseparable from the guiding hand of the church. The a l m  bells set ringing by the sounds of 

"traitors" and "rebels," perhaps referring to the recent visit of William O'Brien and his 

appeals to the disaffected sectors of the population. might have been intended as a warning of 

what could ultimately transpire if Protestant Christianity, the glue that held together the order 

of state and society, was to crumble and fade away. His concluding message was crystal 



clear. The future existence of Canada might be in jeopardy without the continuing mainten- 

ance of social and political order guaranteed by those Christian traditions which rmerged at 

the time of the Reformation. 

Analyzing Lauder's address allows one to see the trees, but not the forest. The 

structural unity of the sermon is cemented by an organic conception of the monarchical siate, 

SCC~PTY, md the hrnI!y ''iecn Victnria was not nnly the formal symbol of state authoritv. 

she was also the social rnonarch. the centre of the royal household. and in this capacity served 

to idealize the farnily as the fundamental unit of the comrnunity and the realrn. 

Intent on rtssening the necessity for a twimed obedience to God and the crown, many 

Anglican churchrnen turned to the Old Testament to establish the biblical sanction for a sacred 

monarchy. The Reverend John Ridley (b. 1845)." the rector at Trinity Church in Galt. also 

on Sunday, 19 June, began his sermon with a reading from the tenth chapter of I Samuel 

which narrates the anointing of Sad  as the first king of Israel. The textual focus of the 

address was verse twenty-four, "And Samuel said to al1 the people, See ye whorn the Lord 

hath chosen, that there is none like him m o n g  al1 the people? And al1 the people shouted, 

and said, God Save the king." Although the newspaper report is very brief, Ridley had 

possibly read from verses seventeen to twenty-five, which Bernhard Anderson suggests, was 

pan of an older, Deuteronomic tradition that rernained sympathetic to the rule of the 

Judges." This passage had a long pedigree in Anglican royalist sermons, panly because 

verse twenty-four was the centrepiece of Britain's (and Canada's) national anthem. but more 

importantly, it was perhaps the principal biblical foundation justifying the relaiionship between 

the Church of England and the symbol of state in Great Britain. Through the text Ridley 

recounted the period from Moses and Joshua, through die time of the judges to Samuel. "Up 

to that time Israel had acknowledged no king but God. " Ridley proclaimed. "The existing 

f o m  of government was a pure theocracy, " but "at the close of Samuel's successful career . . . 



the people . . . requested a change in the form of Government and demanded a king. " The 

request "was ultimately granted," but the monarch "was to be anointed, crowned and accepted 

by the people in His name." Ridley then "brought their (Le.. the parishioners') thoughts to 

bear upon the rites and ceremonies attached to the coronation of Queen Victoria." 

It was the Archbishop-as head of the church-who interviewed her as did 
Samuel with Saul, and it was he [who] anointed her with oil, according to the 
u!d custorr! i ~ s t i ~ . m !  hy Sr. Dursrin !O00 years ago, and it was he who 
crowned and proclaimed her Queen of the Realm, in Westminster Abbey." 

Once again, the power of antiquity to display its seductive charrns of precedence, 

rernctecess and origins was clearly evident. Continuing with a description of the stately 

ceremony, he focused on the priority given to the "3 Bishops," who led the procession 

"bearing the Holy Bible and the vessels for the Holy Communion." Following the declaration 

by the Archbishop proclaiming the sovereign as the legitimate ruler, there was a "beating of 

drums, blowing of trumpets and shouts of the multitude-'God Save Queen Victoria."' Just 

as God, through Samuel, gave holy sanction to Saul's kingship, so also through the Church of 

England. did He sanctify the rule of Queen Victoria.' 

Ridley's sermon illustrates how biblical history was popularly interpreted for the 

masses in order to hallow and thereby justim the monarchy and its intirnate relationship with 

the Church of England. RidIey would probably have been in agreement with the interpreta- 

tion of 1 Samuel by the Very Reverend Robert Payne Smith (1818-1895). the Dean of 

Canterbury, published in an 1880 contribution to the Pulpit Commentary. Payne Smith 

understood one of Samuel's tasks, a reluctant one, as that of establishing the kingdom, "an 

extemal necessity for Israel's orderly development." 

[Samuel's] great aim and purpose was ro found a limited, or, as we might 
even cal1 it, a constitutional, rnonarchy.. . . kingIy power in the hands of a 
layman, but acting in obedience to the written law of God . . . a monarchy 
limited by the priest and the prophet . .. a monarchy active and powemil for 
the maintenance at al1 times of order, but controlled by such checks as would 
prevent it from becoming a despot i~rn.~~ 



In understanding one of the Israelite priesthood's functions as that of placing a necessary 

check on the power of the king, Payne Smith allowed the historic intellectual traditions of 

Anglican (and in a sense, medievûl) political theology to shape his interpretation of Samuel. 

Focusing solely on 1 Samuel 10:24 (God Save the king), Payne Smith's homiletic 

outline identifies three messages buried within this passage. The first is a "cheerhl recogni- 

rion" of the king's "dienity." SauI has been "appointed by Divine providence." by the 

"invisible and eternal ruler of the universe . . . the Source of al1 law and order." The king 

represents "the supreme authoriiy and power of 'the Most High, who ruleth in the kingdom of 

men."' "There is in every government an elernent which is Divine." Secondly, there is a 

"fervent desire" for the welfare of the king. "The preservation of his life ... is of great 

importance to the well-being of the nation." Thirdly, the exclamation calls for "loyal 

devotion" to the king's governrnent. n iere  rnust be "personal obedience to i ts laws . . . 

srrenuous opposition to its enemies," and "fairhfirl ettdeavoar ro promote iis efficiency and 

prosperity." "So far from being contrary to each orher. the Christian religion and civil 

governrnent are mutually helpful, and each has its pan under Divine providence, the one more 

and the other less directly, in bringing about the tirne when 'the people shall be a11 right- 

eous. 'W 

Payne Smith's commentary on the first book of Samuel was not rnerely Christian and 

Protestant, it was distinctly Anglican and Victorian in its language, ma~e r i sms ,  and 

perspectives on political order. His andysis of chapter ten also exemplifies how the biblical 

commentaries served to mediate the past and the present, transmitting and arnplifying the 

effects of what Lowenthal has called "reafirmation and validation. In this case, an aspect 

of sacred biblical history was enriched by a contemporary authority thus reinforcing the 

continuing validity of historic Anglican political theology. Irrespective of Ridley's possible 

acquaintance with the Dean of Canterbury's work, the 1887 jubilee sermon delivered by the 



rector of Trinity Church in Galt encapsulated the Church of England's conception of Britain's 

monarchy as the symbol of secular authority inextricably linked to the Church of England, 

God's mystical body of Christ active in the governance of the nation. 

Within the limited corpus of homiletic literature recovered for the period under st-udy, 

the Golden Jubilee sermons of J. S. Lauder and John Ridley are the best exarnples indicating 

h w  Anglicans preserved their tradition o f  transpnsing divine authority into the fundamenrai 

ordering institutions of the state. The Church of England was viewed as the foundation of 

Christian order in the British nation, and the rnonarchy was the symbol of the civil power, its 

reIigious basis validated by Queen Victoria. Together, Church and crown mriintained the 

unity of the nation while ensuring chat there were necessary checks on the growth of tyranny 

or absolutism. The relation between God and pan-Britannia was indirect, mediated by the 

purely temporal sources of authority. In contrast, the Methodists, governed by their inherit- 

ance of the Wesleyan-Arminian synthesis of the spirituai sense and the free will of the person 

to accept salvation in Christ, located God's order in the regenerated individual. No better 

example could be found than in Queen Victoria. the symbol of the sanctified Christian. 

The theological links between divine and royal authority in late nineteenth-century 

Canadian Methodism can be gauged by an article which appeared in the June 1887 issue of 

the Canadian Methudist Magazine. Written by Alben Carman, "Our Queen's Jubilee" was a 

florid, mawkish essay in which Carman suggested that the cultivation of loyalty to the 

sovereign was a correlate of Christian faith. "There is a sense, by no means degrading or 

irreverent, in which the language of prophetic inspiration conceming the Church of Christ 

may be spoken in al1 gratitude and humility of the sublime exaltation of our Queen, our 

throne, and our empire arnong the peoples and powers of dl lands: 'The nations shall corne to 

thy light, and kings to the brightness of thy rising."' The irnagery of light, which he invoked 

with the quote from Isaiah 60:3 (the revised version with its substitution of "nations" for the 



King James' "Gentiles"). was his unifying symbol for the article. Ernbarking on a Whig 

interpretation of British history, Carman constantly infused the language of illumination into 

his thought, describing Britain as having ernerged from a "deep and dark . . . gulf' into "the 

resplendent light of the peoples." In a similar vein. he proclaimed that "[tlhe glories of this 

reign of our noble Queen . .. gather in light and glory from bright successions of illustrious 

-:rr.ts z?d !mg !ines cf rcp! sp!endcurs." "Our Qreen !etteth royal !ight, rnyal splendni~rî 

shine." he exclaimed. "She receiveth the light and transmitteth it." he added. extolling 

Victoria's virnies as shining manifestations of a Iife illumined by the brilliance of God's 

glory? 

Carman's rhetorical fiourishes led his readers towards a definition of loyalty which 

offers an insight into the connection between Methodist fidelity to the sovereign and the 

traditional Wesleyan understanding of the relationship between reason and revelation. The 

divine light filling the darkened soul, reveals. or discloses that which can neither be seen nor 

cornprehended through the natural senses or human reason alone. The imagery is visual, but 

an inner spiritual state rather than any external place is privileged. Methodist subjectivity 

took precedence over Anglican objectivity . The figurative language of the narrative substi- 

tutes eternal for my temporal, meaning eanhly, conception of time. Past, present, and future 

are collapsed into the divine instant of illumination, perhaps Carman's intimation of time as 

kairos,'' in its meaning as the moment of decision so important in the expericnce of the new 

birth in Christ. Echoing Wesley's hypothesis attributing the reality of divine experiences to 

the existence of "spiritual s e n ~ e s , " ~  Carman did not obliterate reason, but he compelled it to 

submit to the individual's consciousness of God's presence. 

Neither the ideas nor the language were fleeting will-0'-the wisp musings for Carrnan 

at this time. In 1889, he published a bookon the Moly Spirit. The Guiding Eye, in which he 

sought to establish a reasoned defence of the doctrine concerning God's guiding presence in 



the Christian believer. With reference to a passage from the Gospel of John at the bqinning 

of chapter one in this book, Carman wrote of the "bright beam of thefull-urbed doctrine of 

the Holy Ghost, shining out steadily and clearly from the central Godhead upon al1 pure. 

moral beings; and ... especially upon the human race in its upward struggle to purity and 

everlasting light. "" 

Queen Victoria, but innocently, almost imperceptibly, he moved from an epistemological 

perspective to an ontological one. The distinction between reason and revelation, a question 

of knowing, was transforrned into a distinction between nature and grace. ri question of being 

and existence. The Iight of heaven shining upon the queen and making visible Victoria's 

pure, beautihil life, was Carman's metaphor of revelation, but the essence of divine disclosurr 

was God's saving grace, seen in the unsullied Christian faith and sanctified virtues of the 

sovereign. "Loving Our Queen ... we go a long way roward Ioving what things are tnie, what 

things are honest, what things are just. what are pure, what are lovely . and whût are of good 

report. This respect, honour and love are loyalty." and he submitted rhat "tme loyalty to a 

Sovereign .. . and true worship of the Sovereign Lord of all. are in some measure alike, in 

some regard akin. Both are ennobling: they invigorate virtue, purifj and elevate society, and 

bless and adorn Our human kind." Finally, he brought into focus the substance of his 

thought. 

Loyalty ... is a sentiment, to be sure: at the top, a sentiment; but down in its 
foundations .. . in the springs of its life and power, it is a conviction, an 
intelligence, the etemal obeisance of reason to the true the beautiful and the 
good." 

Carman was arguing chat sentiment, bearing a vital relationship to truth and common 

sense, was a reasonable passion. The predicate, defining loyalty as "a conviction, an 

intelligence, the eternai obeisance of reason to the true the beautiful and the good," is an 

incisive definition which penetrates ro the core of Carman's understanding of fealty to the 



sovereign. In picturing loyalty as reason ever genufiecting before virtue, C m m  was 

insinuating that the reasoning human mind, as a coniponent of God's natural creation, must 

ultimately submit to the higher, redemptive kingdom of God's grace. This conception of 

reality, or being, located divine authority in the heart of the Christian believer. Unlike the 

Anglicans, who located order in the external and sacred institutions of the state, Methodists 

preferred t~ +triate it within the inner wncriirn o f  the faithful soul. 

Carman's imagery depicted Methodist loyalty to the sovereign as a fonn of political 

piety. In an 1890 sermon attacking Quebec ultrarnontanists, and published in the Toronto 

Mail on the occasion of the queen's binhday, he expressed the corollary of this view in a 

rhetorical question: " What is piety but the highest and purest l ~ y a l t y ' ? " ~  "Our Quern's 

Jubilee," was Carman's vehicle for encouraging a uniquely Methodist sense of love and 

reverence for Queen Victoria, but rhe essay was also a study in loyalty as metaphor. 

Allegiance to Britain's illustrious monarch symbolized the steadfast faith of the sanctified 

Christian who had accepted and experienced the free and unrnerited giFt of God's saving 

grace. 

Albert Carman's essay might be construed as syrupy pap, but it  is Methodist pap, and 

there is a signal buried benesth the noise and froth. Loyalty towards Queen Victoria 

possessed a spiritual component. To contemplate and honour rhe vinuous sovereign engaged 

rhe faithful Wesleyan in a vicarious experience of Christian devotion. This substinitionary 

piety was a free response to the providential revelation of God's presence in the life of the 

monarch. For Carman, and rnany Ontario Methodists in the late nineteenth century, loyalty 

to the queen was experienced as a quasi-religious sentiment, an affection more meaningful and 

relevant than a merely rationalist defense of the crown and the sovereign. 

On Sunday evening, 19 June 1887, the Reverend William Galbraith (l84î- 1908),'4 a 

Methodist pastor in Orillia, preached on die queen's jubilee, taking his scriptural text frorn 1 



Timothy 2: 1-2, Paul's passage exhoning Timothy and al1 believers to pray for kings and 

others in authority. Although Galbraith explained the meaning of the passage. his cornments 

were deleted from the newspaper report, but the sermon was nonetheless constructed around 

the scriptural base with its emphasis on the necessity of prayer for the rulers. Commenting 

on these verses in the early nineteenth century, Adam Clarke (1760-1832), an Irish-born 

Wecleyan theologian and hihlical e x j o ~ i t o r ~ ~  stressed that prayer for the ruling authorities 

was a primary obligation when establishing sound practices of public worship. The prayers of 

the assembled faithful should be directed towards the security of the state and the maintenance 

of peace. "and the answer to their prayers ... will be the means of their being enabled to lead 

a quiet and peaceable life in al1 godliness and honesty . 

Galbraith described God as the "absolute rnonarch of the universe," and affirmed that 

"He has two Kingdorns-Nature and Grace." He elaborated on the differences between these 

realms before embarking on a biblical and historical survey of hurnan governance. 

His natural kingdom comprehends: al1 material worids; al1 organic substances; 
al1 anima1 life, and irnmortal mind on earth or in heaven. His spirituai 
Kingdom is related to the economy of redemption. Its visible fonn is the 
Church of Christ. Its essential elements: Righteousness, peace, and joy in the 
Holy Ghost." 

At any other time, Galbraith would be prima ri!^ concerned with the latter (the kingdom of 

redemption, or grace). but God's dominion over the eanh encompassed rnatters of the polis. 

including the reiationship between divine and human govemance. In the earliest times. God 

ruled "directly and personally, visibly approving the right and punishing the wrong." 

Through patriarchal times. God spoke through hurnan or angelic messengers, and aher the 

exodus, through a theocracy. "the subordinate d e  of the ten Judges. Now He governs 

through human rulers. " Galbraith vigorously emphasized that sovereignty ultimately rested 

with God. "Neither physical force, material wealth, nor superior education, gives any man a 

naturd right to rule over his fellow man; the authority is delegated from Heaven." To the 



degree that he attributed govemance, ancient and modern, to God, Galbraith was not far 

removed from his colleagues in the Church of England. but he was inexorably moving 

towards a repudiation of tyranny as he saw it manifested in the seventeenth-century theories of 

divine right? 

Galbraith tumed to the Hebrew kings, noting that they were anointed by Samuel and 

then ky the high yriests, brr dynlcric sîyereignry rmained in the handg o f  Gnd, who 

"commanded the Hebrew Kings to keep in their possession a copy of the Divine Law, that its 

principles might regulate their govemment. " 

The failure to abide by the word of God resulted in the growth of tyranny. 
Till within the last rwo centuries the doctrine of passive obedience obtained 
over nine-tenths of the globe. Now, it is everywhere rejected-and it is not 
taught in the Bible.. . . When unrighteous laws have been enacted the growth of 
intelligence and righteousness have cornpelied their repeal. The British 
constitution has grown up under Bible influence till it is the glory of the 
nation. The object of al1 government is the good of the people. The ruler is 
"a minister of God to thee for good." [Romans 13:4] . . . It required a contest 
of two centuries in England to solve the problem: whether the King was for 
the people, or the people for the King. At 1 s t .  the daims of the people 
prevailed .% 

GaIbraith was only being true to his tradition in attributing wise government to leaders 

who sought the direction of God's will as revealed in sacred scripnire. The Bible, as Semple 

and others have noted, was the prime authority for faithful Methodists, and diligent reading of 

the Word was one of the two means of private grace. the other being prayer." Political. 

social, and moral order proceeded from individuals and families living in right relationship 

with God. The vinues of order were witnessed in the experience of the sanctified life, and 

those in positions of authority would have an immense impact for good or evil, according as 

they accepted or rejected God's presence in their lives. Galbraith was not arguing order for 

order's sake, but rather that its object must be the well-being of the polity and society, and 

the encouragement of a sound moral life among the people. The vigorous repudiaiion of 

divine right signalled Galbraith's conviction that the sacred worth of the individual in the sight 



of God was paralleled by its secular corollary. the rise of the cornmon man in the democratic 

nation. 

According to Galbraith. the monarchy was to be judged by the character of the 

reigning monarch, but the people also had their obligation to uphold and pray for valid rule 

and administration. He decried the violent overthrow of sovereigns and governments, and 

~rrscked "Nihilism. Commtinism, unprincipled party politics. and false ideas of liberty." 

It is the duty of al1 Christians to pray for rulers. It is essential CO the highest 
good of those in authority. The ancient Jews and the early Christians prayed 
for the unrighteous mlers under whose sceptres they Iived; ... We should offer 
such prayers on account of: Their beneficial influence on ourselves; also it 
will make us more respecthl and reverential towards our rulers. It will 
favourably impress the public mind towards Christianity. It will make us 
more candid and careful in criticising those who mle us.. . . The British nation 
has especial cause for thankfulness this Jubilee year. Since the accession of 
Queen Victoria it has grown rnarvellously in territory. in wealth, in morals, 
and above all, in religion; and it exens a powerfd influence over the morals 
of every nation where its power extends. The roar of British cannon has burst 
the fetters of the missionary. Our Queen's life has been always an example. 
We ought above al1 to pray for her: that her life may yet be long continued, 
and thrtt, when her successor does corne to the throne he may crirry out the 
principles that have been the rule of her life and the glory of the nation." 

This sumrnary returned to the Iesson of I Timothy 2: 1-2. the efficacy of prayer for d e r  and 

subject. Like many Victorians. his vision of the great commission was blinkered by imperial- 

ist triumphalism. a period chauvinism which often fuelled silly and platitudinous contradic- 

tions, one being the belief that guns and the gospel were justifiable allies in the confrontation 

with religious and moral darkness on the frontiers of mission. In essence however, Galbraith 

believed that the Bible and prayer, the means through which God made rnanifest His divine 

purpose for humanity, were the bridges between the kingdoms of grace and the creared human 

order, and if Britain, Canada, and the empire were integral and blessed domains of the latter. 

Queen Victoria was the supreme personification of the former. 

The essay of Alben Carman and the sermon of William Galbraith are important for 

two reasons. First, they offer intimations of an inherent tension in the Wesleyan distinction 



between nature and grace. or the sacred and the profane. The traditional prominence given to 

eschatology in evangelical thought was a manifestation of the inherent need to bring together 

God's two kingdorns of the visible creation and die eternal realm. Nature md grace were 

subject to the gravity of God. In Upper Canada. as Michael Gauvreau has shown. evangelical 

spokesmen. including Methodists, were forced to confront the subversive pessimism of 

premillennialist sects which undennined the message of hope intrinsic to Christian evangelical 

thought. The reformulation of eschatology strengthened a postmillennial prophetic vision 

which favoured a graduai ushering in of Christ's kingdom. a process in which Christians and 

their human institutions would actively participate." Secondly. a faith which rmphasized the 

indwelling of the Holy Spirit in the life of the redeemed individual was already predisposed 

towards a God of immanence, rather than a pureiy supernatural deity forever rxisting external 

to His creation. By 1887. the seeds of divine immanence were being planted in the fields of a 

postmillennial conception of progressive revelation culminaring in Christ's earthly king- 

dom-the kernels of a nascent social gospel which would be more in evidence by the time of 

the queen's Diamond Jubilee in 1897. 

The Servant Oueen: Power and the Role of Women 

If the Anglicans and Methodists located their understandings of authority and order 

within their respective theological traditions and ecclesiastical polities, then it followed that 

the related ideas of power, inherent in the patriotic narratives on Queen Victoria, were aIso 

derived from certain conceptions of what constinited a just order in society and human 

relaiionships. To discern the meanings given to power and womanhood within the sources 

necessitates an awareness of a discursive shift, or movement. towards a language that brought 

together a Christian. patriotic piety and an emerging sense of social concem. 

As might be expected, the Anglican churchmen tended to think of power and justice 

in a political or judiciai sense. as sornething to be dispensed by the state for the benefit and 



well-being of Her Majesty's obedient subjects. The episcopal structure of the Church of 

England was hierarchical, and scriptural authority and interpretation was rnediated by the 

clergy who controlled the liturgy and administered the sacraments for the sdvation and 

spiritual well-being of the laity. Theology and Bible were not uninfluenced by the higher 

criticisrn and liberal scholarship (e.g. Llcr Mundi published in 1889).81 but in Canada and 

O~tar in ,  political and social conservatism prevailed. Anglican services in honour of the 

sovereign were very often visual displays of masculine power. The regiments and the men's 

fraternal orders were cultural discourses on structure and discipline, and the semons, the 

aura1 complements, were lessons on the necessity of duty to God and the queen. It is not 

surprising that the Anglican royalist sermon. especially in 1887. seldom strayed from the 

acceptable religious and domestic onhodoxy on Queen Victoria. None of the eighteen 

Anglican sermons for the Golden Jubilee. culled Rom a survey of seventy-one newspaprrs, 

exhibited any critical awareness of ideas on distributive justice. 

The Reverend C. H. Marsh at the evening service of 19 June, in St. James Church in 

Orillia. spoke about "our Queen going about among the cottagers near her home ... comfon- 

ing them and encouraging them in their affliction or their toil," and in a patronizing dden-  

dum "he wished that more Canadian women followed that example set by their sovereign." 

"He told of the Queen's rouching sympathy ... and said if  more of that kindly, Christian spirit 

were exhibited, the vexed questions between capital and labour, becween mistress and maid, 

would soon be solved." These remarks, acrually rninor interjections within a short, stereo- 

typed Anglican homily on the usual virtues of the queen and the progress of her reign, are 

notewonhy only because they are suggestive of someone who, at rnost. may have given a 

liale thought to social issues of the tirne." 

Sirnilarly, the Reverend Dr. C. H. Mockridge, the rector of Christ Church Cathedra1 

in Hamilton, may have tried to plant the seeds of racial tolerance, if not outright equality, in a 



comment he made to the gathered soldiers of the 13th Battalion on Sunday aftemoon, 19 

June. 

It is a pleasing feanire to see that well known face of the queen, surrounded 
by the types of al1 the different people who do her homage today. Men of the 
East with their turbaned heads, men of Africa with their swarthy skins, men 
of Australia with their settlers' axe, men of Canada with their sterling zeal, 
men of the frozen zone and the heated tropics, Christians and Mohamrnedans. 
civilized people and heathen tribes, al1 with one voice look up to that honored 

-:;bc h x  striyez A n  i v l c r i r ~  !Q l!!-s 
JLdh4-- 

Although the opening sentence is somewhat enigmatic. the content of the quore is notewonhy 

for its Victorian outlook on gender and race. Firstly, there was a striking omission of any 

reference to women, the other half of the empire. Secondly, the emphasis on the racial 

characteristics of the non-white peoples, as opposed to those in the British settler States, 

tended to focus the colonial gaze of the military audience on the visually exotic aspects of 

race. Strangeness was objectified, but normality was seen in tenns of subjective and idealized 

actions, as in the case of the Australians, or virtues, in the case of the Canadians. Despite 

being trapped in the ideological quicksand of his tirne, Mockridge may have been trying to 

communicate the idea that al1 the peoples of the empire were equal in the sight of their 

sovereign and God. If that was his intention, then in fairness, his views would not have been 

far removed from those of Queen Victoria, who, although no egalitarian. nevertheless 

cmsaded in her own way against racial discrimination, something which she found abhorrent 

and could not understand? 

If Anglican royalist discourse was Iargely silent on matters of justice in society, 

Methodist narratives, although still quite conservative, bore the outlines of a nascent social 

conscience. The Wesleyan construction of a sacred loyalty gravitated towards the sovereign 

rather than the crown, and the pious, vimious queen acquired several representations, 

including the idea of the servant monarch. The traditionai ernphasis on spirituai feminism 

naturally led to a focus on Victoria's Christian vimies in her role as wife and mother, a 



depiction similar to that of the Church of England and other Protestant groups. However. 

despite the existing social and political inequalities between the sexes, Methodists were long 

accustomed to the historically prominent role of women in the life of the c h u r ~ h , ~  and some 

pastors were quick to recognize significant female personalities who were celebrated for their 

social and religious contributions during Victoria's reign. Thus the queen was sometimes 

presenred as !he paradigrnatic emhlem o f  the "Great Woman. " a strategy which praised the 

social rotes of women. It is evident in the sources that Methodist pastors and writers ofien 

appealed to the emotive side of Christian life. Rationality was not sacrificed, but faith w u  

born in the experience of the Spirit, the fulcrum of Wesleyan thought, a fact of some 

importance to a church which emphasized the presence of Christ in the trials of persona1 

existence. 

Dr. William R. Parker ( 183 1- 1906)55 offered praises to his queen before the 

congregation of the George Street Methodist Church in St. Thomas at the Sunday evening 

service of 19 June. Parker's disquisition on the queen remains only in the form of a severely 

truncated summary, its contents voiced in the third person as reponed by the local correspon- 

dent for the Monday issue of the Sr. Thomas Daily Times. Despite the paucity of raw data, 

the residuum offers an intriguing insight into the connections between Methodist attitudes 

towards women and loyalty to Queen Victoria. Any reasonable understanding of the address 

hinges on exploring conternporary interpretations of Parker's chosen scriptural text, Isaiah 

4932-23: "Thus saith the Lord God, Behold, 1 wiil lift up mine hand to the Gentiles, and set 

up my standard [O the people: and they shall bring thy sons in their a m ,  and their daughters 

shall be carried upon their shoulders. And k i n g  shall be thy nursing fathers, and their 

queens thy nursing mothers." Chapter forty-nine is included in a consolatory corpus known 

as Second Isaiah, chapters 40-55. The prophet addresses Israel's despondency during the 

period of the Babylonian exile (ca. 587 to 539 B.C.), and he anticipates the restoration and 



rebirth of Jerusalem and Israel through a righteous remnant. The therne of the servant of 

Jehovah (e.g. Isaiah 42: 1-7; 49: 1-12) emerges as the figure of hope for a people who, by the 

power of God, will be restored to their glory in lerusalem. The texts are probably as difficult 

to fathom today as they were for Victorian expositors who attached varying interpretations to 

the images of the servant. 

Most o f  the Protestant expositors who wrote on Isaiah adhered to the typological 

method. Thus George Rawlinson (18 18- 1902)' a professor of ancient history at Oxford, 

beiieved that Christ fulfilled the meaning of the exilic prophet's utterances on the servant of 

Jehovah. Zion, the figurative Ianguage for Israel or its righteous remnant, was the type of the 

coming church. The nursing kings and queens of verse twenty-three represented the secular 

rulers who would bow before the Christian church, hurnbly submitting themselves as faithful 

servants of Chr i~ t . '~  William Parker borrowed this idea of servanthood, but the interna1 

disposition of his thought requires a foray into Second Isaiah from a different perspective. 

In contrast to the conservative expositors was George Adam Smith ( 1856- l942), one 

of the new theologians instrumental in introducing the biblical higher criticism? In his two- 

volume exposition of Isaiah. Smith elaborated on the syrnbolic personification in the figures of 

the servant and Zion. Comrnenting on chapters 49-52, he focused on the prophet's imagery 

of Israel restored, 

The forms ... of these passages . . . address Zion,-that is. the ideal people in 
the person of their mother.. . . This personification . . . under the narne of their 
city, and under the aspect of a woman. whose children are the individual 
members of the people .. . is . . . a personification of Israel, which is comple- 
mentary to Israel's other personification under the name of the Servant. The 
Servant is Israel active, comforting, serving his own members and the nations; 
Zion, the Mother-City, is Israel passive, to be comforted, to be served by her 
own sons and by the kings of the peoples." 

Smith was pursuing an understanding of righteousness as it applied to Israel, the servant of 

God. This concept of servanthood was fundamental to William Parker's thought. 

Although, he began with a historical survey of the kings and queens of Britain's past, 



no details were provided by the correspondent. However, in turning to Queen Victoria, 

Parker presented an image of the monarchy brought out of a wayward past and restored to its 

righteous glory. 

Knowing the character of the Georges and the men of thrir age he thought 
probably the death of Queen Vicroria's father in her infancy, thus leaving her 
early training entirely to her mother, detracted nothing from the character and 
moral purity of her after life. He referred to ... her engaging in private 
p y e r  Imedii!e!y hefnre ~scmding t h t  !hrnne at her cnrnnation and nlsn nf 
her panaking of the Lord's supper as her first act after her crowning. He 
referred to the many dangers which had beset her in the walks of life, her 
many narrow escapes frorn death and the charm which had seemingly sur- 
rounded her path to the present." 

After a long Babyfonian captivity in the hands of kings subject to the baser instincts. the 

leadership of the British nation was restored under the rule of the righteous woman. Queen 

Victoria. Indeed, the men of Victoria's in fmy are associated with vice, the women with 

virtue, a variation on the pattern of associating masculinity with h e  secuiar and femininity 

with the sacred-nature and grace in its Victorian dornestic g ~ i s e . ~  While there is no 

mention of the queen's tribulations folIowing the death of her husbmd, the remainder of the 

quote is suggestive of the steadfast servant of the Lord who had triumphed over adversity 

through her faith and by the grace of God. Adam Smith stated that righteousness w u  used in 

Second Isaiah in various senses, but two meanings he thought to be central to the scriptural 

record. First, righteousness was conceived as "the exercise of vinue," and secondly, as "the 

voice of history." "In the one case righteousness is the practical result of the working of the 

Spirit of God; in the other it is vindication, or justification, by the Providence of Gad."% 

Both of these meanings are commingled within Parker's ponrayal of the queen. She is first 

presented as the vimious queen, and then as the beneficiary of God's blessing. 

Parker expanded the therne of the righteous. servant sovereign to encompass the 

benevolent work of women throughout the queen's reign. 

r ] h e  Victorian era had been Woman's era in the world's history. Woman's 
work of philanthropy was narrow before Victoria's reign. Since then we have 



had a Florence Nightingale . . . a Hamiet Beecher Stowe . . . the Wornan's 
Crusade against the liquor traffic in Ohio; the labors of the sister of the Hon. 
John Bright; the many noble workers in the sarne cause arnong the women of 
our own land, al1 of whom had caught the inspiration to their philanthropie 
spirit from England's noble Queen. In al1 the world's history there was no 
reign of any sovereign .. . so marked . . . in moral progress as that of our 
present sovereign Queen Victoria. A woman of whom it rnay be truly said 
she has been al1 her life a nursing mother to the church of Christ." 

In contradistinction to Anglican thought, power was being destabilized and separated from the 

theory of hierarchical govemance. A righteous, vinuous power, Parker displaced it from its 

traditional masculine pedestal, and set it into the hands of women who wielded it in the 

service of Christ active among the suffering and the oppressed of the world. The Methodisi 

heritage of spiritual feminism predisposed the ministry to praise the role of women beyond the 

merely domestic functions of wife and mother. As Adam Smith suggested, the servant 

narratives of Second Isaiah bear witness to power turned upside down in the interests of God 

and humankind. "His gentleness with the unprofitable and the unlovely ... is but the temper 

of the everlasting Cod. who giverh power ro the faint. and ro [hem thar have no might He 

increuseth srrength." William Parker. in conformity with the Wesleyan theology of his 

tirne, favoured this egalitarian conception of servanthood, and located its power in the 

spiritual and moral work of women. In this construction, Queen Victoria was easily trans- 

formed into God's servant, the sovereign who overcarne the barriers of class to reach out to 

the groaning masses of her empire. 

Closely associated with the Methodist ponrayal of the servant queen was the imagery 

of the suffering servant. This motif found favour among some Methodist cornmentators. The 

sorrowful queen had a special appeal to William Withrow when he wrote his Golden Jubilee 

piece for the (nnadian Methodisr Magaine. 

But not the splendeurs of royal state, not the victories of arms, not even the 
conspicuous virtues of her life, are the chief daim upon our loving sym- 
pathies; but rather the sorrows through which her womanly h e m  hath passed. 
To these royalty affords no shield, the c a d e  wail no bulwark. As the Roman 
moralist long since said, "Death knocks aiike at royal palace and at die 



peasant 's hovel . " 
With the meanest of her subjects the rnistress of an empire is exposed to the 

shafts of bereavement and sorrow. This touch of nature makes us al1 akin. 
The undying devotion to the memory of the husband of her youth has touched 
the nation's h e m  as nothing else could have done? 

The Methodist discourse of loyalty to the sovereign sometimes employed poetic codes of 

identification in order to collapse class distinctions. In this case, the images of lamentation 

u?d delth ?re the great !evel!err. Withrow'~ narrative, which borrowed Tennyson's memorial 

to Prince Albert. the "Dedication" to the Idylls of the King:' placed a mouming Queen 

Victoria within the mass of suffering humanity. 00th Henry Rack and Neil Semple have 

pointed to the early Methodist concem with dying and preparation for death as opportunities 

for seeking and finding assurance of one's salvation.* Grief and consolation were seen as 

natural and necessary to the spiritual health of the bereaving Christian. In her private sorrow. 

the widow of Windsor was also the public icon of Christian devotion overcoming the 

tribulations of life. 

Withrow was aware of the fact that the jubilee was partly intended to restore the 

popularity of the monarchy after the queen's long seclusion from public appearances, but he 

was concemed with the importance of consolation and prepared to rebuke any baser motives 

ready to exploit either the jubilee or the queen's lament. " C m  we wonder that his [Le. 

Alben's] untimely death left the world forever poorer to the sorrowing Queen; that the 

pageantry of State becarne irksome, that her hean pined for solitude and communion with the 

loved and lost, that for well-nigh a score of years she wore unrelieved her widow's sombre 

weeds."loO Withrow then took urnbrage with an idea, not uncommon by the time of the 

Golden lubilee, that royal ceremony was necessary to the commercial and economic well- 

being of the state. 

Yet even this touching fidelity to the dead was construed into a fault by the 
mercenary instinct that considers a sovereign's chief duty to be to lead the 
fashions of the hour, to stimulate trade by royal pomp and splendours. The 
ciischarge of duties of State the nation has a right to expect, and these the 



Queen, with indefatigable zeal, has hilfilled with a devotion, a wisdom, a 
watchhilness, a firmness, a sympathy with her people . .. that have com- 
manded the approval of ... statesmen and the respect of foreign powr r~ . ' ~ '  

Withrow was aware of what Thomas Richards has described as the "cornmodification of 

Victoria's image."'" and he was as intent on purifying the queen in her role as head of 

state, as he was in vindicating her as the suffering servant. 

A sovereign who had suffered grievous loss could naturallv identifv with those in 

distress, and Withrow suggested that the queen's sympathy represented the adoption of a 

substitutionary pain on behalf of hurting humanity. 

Her personal and womanly sympathies are another conspicuous characteris- 
tic. Her autograph tetters to the bereaved widows of President Lincoln and 
President Garfield smote chords of feeling that vibrated in the rernotest 
harnlets of two continents. Nor are her sympathies restricted to the great. 
They extend ... to the stricken wives of shipwrecked rnariners or fishermen, 
of death-doomed miners and pitmen. to the sick children in the hospitals, and 
in homes of want, her heart goes forth with loving synipathy, her private 
purse is opened in generous aid.'" 

The passage portrays a queen whose legendary sympathy was a form of vicarious suffering, a 

moral force placed in the service of her subjects and God. William Withrow was a moderate- 

ly progressive thinker who sought to "mediate the clairns of thzologians. scientists. and 

biblical critics" in his Merhodisr içlagazine.'" In this article, there is a glimpse of one who 

undrrstood that power used in the interest of the weak or the poor implied a distributive, 

rather than a merely judiciai, or reciprocative. concept of justice. The former received more 

emphasis arnong Methodists, while the latter was intrinsic to Anglican thought. If there was 

any intuition of social democracy in the thought of either William Parker or W. H. Withrow. 

it may have received its impulse from the spirit of progressivism which was not uncommon at 

a time when liberal theology, Danvinism, and the higher criticism were begiming to foster 

the first stirrings of the social gospel movement within Ontario Methodism.'" 

The monarchicd panegyric issuing from the clergy of the Anglican and Methodist 

churches during the Golden Jubilee in 1887 indicates that Queen Victoria became the locus of 



collective identity for each group, an observation in essential agreement with Looker. l M  

Conceptions of order, and the related ideas associated with power and gender, symbolized by 

the sovereign, were constructed upon the bedrocks of tradition. However, the foundations of 

theological authority in Methodism were begiming to crack, shifting as they collided with 

social and political challenges on the one hand, and with an intellectual crisis that was 

impacting on evangelicalism across North America. In both churches. the relevance of the 

queen had to be fashioned out of received traditions, but interpreted with reference to the 

context of the time. The sovereign was seen to be above partisan politics, and in a period 

when the continuing existence of Canada was by no rneans certain. the Anglicans and the 

Methodists, togethrr with Presbyterians and other Protestant groups, focused the patriotic 

minds of their faithful Rocks upon Queen Victoria, the symbol of irnperial and national unity. 

The Anglicans, rornantic antiquarians, reverenced the religious and secular past of 

England. and were ready to do battle with the enemies of sovereign authority in the young 

Canadian state. Their prirnary concern was with the conservation of historic order as a 

defence against the threat of national disintegration. The clergy in the Church of England 

were much more concerned with stability than they were with social reconstruction, with 

reciprocative rather than with distributive. or social. justice. The cultivation of allegiance CO a 

wise and virtuous sovereign was centrai to the Anglican project of ponraying Queen Victoria 

as the syrnbol of national unity in a country that was in the throes of an economic downturn. 

and deeply divided along reiigious and ethnic lines. 

Conscious of their sometimes trying situation in early Upper Canada, and perhaps 

alienated by the continuing dominance of Macdonald and the Conservatives and the apparent 

shoncornings of Confederation, rnany Methodist pastors displayed an undercurrent of 

ambivalence towards the queen and her jubilee in 1887. If the response was mixed, Method- 

ist loyalty was nevertheless a morality discourse which. by drawing upon Wesleyan-Arminian 



contractualist theology, transfigured the queen, remaking her in the image of the sanctified. 

vinuous Christian woman. Like the Anglicans, they were concerned with national unity, but 

looked to the queen as a symbol of democratic, constitutional order, and as the epitorne of the 

social monarch, the servant of God reaching out to her subjects, overcorning the barriers of 

c h ,  and clearing the path for women to assume active roles of Christian leadership in the 

regeneration of society. Inexorably moving towards a reformation in their theology, 

Methodist ponrayals of Queen Victoria, drawing upon che traditional Wesleyan concern with 

social philanthropy and Christian charity, were nonetheless harbouring intimations of a new 

language, one which would shift the Wesleyan-Arminian soteriology frorn rhe person to 

society, the rudiments of a coming social gospel rnovement whose discursive outlines wouid 

be more audible during the Diamond Jubilee in June 1897. 
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CHAPTER In 

ANGLICAN AND METHODIST RESPONSES TO THE DIAMOMD JUBILEE 

Historians have recounted the divisions that plagued Canada between the execution of 

Louis Riel in November 1885 and the election of 1896. Although there were anxieties over 

the rise of German and American power, the interna1 temper of the country began to change 

3fier L~IJT~CT'S i k t q  in t!!e SLT-'T!~T cf !!?96. The oturn of pr~sperity 5eemed tc, over- 

shadow his compromise on the Manitoba schools issue. and Canadians began to take a more 

optimistic view of themselves and the If Wilfrid Laurier stood for the unity of the 

nation, Queen Victoria represented the unity of the empire. By the 1890s. imperialism was 

becoming ever more voluble in the newspapers. "English Canadians," remarked Arthur 

Lower "pictured themselves as pan of a ruling race. whose mission it was to carry 'British 

and Christian civilization' . . . to the ends of the eanh. "' In the context of a brighter econ- 

omic and political hinire for Canada. and with a heightened sense of involvement in the great 

global venture of the empire, the people of Ontario were ready CO celebrate Queen Victoria's 

Diamond Jubilee in h n e  1897. 

The argument of this chapter, as with the previous one, is developed around the 

interplay between memory and context. As was evident during the Golden Jubilee in 1887, 

memory and the authority of tradition were powerful in the Church of England, capable of 

shaping the nature and direction of the cornmernorative discourse and controiling the Anglican 

responses to the adverse context of the event. The traditionalists in the Methodist Church 

invoked their religious heritage effectively, but even then. Methodist evangelicalisrn, which 

had long relied on the inerrant inspiration of holy scripture, was being forced to adapt its 

narratives of loyalty in the light of the Darwinian revolution, higher biblical criticism, and 

liberal theology, developments which threarened the foundations of the Wesleyan formulation. 

During the 1890s. the rise of imperialism and the social gospel movement were the 



two key elernents in the environment which significantly influenced Anglican and Methodist 

discourse during the Diamond Jubilee cornmemorations. In particular. the great divide 

separating Anglican royalist panegyric from dia[ of the Methodists was the theology of divine 

immanence and the beiief in the Christian regeneration of society, which was making 

significant inroads within Ontario Methodism. but which had much less impact on the Church 

of Ensland. The Anslican clerey tended to celebrate the empire as a svrnbol of Anglo-saxon 

Christianity and civilization, the religion and the culture being scarcely separable in the 

commemorative pronouncements. The Methodists envisioned the British empire in more 

Functional terrns, as the instmment of rnaterial and social progress which was unfolding 

according to the will of a God increasingly immanent in nature and history, working in and 

through the progressive spirit of men and wornen. This difference is not immediately self- 

evident, but it is important in understanding how each church, using Queen Victoria as the 

focus of loyalty, fashioned its sense of interna1 idenrity out of the mix of tradition and 

conternporary thought. In the sturdy Anglican tradition, the past controlled the contextual 

narrarives of loyalty and imperialisrn. In Methodism on the other hand, the language of the 

social gospel was increasingiy insinuaring itself into the tradition, and despite the valiant 

efforts of Methodist pastors to sustain their heritage. especially with respect to their utterances 

on Queen Victoria, the context of modernity was gradually overcoming Wesley's intellectual 

tmst. The Methodist rhetoric of materna1 feminisrn, imponed into the discourse of monarchy 

to create the image of the virtuous private wornan and the compassionate public queen, 

rnaintained its force, but tradition and change were CO-existing incongruously within the 

panegyric. 

This chapter first explores the irnrnediate histoncal context. offering insights into the 

changing tone of Anglican and Methodist loyalty in the years and rnonths leading up to the 

Diamond Jubilee. The rise of imperialisrn capnired the imagination of the Anglicans who 



were increasingly fired by the queen's magnificent empire advancing Christ's great commis- 

sion to the ends of the eanh. Despite the celebratory. triumphalist language that permeated so 

much of the Anglican glorification of Brirain, the empire, and Queen Victoria. the Church 

was still defensive and sensitive ro any misunderstandings either of its own history, or of 

Ontario's loyal origins. The discourse of the Church of England in Ontario was still 

corrervative, i t i  nanatives vindicating rhe p s t ,  while justifying the empire and Britain's 

mission. Unlike the Methodists, the Anglican traditions of ecclesiastical auchority and the 

primacy of sacrament and liturgy served as immunizing agents against the infectious message 

of the social gospel. The Anglican clergy displayed an imperialist missionary fervor, but 

hardly a "social passion," to borrow an expression of Richard Allen.' 

Between 1887 and 1897. the Methodists appear to have lost any lingering residuum of 

ambivalence towards the queen, and there is evidence from 1896 and 1897 suggesting that a 

few pastors. who once may have favoured full Canadian independence from Britain. had long 

since abandoned the nascent republican sympathies of their youth to become strong ridvocates 

of Canada's role within the British empire. WhiIe Victoria was the symbol of Cod's grace, ri 

visibie reminder of the continuity of Wesley's sacred trust. Methodists. concerned wi th moral 

and social progress, were increasingly tuming to a theology of immanence and away from 

their traditional evangelicalism which emphasized divine transcendence and the assurance of 

salvation in the experience of conversion. As the movement for Christian social reconstruc- 

tion spread within Ontario Methodism. it was paralleled by the graduai destabilization of the 

older separation between the sacred and the secular. a distinction which was becoming less 

relevant in Methodist thought. In contrast to the Golden Jubiiee of 1887, many of the 

province's English-speaking Carholic cornmunities, even the Irish, set aside their traditional 

animosities, and joined with the rest of the population to celebrate the queen's reign, albeit 

with their own reflections on the significance of the event. 



A second objective of the chapter is to examine the symbolic and ideological parame- 

ters of Anglican and Methodist discourse. One source, a report from a meeting of the 

Anglican Synod of the Diocese of Toronto in lune 1897. illustrates the hotd of conservative 

and patriarchal attitudes towards women arnong Anglican clergymen, a phenomenon that was 

much less evident in Methodism, where a tradition of materna! feminism celebrated the 

special gifts of women. In another instance. a brief account of a sermon delivered in Ottawa. 

is suggestive of the potential for ancient historicai ideas on the nature of civil and sacred 

power to shape Anglican discourse on local rnatters that had little or nothing to do with 

politics, society. or the wider worId. Methodist discourse on Queen Victoria continued to be 

a celebration of her domestic virtues, the sovereign's life being an exarnple for Christian 

women and mothers throughouc the empire. It rnust be noted again that the Anglican clergy 

never wavered from the historic understanding which located political and social order in the 

institutions of the Church and the crown. The Methodists continued to affirm that order 

began in the imer regenerated sou1 and in the peaceful contenrment of the Christian home. 

The remainder of the chapter explores the connections between imperialism and the 

monarch, first from the Anglican perspective, and then from the viewpoint of the Methodist 

spokesmen. Proud of their history, the Anglicans glorified pst and present by constructing a 

great imperial cosmology-a ceiebration of family, society, and the pan-Britannic nation. 

Queen Victoria, watching over her colonial empire, was viewed as the temporal symbol of 

God's providentiai blessings upon Anglo-saxon civilization and its world mission. The 

Anglican synthesis preserved traditional unders tandings, including the conception of order as 

having an organic basis, its sources being located in the Church and the crown. 

The Methodists, increasingly succumbing to the seductive channs of the social gospel 

message, tended to see the empire as the vehicle for the progressive Christian regeneration of 

society, the nation, and the world. Queen Victoria was still ponrayed as the role mode1 of 



feminine domesticity, but also as the imperial mother and compassionate public woman. 

Nevertheless, Methodist commentators tended to revert to the older discourse of Wesleyan 

holiness and perfection in their morality narratives of the queen. The Methodist images of the 

sovereign conserved the historic basis of Wesleyan theology and identity, and by so doing 

offered assurance that individual regeneration was still necessary and a priori to any authentic 

Airhan's study of the Methodist appropriation of the social gospeL4 

The analysis in this chapter draws upon seventeen sermons. three articles. and a few 

reports of other events. locatrd in newspapers and church organs. Two sermons, one 

Methodist and one Anglican, wcre culled from newspapers covering the queen's birthday 

celebraiions in 1891 and 1896. respectively. The remainder were selected from a total of 

forty-five sermons or brief surnrnaries thereof. published and reported in different newspapers 

during the Diamond hbilee. The sources are representative of Anglican and Methodist 

thought from various communities across the province in June 1897. 

Backpround and Context: Conflict and Consensus 

The Church of England in Ontario. as much if not more than any other Protestant 

denomination, was infusing British imperialism with a sense of divine mission. Queen 

Victoria, an Anglican sovereign, was being consistently presented as the great imperial 

mother. On Sunday, 24 May 1896, the Queen's Own Rifles ceiebrated Her Majesty's 

birthday at SC. George's Cathedra1 in Kingston where they listened to a sermon by die Dean. 

the Very Reverend Buxton B. Smith (b. 1846)? The age of the queen and her astonishingly 

long reign over a huge empire were capturing the sou1 of the loyal imagination. 

There was an old English proverb which read, "The rnother is the heart of the 
home. " The English could Say, "The Queen is the h e m  of our Empire. " . . . 
Thanks should be given to God for our Queen, whose life has been given for 
peace, progress and purity, and for that Empire over which she has ruled for 
60 years, and of which we are a part. The word Empire stirred every British 
heart ... for who could doubt that the British Empire was a great power in the 



elevation of mankind.. . . Its sword conquests have been . . . for . . . that civiliza- 
tion which has given law and justice and opened up scientific and literary 
w o r l d ~ . ~  

Described by Davenport as "a syrnbolic representation of the nation for mostly conservative 

Victorians . . . interested in the active growth of the empire, "' the queen as the imperial 

mother began to emerge in the years following the royal marriage in 1840. In Ontario. this 

image hecame increasingly jervasive. and was especially audible durine the 1890s to 

Victoria's death in early 1901. However, in Anglican sermons, the imperial mother some- 

times gave ground to masculine preferences. Smith's "sword conquests" harmonized with the 

visual symbols of male power, the military and fraternal organizations which, more often than 

not. were present and integral to the celebrations. As his comrnents imply. the imperial 

venture had been christened in the baptismal font of a grear moral imperative. The stirring 

reference to the empire as a vehide for the uplifting of humanity is suggestive of one who. in 

his mind, was fusing Christianity with the virtues of Anglo-saxon civilization. Just as the 

Church of England and the state, symbolized by the crown, were integral to the order of 

nation and society, it was natural to assume that Christ's great commission was inseparable 

from the providential advance of British civilization throughout the worfd. 

On the eve of the general election of 1896, held on 23 lune. the Church of England 

was still alert and sensitive to any slights against itself and its sense of reverence towards the 

province's loyal past. The mind of the Anglican clergy is succinctly captured in an obscure 

newspaper account of a brief prepared for the Synod of the Diocese of Toronto in 1896. The 

Synod met during the second week of lune, and among the many matters brought forward for 

discussion was "a report of the Cornmittee on Public School Text-Books, stating that certain 

defects in the History of England for High Schools had been brought to the attention of the 

Education Department and that a new edition was being prepared ..."* The discussion, led by 

the Rev. J. Pitt Lewis of Grace Church, Toronto, paints a picture of a Church that was ever 



watchful of errors and slights that might insult its self-understanding and its vision of a loyally 

correct past . 

The text-book . . . was written by a . . . Catholic lady and from a . . . Catholic 
standpoint, and throughout it spoke of the Church of England as the "new" 
church as though it were established in Henry VIII's reign, whereas ... the 
English Church was fully organized with bishops, clergy and al1 200 years 
before a Roman prelate set foot in Britain. The Church of England was M y  
established at the time of the Council of Ar!es in 325 A.D. whereas the first 
nf the Rnmish clewy reached England in the year 598. Therefore in referring 
to the Anglican Church as the "new" church and to the Roman Catholic as the 
"old," the History book in question did an injustice to the former, for it 
deprived her of al1 the great work done prior to the Reformation ...' 

In pleading the case for an episcopal and priestly ministry whose divine authority 

antedated the modem English state by many centuries-one of the hailmarks of Anglicanism 

revitalized by the Oxford Movement-Lewis was proclaiming that the Church of England not 

only institutionalized the sacred history of the English people. but he was insisting rhat its 

historic continuity with ancient Britannic Christianity required official recognition by the 

Ontario Depanment of Education. In the view of the cornmittee, the state had an obligation 

to respect and properly interpret the Church to the youth of the province. 

Of course, it was also expected that the teaching of history should instil a sense of 

loyalty to the mother country. and to the origins of the province and Canada. The cornmittee 

took umbrage with the interpretation of the American Revolution. 

Mr. Lewis held that this text-book took a biased view of the Arnerican 
colonies . . . teaching that the . . . Americans were . . . right, and that England 
was wholly in the wrong. He objected ... to the text-book as one unfit for the 
youth of Canada . . . and . . . calculated to mm the young mind from patriotic 
thoughts, and from a proper view of the Anglican Church.lo 

Proud and defensive of its religious heritage and Anglo-saxon history, the Church of England 

in Ontario seldom separated the sacred p s t  from its cultural origins in England and Upper 

Canada. 

For many Methodists, the ideals of empire necessitated embarking on a journey from 

providence to progress, Rom a theology of divine transcendence to a secular belief in 



prosperity wrought by an "orderly process," as Richard Allen has described it." Under the 

influence of such scholars as Nathanael Burwash (1 839- 19 1 8)' the Methodists were becoming 

attuned to theological innovations which attempted to accommodate the new scientific 

discoveries and historical criticism to traditional doctrine. l 2  Prominent at Victoria College 

from the 1880s, Burwash had been introducing the essentid features of his inductive theology 

*:;hich, s w s  C-rrr--c, "enlh!~! h h  !C cornhine !he n ~ t i m r  cf p r ~ g o s s  and providence "13  

There is a hint of this transformation in a sermon entitled "God in the Victorian Age," 

delivered by the Reverend Dr. William Williams (1836-1915)14 before a gathering of the 

Sons of England in the town of Lindsay on Sunday afternoon, 24 May 189 1.  

The rise and progress of the empire, according to the "gracious hand of God," was 

the theme of W i l I i m '  address which fused Christian triumphalism with imperialist hubris. 

The "Sons of England," he said, "were highly favoured in having their lot cast in so fair a 

domain, in the enjoyment of a civilization so advanced, and of rights and privileges so 

precious as those which belonged to them as subjects of a govemment which. with a11 its 

faults, was as near perfection as human institutions had ever gone. " Williams first reviewed 

the life of the queen who, as the young Princess Victoria had been "under her mother's care," 

and "instructed in the Christian faith," and who in later life "was not ashamed to tell the 

heathen chiehain that the BibIe was the secret of England's greatness ... to teach little children 

in the Sabbath-school of Crathie," and who turned to prayer in her later afflictions. Such a 

sovereign, the idealized image of a Methodist mother, was caiculated to stir the heans of al1 

tnie Englishmen, not to mention m y  of the church members who may have been present." 

In one significant respect, Williams' depiction of die queen was similar to that of 

WiIfiam Parker in his Golden Jubilee sermon preached in St. Thomas in 1887. Like Parker's 

ponrayal, Williams' image of Queen Victoria is better understood in the light of the Scottish 

higher critic, George Adam Smith, whose concept of righteousness as the "exercise of vimie," 



implied a holiness that was neither other-worldly nor out of touch with common humanity. 

Williams' righteous sovereign took the familiar Methodist form of substitutionary piety. 

Queen Victoria's t'aith was an active and integral expression of her life, and of her concern 

with the Christian well-being of her subjects.I6 

Williams also saw the hand of God in Victoria's accession and in the advance of 

A gracious providence had wooderfulIy developed the resources, advanced the 
civilization, and promoted the intellectual and scientific achievements of the 
country during the reign of Victoria. 1 am quite aware that there might be 
much apparent progress dong these lines without any great moral advance. 
Still, al1 tmth, whether social, material, literary, or scientific, was of God. 
Truth in narure rnust agree with truth in art, and both with truth in revelation, 
for al1 its f o m  were divine." 

Again, there is a hint of Adam Smith's idea of righteousness in in other sense as "vindication. 

or justification, by the Providence of God. "" At the same cime, Williams' narrative is a 

striking example of how providence was being transrnuted into progress, of how a transcen- 

dent, or supernatural God was being converted inro an immanent God active in the secular 

quest for truth. The traditional Wesleyan boundary between the sacred and the profane, or 

nature and grace, was beginning to dissolve, a theological shift which presaged the emergence 

of the social gospel. 

The latter half of Williams' address was infused with a language of progressivism. 

freighted with the unexamined presumption of Western cultural superiority cornrnon at the 

tirne. Speaking of the Great Exhibition of 185 1, he observed that the "devout feeling of the 

royal family was expressed in the inspired inscription placed upon the arch of the principal 

aisle, 'The earth is the Lord's and the fulness ti~ereof?"~ 

That had since been folIowed by similar exhibitions in most of the leading 
Christian cities of the world . .. familiarizing the heathen with the civilization 
that was builr upon Gospel principals, humanizing, elevating and instructing 
the masses, and promoting the intelligence of mankind; vast charities, scien- 
tific, literary, social, commercial and religious conventions. embracing min& 
of al1 kinds, were inaugurated, and the race was becoming a great frater- 



nity ? 

The God who led British civilization could also chastise it. Thus the Crimean War, 

the Indian Mutiny and other imperial troubles Williams pictured in more traditional fashior., 

as God's punishments exacted for national wrongdoing. "The Chartist and Socialistic 

rnovements, and the chronic discontent in Ireland were teaching the lesson that class legisla- 

!Ir2 m i t  prcdlice evi! resli!tg 1t paid nations. as it jaid individuals. to do rieht."" Sin and 

redemption thus applied to the social and the political realms as much as it did to individuais, 

but Queen Victoria stood out as the symbol of righteousness, even when her governments and 

subjects rnisused the power to which they were entrusted. The Reverend Dr. Witliams was 

standing on the border of two religious worlds. the providential supematuralism of Upper 

Canadian Methodism and the progressive social gospel message of a dawning era which, 

according to Gauvreau, was a coherent "blending of doctrine, preaching, and history," 

assurned by rnany Methodist and Presbyterian clergymen towards the end of the nineteenth 

century2 In such a time of change, Queen Victoria represented the stability of tradition and 

virtue for al1 her subjects, including the Methodist congregation and the Sons of England in 

Her Majesty 's colonial outpost of Lindsay, Ontario. 

A patriotic message delivered at the end of a children's sermon by the Reverend 

James Allen (184349 18)?-' at the Metropolitan Methodist Church in Toronto on Sunday 

morning. 24 May 1896, offers a hint of the ernotional power which came to be invested in the 

ideal of empire. As Van Die and other historians have noted, the conversion and Christian 

nurturing of children were crucial to the growth of M e t h ~ d i s m . ~ ~  Allen's homey remarks 

linking motherhood to the queen, the motherland and the empire were entirely in keeping with 

traditional Wesleyan religious instruction as it had evolved in Ontario in the nineteenth 

You know that this is the birthday of our Queen, and .. . [allthough living in a 
distant land, we are part of a mighty empire. 1 believed for a time with those 



who Say "Canada frrst," to whose exclusive care has been commirted certain 
affairs. I honor my mother's teachings, my mother's training, and best serve 
the interest of the househoid by attending to the duties with which 1 am 
accustomed. In the spirit and vigor of youth we would basely forget the 
mother who sustained us in infancy. We have faith in our own Dominion, but 
also in our comection with the grand old land which gave our fathers birth, 
and in the still greater fieedom of Our empire? 

Maternity was central to the monarchicai and irnperialist discourse of the secular commenta- 

tnrr and the Protestant clerey, hur the duriful. Methodist wife and mother was inseparable 

from the perpetuation of the faith, and rhis vital connrction was transponed into the patriotic 

pronouncements of the clergy. 

By the late 1890s. there were indications that the vitriolic tone of Protestant-Irish 

Catholic reiations was beginning to moderate. According to Gregory KeaIey, the ritual riots 

between the Orange and the Green were in decline after 1878, and they disappeared after 

1 892.16 The hostility was still much in evidence, but the language was becoming more 

restrained. In the spring of 1897. and with the approach of the Diarnond Jubilee, the Irish 

Catholic comrnunity rnomentarily suppressed. or at least attenuated, its perennial hostility 

towards England, and prepared to join in the general rejoicing, a response that was remarkab- 

ly positive in comparison to the event of 1887. 

Both the Toronto Caiholic Register and the London-based Cuthoiic Record maintaineci 

a tone of respect towards the queen. and the Catholic Church in Ontario. esprcially in the 

large urban cathedrals, celebrated the event with stately and decorous services." In an 

interesting contrat to the situation in Toronto in 1887. Archbishop Joseph Thomas Duhamel 

of Ottawa, on 16 June, expressly instnicted that "[al11 the bells of the churches in the city ... 

will be ning at full swing the following Tuesday, 22nd June, at 8:00 o'clock in the moming 

during a half-hour."" The Reverend Father Francis Ryan of St. Michael's Cathedra1 in 

Toronto was typical of many Irish clergy who praised Victoria and her era for bringing 

religious liberty to Catholics throughout Britain, Ireland and the ernpire.19 In Chatham, an 



eloquent sermon on the queen and the necessity for civil obedience delivered by Father 

Leopold Ostermann on 20 June at St. Joseph's Church would have warmed the hean of the 

most patriotic Anglican or loyal Protestant anywhere in the province? 

The economic. religious and social context of Canada in 1897, especially in Ontario, 

was conducive to the overall success of the civic and religious celebntions, a very different 

nutcorne in cornparison to the more subdued and ambivalent cornmernorations of 1887. The 

British empire had captured the imagination of English Canadians, and the triumphalist 

discourse of Anglican imperialism was paralleled by the first tentative stirrings of a new 

Methodist inierest in national and imperial progress. the begimings of a social gospel 

rnovement whose airn was nothing less that the Christianization and salvarion of Canadian 

society and ultimately the world. I F  the Church of England stood for tradition. order. and 

condnuiry, the Methodist Church of Canada. srruggling with intellectual developments which 

threatened its evangelical heritage, was Iess certain of its stance. The symbolic content of 

Anglican and Methodist conceptions of society and state, their conceptions of order and 

change, can be studied in greater depth through the deposit of reports, sermons, and cornrnen- 

taries surviving from the cornmernoration of the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria in June 

1897. 

The Stabiliw of Tradition: Constructions of Ideolow. TheoIogy and Svmbols of Order 

The domestic and international environments had changed between 1887 and 1897. 

but the British crown stood for continuity, the "sense of enduring succession," as Lowenthal 

describes k3' By her long life and reign, Queen Victoria embodied the ancient and durable 

Christian vinues. More than a celebration of empire and Britain's triurnph, the Diamond 

Jubilee, at its centre, was a celebration of permanence, of the past in the present. As did 

other religious groups, the Church of England and the Methodist Church turned to ecclesiasti- 

cal and theolog ical traditions, and the cornfortable assumptions of Victorian domestic idedogy 



to reinforce their distinctive identities. 

Contemporary ideology and vestiges of memory ofien percolate through the mem- 

branes of documentary trivia in interesting and unexpected ways. On Thursday rnoming, 10 

June 1897 at a meeting of the Anglican Synod for the Diocese of Toronto, a draft of the 

congratulatory address to the queen prepared by a special cornrnittee was read by one of its 

memhers, Pr'ferrnr William Rohinson Clark ! 1829- 19 12).32 of Trinity College. A 

stereotypical example of Anglican allegiance, the greeting praised Her Majesty for her 

"constant Ioyalty to the principles of the constitution," her "deep, unfeigned, and affectionare 

interest in al1 classes of your people," and for her "pure and unblemished Iife." Noting that 

"as members of a Church whose history has been peculiarly identified with the ... British 

people," and "with the development of their constitution," they wished to assure the queen of 

their continued and profound devotion to her person. her family and the throne." 

Following the reading, the assembly burst into cheers, sang the national anthem, and 

saluted their sovereign with three robust hurrah. What followed this salute to sceptre and 

self is just as reveaiing of the Anglican clergy's contemporary rnindset as the forma1 address. 

After quiet had been restored the bishop mentioned that the Woman's Auxili- 
ary at their recent annual meeting Iast month. had also adopted a loyal address 
to the Queen, but in their "unprotected state" were at a loss to know what to 
do with it. Bishop Sullivan and Prof. Clark moved that the address of the 
Synod should be engrossed and signed by the bishop and the hon. secretaries, 
and with the Woman's Auxiliary address as an appendix. This was acceded 
to, a wag suggesting that the ladies' address being an important cornrnunica- 
tion, could fitly corne in as a "postscript. "Y 

Sometimes the flotsam and jetsam of source literature can marvellously capture the 

ironic moment in a historical setting. The Diarnond Jubilee cornrnernorated the life and reign 

of a great, and ostewibly powerfd woman. As a loving rnother and grieving widow. Queen 

Victoria was honoured as the epitome of tme womanhood, the matriarch of Britain's and 

Europe's royal families, and the symbolic mother of her scattered subjects. Nevertheless, Iike 

most other aspects of Victorian life, the Diamond Jubilee commemorations were dominated by 



men. Women were much involved in the festivities, but almost always in the background, as 

"postscripts" tacked on to the plans and desisions of their male superiors. While women 

watched, masculine prowess was put on display in uniform, cassock, silk hat and sash. The 

visual and aura1 representations of comrnemoration were largely created by men who framed 

its ideological content. 

Some sources offer hints of how symbols from the distant past seem to have been 

inconspicuously intruding into the menralité of late nineteenth-century Ontario Anglicanism. 

A brief newspaper reference to a sermon delivered in Ottawa at St. AIban's Church on 

Sunday, 20 June, is suggestive of the power of traditional thought forms to insinuate 

themselves into matters of merely local and contemporary interest. Archdeacon James John 

Bogert (b. 1835)." the rector of St. Alban's. preached from Matthew 22:20, "... Whose is 

this image and superscription?" The passage refers to the Pharisees' attempt to use a coin. 

probably the Roman denarius bearing the image of Tiberius, to trap Jesus into uttering 

statemenrs injurious to the Herodian pany.'' The chapter is pan of a group that treats of the 

nature and establishment of God's kingdom. However, it was not Bogert's intention to focus 

on the differences between God's realm and chat of Queen Victoria. He had a more rnundane 

topic on his mind, Among the Church of England's charitable works common at the tirne 

were widows' and orphans' funds for the relief of the surviving spouses and families of 

deceased clergy. Bogen was appealing to the parishioners to contribute towards the St. 

Alban's fund. The Diamond Jubi!ee was commemorated through countless special projects in 

response to the queen's request to "do something for humanity, especially for aMicted 

humanity,"" and Bogert's appeal may have been motivated as much by popular jubilee 

philanthropy as it was by Christian charity. 

Bogen held up a coin, probably the large Canadian one cent piece, which at that tirne 

did not abbreviate the Latin superscription Victoria Dei Gratia Regina Cariada surrounding 



the queen's profile. Using the head of the coin to expound briefly on the significance of the 

jubilee, he then focused on Dei Grofia (by God's grace), to emphasize the necessity for 

Christian giving towards the special collection. The inscription "taught of duty to Victoria 

and to God," he exclaimed, adding that everyone should be thankful "to live in a land" and 

"learn such lessons and l e m  them from such a Queen."'l It may not have been merely 

*n;n-;&nt-l tha! B~gefi, ~q * A L q $ i ~ ~ q  CI-+, drpy linon r h ~  rn~djl~yaJ Dej G,rg.rig ifi IJ-p hy C U I I I I I U C A b b b & &  611 -r -- -- --- 
European monarchs at least since the time of Charlemagne. The phrase, observed J .  N. 

Figgis, was once used by kings to claim semi-divine status, to argue that they were respon- 

sible only to God for their actions." Alrhough Bogert's object lesson might seem suprrfi- 

cial, he was using the official coin of Her Majesty's Canadian realm with its Latin motto to 

illustrate the sacred and temporal natures of sovereignty, and to illuminate God's grace in the 

acts of charity. Bogert was a product of his religious tradition, and he understood sovereign 

order as emerging in the extemal institutions of the Church and the throne. Such marginal 

sources can offer insights into the subtle connections between contemporary expressions of 

loyalty to Queen Victoria and the power of the past covertly to shape royalist narratives. 

As in 1887, Methodist discourse on ehe queen tended to collect around an a i s  of whrit 

might be described as biographical remembrance. The sanctified life lay at the hean of 

Wesleyan belief, and Britain's sovereign was the living paragon of Christian piety. The 

queen's imputed spirituality was conceived as the bedrock of her wisdom in the affairs of 

state. In essence, Methodist clergymen still represented Queen Victoria as a didactic moral 

guide for her revereni Canadian subjects. The domestic ideal, resonating with the ideology of 

materna1 feminism, was conspicuous in the Methodist pulpit rninistry. Reified in the person 

of Her Majesty, virtuous motherhood becarne a powerful instrument for linking the family to 

Christian patriotism. 

On 28 May 1897, the govemor general of Canada, Lord Aberdeen, wrote to the Very 



Reverend Albert Canan ,  the general superintendent of the Methodist Church. asking him to 

consider "the appropriateness of thanksgiving . . . as part of the services in churches through- 

out Canada, on Sunday, June 20th," stating that he was "addressing a communication upon 

this subject to the heads of other religious bodies in Canada."" Carrnan had already 

anticipated the need for Merhodist contriburions to the occasion. In a letter to the Christian 

divine providence. "41 

Recognition is due from Our Methodist churches, which, under the civil and 
religious liberty, achieved and vouchsafed. have advanced with the growth of 
the Dominion, contributed to its formation .. . and . . . which in righteousness 
and peace is inviting fonvard to the unity of the Empire, and the spread of 
Christian civilization in al1 the earth? 

Contrasting the present with the pu t ,  Carman observed that there was "very rnuch to 

remember and recall," not the levt being "Mr. Wesley, whom we revere, and who was one 

of Britain's benefactions to the world." and who, Carman assured his readers, "emphasized 

such occasions (as royal or state ceiebrations) for spiritual good through al1 his mini~try."'~ 

Carman's comments highlighted the boundaries for Methodist worship in honour of 

the queen. The powerful voices of Ontario Methodism were often older ministers who 

received their inspirat ion on the queen's reign from rraditionid Wesieyan perspectives. One of 

these men was the Reverend Dr. Edward Hartley Dewart (1828-1903) who had been the 

editor of the Chrisrian Guardian from 1869 until 1894? Although having accepted 

Danvinism, and supponive of Nathanael Bunvash's new inductive theology which "subordi- 

nated notions of authority, doctrine, and the newer criticism to rui ideal of practical Christian 

living,"45 Dewan never abandoned what David Marshall has described as a "deeply conser- 

vative concern for the social and religious order. "" 

On "Thanksgiving S ~ n d a y , " ~  20 June, at the Carlton Street Methodist Church in 

Toronto, Dewan preached a short sermon remarkable only for the way in which it stereo- 



typically captured most of the sacred cows of Methodisrn. He first drew attention to the "part 

memory plays in Our life. in bringing before us the lessons and events of the past. We 

sometimes ... think too much of the heroes of the past; they should be remembered more as 

examples of what the grace of God would do for men."" Of course. one emblem of such 

divine favour was Queen Victoria whose accession to the throne in 1837 he remembered. 

Fify-eight yean  afierwards iny wife and 1 were in Carrisbrook Castle. and 
there 1 saw Queen Victoria. 1 stood by her carriage, and laid my hand on it. 
1 distinctly remember her voice, xi she sat there and conversed with the 
Princess Battenburg. There was something in her voice that touched me. 
while listening to a woman that represented so much of civilization as she 
represents 

Dewan's recollection of this incident from 1895 was not merely the reminiscence of a tourist. 

It was a f o m  of episodic memory bordering on reverie which, says Lowenthal, "includes and 

. . . highlights remembered feelings. "50 As f o m  of vemacular memory, the patriotic 

sermons of the period sometirnes depended on personal identification with things. places. 

people, and events in the irnrnediate past which had the capacity to cvoke rmotional responses 

in the speaker. Dewan was apparently struck by a sense of awe at seeing and hearing the 

queen within earshot. Although it may be construed as an early expression of the now 

cornmon cult of royal celebrity, such anecdotal memory, when lifted out of the realrn of 

privacy and placed in the domain of public utterance, wonderfully arnplified the emotional 

experience of reverence towards Queen Victoria. 

Carefully orchestrating familiar platitudes, Dewan proceeded to reinforce the image of 

Her Majesty as the epitome of womanly vimie. 

As a child, her sweetness of disposition always won the affection of those 
around her, and when the more responsible duties of wifehood and mother- 
hood came to her she had discharged them with the same degree of fidelity 
and womanly tendemess and devotedness. and ... we al1 knew that her 
influence was always exerted for peace, for purity, for righteousness and for 
the well-being of humanity . . . . [qust beforc the Queen's rnarriage, when she 
was asked by the Archbishop of Canterbury if she wanted the part of the 
ceremony eliminated in which she would promise obedience to her husband ... 
she replied "1 want to be married in al1 responsibility, like any other woman: 



and not as a Queen, but as a woman. 1 am prepared to promise al1 that any 
other woman would. 05' 

Few Anglicans or any other Christians in Victorian Ontario would have taken issue with 

Dewan's assessrnent of the queen's character. The discourse of woman's separate dornestic 

sphere was universally accepted, but the clergy, especially in Methodism, had corne to accept 

the mother. in Van Die's words, "as the dominant parent in child rearing."" Grounded as 

they were in the spiritual and moral experience of the individual, Methodists had become 

superbly adept at sugar-coating cheir theological popularizations of the nurturing, materna1 

Christian wife. Dewart's obedient Queen Victoria was thus the projection of Methodism's 

conception of domestic virtue and bliss. 

The secret of the queen's "beautiful life," said Dewart, "was to be found in her tme 

religious spirit." Dewart stressed Victoria's Christian upbringing at the hands of her rnother, 

and her attention to prriyer on learning of her regal destiny. "We honor her . .. because she is 

to us the representative of unity, of law, of liberty and of right." he added before shifting his 

focus from the sovereign to the era over which she reigned and had exercised so much 

influence, Dewart turned to the advances of British civilization since 1837, first mentioning 

the material developments of the era, but he was also impressed with "social reform" and the 

"benevolence" which "had a more practical f o m  for the relief of the poor and needy than 

ever before." "The enlargement of the sphere of woman was a sign of the times, and while 

he had no interest in the woman's rights movement, he felt that whatever God had given 

woman the power to do she should be left free to do it."" Intrinsic to his brief comment on 

woman's righrs was the implication which seemed to flow from the fact of female sover- 

eignty. God had given temporal power to Queen Victoria to be exercised for the benefit of 

al1 her subjects, and a righteous Christian queen to which he and other men had to owe 

allegiance, was, at l e s t  potentially, a symbol of liberation For al1 her female subjects. 

Dewart was a traditionalist at heart, but his conservatism was derived from early Methodism's 



concem with social philanthop? and Wesley's legacy of encouraging the presence of 

women in active ministry." For that reason, he was already inclined towards a tradition 

embedding a latent egalitarianism which was less evident in Anglicanism. 

Dewart's message to the Carlton Street congregation incorporated many of the 

favourite themes of traditional Wesleyan thought as it had developed in Upper Canada and 

Ontrrb. At ~h.e rcro nf hi- srmwn ~ 2 s  the Methndict r m c e r n  with Chrisrian ~erfect inn,  and 

the importance attached to the obedient, devoted mother, both idealjzations being personified 

in Queen Victoria. In contrast to the Anglican cleric, James John Bogen, who located the 

sources of order in the Church of England and the monarchy, Dewart situated order within 

the heart of the believing Christian. in this case Queen Victoria, another instance of the 

Methodist preference for a symbolic discourse of substitutionary piety. At the evening service 

in the same church, the Reverend Samuel Dwight Chown (1853-1933):6 who became the 

general superintendent in 1910, preached a sermon on the "Worth of Wornanho~d."~~  

A similar orthodoxy was voiced by James Allen on the moming of 20 lune, at 

Toronto's Metropolitan Church. He spoke of "the girl Queen, the Queenly wife and mother. 

the sorrowing widow," and "the aged lady," who "has always been surrounded by . . . a guard 

stronger than amies in the passionate love and loyalty of her people." In Allen's view. 

Christian devotion and patriotism were two sides of the same coin. Through their expositions 

on the life of Queen Victoria, Dewan and Allen validated Methodism's erperiential theology, 

which insisted on devout, Christlike living, both for the person and the family. At the 

conclusion of such sermons, the assembled faithful could be forsiven for assuming that Queen 

Victoria was the perfect mode1 of the subrnissive. Canadian Methodist wife and mother. 

In an essay feanired in the 16 June 1897 jubilee issue of the Christian Gunrdian, 

Mary Dickens used the example of the queen ro suggest that the home ought to be no 

hindrance to f e d e  involvement in public life. 



tt was the fashion some years since . . . to believe that no woman of intellectuai 
pursuits could have time for the humble domestic duties, and that no woman 
who was a shining Iight of domesticity must be expected to trouble herself on 
any other rnatters. Against these ideas the life of the Queen has been a living 
protest. Her devotion to afTairs of State has been . .. unvaried and unwearied. 
She has insisted from the first on understanding al1 rnatters connected with the 
welfare of her people; and-rnost emphatically be it spoken-she h a  
reigned!" 

"But besides reigning over England," observed Dickens approvingly, "the Queen has 'ordered 

her own house,' and ordered it well and truly." Dickens' account of how the "orderly and 

mechodical instincts of the young Queen" were applied to the task of regulating "househoid 

affairs," of bringing "order out of chaos," reveals something of the Methodist conviction that 

sound cornmunity began in the loving relationships of the welI-ordered home. She then 

reviewed the sovereign's mrirried Iife, glorifying her paramount virtues-devotion to her late 

husband and chiIdren. Dickens' sketch of the queen was a paean to materna1 feminisrn, 3 

reminder that home and family were not necessarily to be constnied as hindrances to 

responsible involvement in public ducies? The May issue of the Merhodisr Magazine 

included such titles as "Sunday with Queen Victoria."" "Where the Queen Worships,""' 

and "The Coronalion of Queen Vi~toria,"~'  al1 of [hem stressing the close causal association 

between the queen's faith and her happy home life. 

Dickens' remarks on the maternai queen are Çurther illuminated in the context of a 

discussion by a Victorian biblical cornmentûtor. W. F. Adeney, who sought to interpret the 

virtuous woman of Proverbs 3 1 : 10-3 1. Adeney described "the typical woman" as a " wife and 

mother," who "will be judged primarily in regard to domestic duties. The true wife is the 

helpmeet of her husband. Her first a h  will be to "do him good" (ver. 12). If she fails here, 

her public service is of little account." However, Adeney seized upon verse 31 to vindicate 

die rights of women. He insisted that women have a right to work and to the fruits of their 

labour. "Women who contnbute co the service of society are deserving of double honour, 

because they have had to work under exceptional disadvantages . " The interpreiations asserted 



that woman's natural responsibilities were to be found in matrimony and motherhood. but that 

women aIso had a Christian right to other choices in Me, largely without hindrance from men 

or the social structures which they controlled. Adeney's comrnents were an amalgam of 

traditional with more progressive views, a cornmon feature in Canadian Methodist discourse 

on wornen and Queen Victoria in the late nineteenth century." 

If the maternal, righteriius queen nP Methodism possessed a covert sense of liberation 

that was missing in the Anglican formula of the maternal, dutiful queen, it was still the case 

that the Christian monarch was cornrnon to men such as Albert Carman or Edward Dewarr, 

the Methodists, and James John Bogen, the Anglican. However, the language of each was 

drawn from separate historical strrarns. Bogen rraced Christian and secular order to the 

Church of England and a crown held in trust by a d e r  who, in the present queen, was a 

providential blessing of God to the British nation and the world. Political order had its source 

in God, but it was extemalized in the ancient institutions symbolized by mitre and crown. 

Carrnan and Dewart instead located order in the inner heart of the converted and sanctitied 

Christian. and the sovereign. raised up by God for a life of holiness and service, was an 

object lesson for all. 

The Anglican Vision of Empire: A Trium~hant British Race 

The Diamond Jubilee triggered mernories drawn from the pertinent intellecnial and 

symbolic traditions of the panicipating cornmunities. Anglicans recapitulated ail the farniliar 

themes cornrnon to the monarchical panegyric since the 1880s. However, the rhetoric 

arnplified nuances which had been present, but less audible, in previous years. The volume 

was tumed up whenever the Christian mission was fused with empire, and British racial and 

cultural pride was given an intensified religious sanction, a phenornenon that has already been 

addressed by Berger and others? By emphasizing her role as the mode1 Christian ruler, the 

clergy augmented perceptions of the queen's faith and womanly qualities, a discursive s trategy 



which heiped to seal the symbolic identification of the sovereign with a great empire whosr 

millions of Iost souk would find their eternal destiny in discovering the joy of Christ's 

salvation, and their earthly hopes realized in securing the blessings of a superior British 

civilization. For exarnple, in tuming to Victoria's coronation, some Anglican clerics re- 

emphasized the essenrially Christian nature of realm and culer. 

The Reverend Edward Ashurst Welch f 18604932). the Cambridge-educated provost 

and vice-chancellor of Trinity College in 1897.M preached the jubilee sermon on 20 June at 

St. Clements Church, Eglinton, deriving his message from Luke 12:48, "For unto 

whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much required; and to whom men have corn- 

mitted much, of him they will ask the more." The verse is ernbedded in a section of the 

chapter which includes a miscellany of Jesus' maxirns on discipleship. The stability of Britain 

and her empire over the course of the century, in contrat to the United States, which had 

suffered through a terrible conflict in the 1860s, and France, which had been plagued with 

several poli tical upheavals, was traced to the institution of monarchy and to a sovereign who 

Welch saw as the "example of al1 womanly vimes,  and of royal devotion to duty ." For such 

godsends, a people should express their gratitude through their feelings and actions towards 

others. "And really the righr way to look at it is, not to suppose that we have been specially 

favoured by God above al1 other peoples, but to recognize that we have been particularly 

endowed, and are therefore peculiarly responsible. "" 

What the good Lord in His infinite wisdom might withhold in His right hand, He 

could, in the mystery of the moment, return with the ieft. In an age not known for hurnility, 

it is understandable why Welch took the white man's burden so seriously. It was England's 

compassionate duty and divine mission, a measure of the nation's sense of noblesse oblige, to 

bnng the benefits of British civilization to the poor and ignorant masses. In Queen Victoria 

and the empire much had been given, and therefore. much was required of the dutiful 



Christian disciple, a particularly fitting symbol of the loyal British subject. Once again 

however, the old Anglican concem with political and social order was called fonh to explain 

and judge the context of recent history. To quote Lowenthal. "history perpeniates collective 

seIf-awareness. 

Before a large gathering of army and navy veterans, and several lodges, including the 

Irish Prorestant Benewlent Asnciatiin and the Sons o f  England. the Reverend Herbert 

Gordon Miller (b. 1855). fonnerly principal of Huron College in L~ndon.'~ preached an 

atternoon service on 20 June, in St. James' Cathedra1 in Toronto. From the three verses of 

Psalm 133, which extolls the brotherhood and unity of the ancient Davidic kingdom," Miller 

drew upon the customary interpretation, asserting that David wrote the psalm with reference 

to "the thousands of pilgrim worshippers at the city of lersusalem." "There was no greater 

bIessing to mankind than that of family and national unity," Milter confinued, and then 

proclaimed that "in al1 national unity there was a consecrared and divine beauty. "" The 

natural unities of family, cuIture, and language precede the order of Iaw irnposed by the state, 

and "national unity," sanctified by the analogues found in the Bible, enabted some Anglican 

clerics ro move ever more closely towards a wider synthesis incorporating the empire, the 

"race," and the symbol of pan-Britannia, Queen Victoria into a sacred political cosmolo- 

gy-organicism on a truly irnperial scale. 

On Sunday afternoon, 20 June, at St. James' Church in Stratford, Queen Victoria 

Lodge of the Sons of England together with other fraternal societies assembled to hear a 

patriotic sermon by the Reverend David Williams. Born in Wales in 1859 and educated at 

Oxford University, graduating with an honours M A . ,  Williams emigrated to Canada in 1887 

to take up a position as a professor at Huron College in London. Williams had a distin- 

guished career in the Church of England in Ontario. He received the Doctorate of Divinity at 

Western University London, and became bishop of the diocese of Huron in 1905," arch- 



bishop in 1926, and in the same year, the metropolitan of the Ecclesiastical Province of 

Ontario. positions which he held until his death in 193 1 ." 

The Diarnond Jubilee pointed to something of great significance. and to comprehend 

its importance Williams had to place it within the context of biblical revelation, and through a 

typological mode of explication he developed a cosmology which enfolded the monarch, the 

empire, and the British race within a divine order. WiIliams drew his inspiration from 1 

Kings 10:9. "Blessed be the Lord thy Gad, which delighted in thee, to set thee on the throne 

of Israel: because the Lord loved Israel for ever, therefare made he thee king, to do judgment 

and justice." The chapter refers to the visit of the Queen of Sheba to Jenisalem to meet 

SoIomon and learn of his wisdom. The Reverend George Barlow, an English commentator of 

the 1880s, stated that verses four to nine of the chapter affirmed the divine origins of 

Solomon's kingship, a recognition al1 the more significant, conling as it did frorn a great 

representative of a neighbouring heathen nation." Williams attended to the keynote of the 

verse, "the Lord loved Israel, therefore made he thee king." It was tltting chat "such ri nation 

should have such a king," but "[w]hyt' he asked, "did God love Israel?" Williams enunciated 

three reasons underlying the favoured status of the ancient nation on the Levant. 

Israel . . . stood out . . . for the . . . one only tme God.. . . From Abraham to 
Moses and from Moses to Christ this was the one clear line of cleavage 
between IsraeI and al1 other nations.. .. 

Secondly Israel stood . . . apart . . . in that they recognized their ailegiance to 
the one God. They regarded themselves as His servants to carry out His will 
in the world. They regarded tehmselves [sic] responsible CO the one God for 
iheir private and public affairs. Theirs was the Holy Law of Sinai. the Trn 
Cornrnandments with their explicit enunciation of duty to God and to man.. .. 
Thus Israel evolved a higher, purer ... and holier type of character than any 
other nation. 

Then thirdly Israel was convicted that ... they were destined by God to be 
the channel through which God would restore the world to Himself-that 
through them God would pour fonh His blessings upon ma~kind. '~ 

For these national qualities, "God loved [the Israelites] and gave them first a home and then 

an empire on the shores of the Mediterranean."" 



Williams' exposition of Israel's raison d'être would not have been lost on the 

assembled guests, who undoubtedly heard two messages. one oven and the other implied. 

Obviously, Israel referred to a people united by the awareness of a common and faithful p s t .  

God's promises are more easiIy constructed upon the bedrocks of unity derived from history 

and a vigilant adherence to the one true faith. However, Wiiliams was depicting Israel as the 

Q!d TPE!~PI?! !>TC [perhaps more accurately :I pseudn-type) of the British nation. which was 

now the instrument of God's special blessing throughout the world. In fact, his rhetoric relies 

on analogical language in the form of rnetonymy, the capacity for a word, a figure of speech, 

or a passage to represent. in Frye's definition. "the outward expression of an i ~ e r  real- 

ity . In this case, the words pointed from an ancient Mediterranean nation. holy in God's 

sight, to a modem people who now carried in their hands and rhrough their empire God's 

plan for world salvation. 

Williams hastened to spell it out for anyone who rnight have missed his point. "God 

loved the Anglo-saxon race. therefore he gave them first a home in Britain, then an empire 

unparalleled in extent and power and prosperous beyond al1 records." Frorn this basis. 

Williams heaped praise and triumph on Britain and its people. "Britain stands out today . . . as 

the Christianizing nation ... a rnissionary nation ... like IsraeI of old. the British nation has 

the promise of the world." Soaring to ever loftier heights he described England as the 

"Christianizing power religiously , the civilizing power politically . . . the mediatorial power, 

between the future and the past, between the extremest [sic] ends of the earth." Retuming to 

his staning point. he capped 1 Kings 10:9 with the contemporary and extra-biblical antitype of 

the present age. "God loved Israel; therefore made He thee King. God loved the Anglo- 

Saxon race; therefore made He Victoria Our Queen." This "sceptred wife" and "crowned 

mother" was the great symbol of unity for her people and the empire. "[AIS a woman, as a 

wife, as a mother, as a citizen no less than as a sovereign, and yet above al1 as a sovereign 



she stands alone without a rival in history, ever one of her people and yet ever Ieading them 

onward and upward in devotion to the King of Kings and Lord of Lords. 

David Williams' Rights of fancy, although jarring to postmodern sensibilities. 

stunningly capture the marner in which a religiously transcendent loyalty could direct the 

patriotic mind to gaze in awe at a great imperial order. In his cosmological perspective. 

Wl!liz.!! WB ech~ing  Aquinls and !a!. mediaeval political thenlngy, and yer in his eschatol- 

ogy, he was reverting to St. Augustine and the City of God. The present deterrnined 

Williams' interpreiation of the saga of Israel. His hermeneutics forced hirn to reifj the Old 

Testament theology of God's sovereignty, and place it within the domain of contemporary 

actuality. Britain and the empire. Nevenheless, the cognitive structure of his thought was 

built upon a foundation of political order and obedience inherited from the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries. Monarchy received iü divine sanction under the authority of the 

established Church. and the image of the Christian sovereign greatly strengthened Williams' 

constmctions of temporal and eternal reality. Weltgeschichre (world or universal history) and 

Heilsgeschichte (salvation history) are not easily separable and neither totally determines the 

other in Williams' thought. The sermon is a striking exmple of how the sacred past could 

become an "anifact of the present." to retum to Lowenthal's central arg~rnent. '~ 

Many Anglican clerics revened to the queen's coronation in order to reinforce the 

sacred link between the Church of England and the crown, but also to add lustre to the 

extravagant depictions of Victoria's Christian Me. The Reverend George B. Sage, educated 

in the 1880s at Trinity College in Toronto, the centre of High Church tradition in Ontario, 

had been a professor at Huron CoUege, western Ontario's bastion of the Evangelical pany, 

and he subsequently became the rector of London's SC. George's Church? In his sermon 

before a large assembly, including the Sons of England, at the city's Princess Rink on Sunday 

afiemoon 20 June 1897. he reviewed the life of the queen, emphasizing the accession prayer 



before the archbishop of Canterbury and the ceremonid acceptance of the Bible at the 

coronation, incidents which revealed the depth of Victoria's Christian faith. "For two 

generations our Queen has reigned in the fear of God and for the weifare of this mighty 

nation . . . the Christian sovereign and the Christian woman. "" 

Similarly, in Galt, John Ridley traced the blessings of the empire and the nation 

(m=a.zir,g grezrcr Britzi~) rc ~ ! e  "PWP, ~ k e ,  !n'ring Chrkt ia  Swereign . . . whci serves and 

obeys the Supreme Ruler of the Universe. " "This. " he declared, " was the secret of England's 

greatness." Like Sage, he separated the private woman from the public monarch, but in both 

roles the queen exercised an immeasürable influence for sood throughout the empire and the 

world. She was the "glory of consecrated womanhood." who wore "the white tlower of a 

balmeless [sic] Iife." and he hypothesized that had the queen been "a vain, frivolous, worldly 

woman," then it might have remained "a question whether the Empire would have been so 

vast, so united," and "so prosperous. " In "the glory of her Christian reign." Ridley con- 

tended that the queen "excelled in promoting Christian citizenship," and proceeded to dwell 

on the expansion of the Christian churches throughout the empire, stressing of course, the 

growth of the Anglican communion." 

In the special afiernoon service, Ridley tumed to the anointing of Saul (1 Samuel 10) 

as he did in 1887, and held up God's ancient prerogative over the choice of kings to sanction 

the role of the Church of England in the queen's coronation. By elevating the moral 

superiority of Queen Victoria over any of her illustrious predecessors, comparing her, for 

example, with Elizabeth, he was able to confirm that the Church had done exceedingly well in 

performing its authorized function at the investiture of 1838. A social monarch who could be 

ponrayed as the ideal Christian sovereign was of great utility in the construction of loyalty to 

the monarchy, the state, and the empire? 

In Guelph, at St. George's Church on 20 June, Archdeacon Alexander Dixon (b. Ca. 



1820)a gave a glowing account of the queen's coronation. His description of the ceremony 

was divided into two parts, the first privileged a reverence for antiquity, and the second, the 

more important, was the queen's syrnbolic presence before the aitar and her acceptance of the 

sovereignty of God. Dixon first talked on the "crowning of Solornon" and the glory of his 

reign to provide a biblical foundation for his discussion of Queen Victoria's coronation. 

The cnrnnxim !nnF place in Witminster Ahhey, seated on the mystical stone 
of destiny, on which for hundreds of years monarchs of England had been 
crowned. There in the ... stately abbey, hallowed by countless historic 
associations, amid the memorials of a long line of ancestors, and the monu- 
ments of the mighty master builders who had labored in their several voca- 
tions in erecting the vast Temple of England's fame and glory. Such was the 
scene where the momentous cerernony was enacted, the act which inaugurated 
the glorious annals of history in letters of gold as the Victorian era." 

Such rhetoric is the poetry of an antiquarian who treasured the marks of time. Precedence, 

rernoteness and origins, those affective attributes born in the reverence for antiquity, and 

noted by Lowenthal. are panicuhrly apparent? The coronation of the queen was the 

reenactment of an ancient rite, an instance of a ceremonial lineage legitimated by its age. 

Westminster Abbey, sitting on the "mystical stone of destiny" was the most sacred place 

among the architectural jewels of the Church of England. By its remoteness in tirne. the 

Abbey came to represent the ecclesiastical and monarchical foundations of England. the 

symbols of the nation. Dixon's reverence for the distant past incorporated the idea of 

historical beginnings. Westminster Abbey stood for the primordial and sacred genesis of the 

English state, origins which were ritually reincarnated at the coronation. 

The second part of the sermon highlighted the sacred core of the queen's coronation. 

Yet amid al1 the . . . magnificence . . . there was one sight that moved the 
Christian hearts. ... It was the drawing nigh in faith of the young queen to the 
altar of the Most High-the public .. . recognition of the God of her fathen as 
the fountain of sovereignty and the . . . dedication of . . . her dignity and 
monarchy to the service of her Saviour .... Mn deep and earnest sulcerity she 
laid her crown at the footstooI, deciaring that the Divine gift was her best 
right to its possession and the Divine blessing the only pledge of her people's 
welfare and her own happiness in time and eternity? 



Dixon was intent on assuring his faithful followers of Queen Victoria's reverent subrnission to 

God and the Church of England under the imposing authority vested in the coronation 

ceremony. The sacred offering of the crown. the symbol of secular authority, was the 

prerogative of the Church and the celebration made visible and audible to a11 that the 

Christian dignity of the realm remained supreme in the hands of the Church and a devout 

ynune woman who demonstrated such faith and offered so much promise. The Diamond 

Jubilee and the account of the queen's coronation were meaninghl ro the St. George's 

parishioners who could vicariously experience the glories of England's past reincamated 

through the pulpit and the liturgy. 

The name of Victoria, the Christian and Anglican sovereign, reverberated through the 

sanctuaries of the Church of England across the province during the Diamond Jubilee. In 

Ottawa. the Reverend Henry Pollard (18304914)" of St. John's Church praised God for 

"Her Majesty." who "set such an exmple of a noble christian Me. "" In Brantford. T. A. 

Wright. at Grace Church proclaimed that the scarlet thread running through the life of Great 

Britain was Christianity. and this same thread ran through the life of the queen." In 

Chatham. the Reverend Robert McCosh (b. 1847)" rejoiced in the queen's ac knowledgement 

"of God's supremacy," and of "the glory due to His great and holy name."= The emphasis 

on Victoria's deep faith, while it hardly refiected the complexity of her religious convictions. 

served its purpose. A dutiful, constitutional monarch who followed the path of Christ, 

sanctified state, society, and empire. The theme of the reverent Christian sovereign cut 

across the arnorphous boundaries benveen the High and Low Church parties. Ultimately, 

there was little difference in the expressions of loyalty between such clergymen as David 

Williams, perhaps more in mne with the evangelical tradition. and Alexander Dixon. barn in 

Ireland in 1820, and educated in Toronto at King's College in the 1840s' and later at Trinity, 

a clergyman who had closer afhit ies to the old High Church era of Upper Canada. 



Shortly before the celebrations of the Diamond Jubilee, a writer in the Canadian 

Churchman, on considering comments once made by the Bishop of Durham regarding Rome 

and Christianity. spoke about "the two Empires of today, that cf the Empress Queen and that 

of the Lord Jesus Christ." "The aim of Our spiritual mlers," he said, "is to make them 

coterminous. and much has been done to make the ideal a reality? The degree to which 

P.ln.g!icm in O n t l r i ~  accepted this rense of divine f;iiirpcise was expressed yet again in an 

editorial in the Churchman one week later. After waxing poetic on the great engineering and 

material advances of the queen's reign, the editor tumed to loftier rnatters. 

In the higher culture and more complete subduing to the needs and delights of 
men, of those regions where the faith of Christ is owned, we may see already 
pledges and promises of that complete restontion of the eanh to al1 its 
original fertility and beauty, which our Lord's vicrory over sin and Satan shall 
one day have brought about. In this direction and towards this gtorious 
consumation the life and reign of our gracious Queen, under heaven, have 
largely contributed." 

The substance of this eschatological message is similar to that of David Williams, an 

ersatz version of holy, or salvation history. an image of the coming divine restoration of the 

world effected through the providential instrument of Queen Victoria's empire. The passage 

illustrates the religious passion which infused Anglican imperialisrn. However, there is a 

major difference with Methodism in its neglect of the language and insights of the new social 

theology with its message of Christian cornrnitment to the regeneration of society by altering 

the structures of oppression and injustice. The coming of Christ's earthly kingdom is couched 

in the older thought forms of hierarchy and subjugation. The visible "pledges and promises" 

of restoration, the signs of the millemiurn in the Christian "regions," suggest not the rnind of 

the reformer steeped in the new dogma of evolutionism, but rather that of the Christian 

imperialist missionary for whom the benefits of Western civilization would have been the 

incidental, but expected, outcome of gospel evangelization. 

Within the framework of a great imperial and Christian cosmology, of which the 



sovereign was the temporal symbol, the Diamond Jubilee possessed eschatological significance 

for many Anglican commentators in Ontario. Queen Victoria, reigning in accordance with 

God's will, was reimagined as the modem antitype of David or Solomon. By her exarnple, 

the queen was leading Anglo-saxon civilization and the entire empire towards the realization 

of the coming kingdom of God. 

The Methodist Vision: The Virhirriis Oiicen-the Svmbol for a Promessive Empire - 

Anglican loyalty derived its sustenance from a reverent respect for England's 

religious, cultural. and political history. The Church of England in Canada gazed in awe at 

Britain. the vector of loyalty to the state pointing ro the ancient pst. but its course for the 

hture pointing to an eschatological vision of empire about to usher in Christ's kingdom. 

Methodists looked not so much to the past for inspirationper se, but rather they looked at it 

and saw God active in the moral, social, and religious regeneration of mankind. By 1897, 

Methodists had drifted closer to their Anglican colleagues in uctering universal support for 

quern and empire. but there were subtle differences in their construc~ions of loyalty. 

Whatever the expressions "British empire" and "Victorian era" may have drnoted. they 

carried slightly different connotations for Anglicans and Methodists. The latter. as much as 

any religious group in Ontario. were impressed by the remarkable advances of Western and 

especially English-speaking civilization throughout the nineteenth cenniry. Methodist patriotic 

narratives during the Diamond Jubilee were often infused with stylized progress formularies. 

Less strident about the empire, Methodists focused on the triumphs of science. discovery, 

social irnprovement and the achievement of democracy under constitutional rnonarchy. The 

classical Wesleyan distinction between nature and grace began to destabilize as a consequence 

of the growing belief that God was rnoving in the progressive, secular spirit of the age, and 

that redemption was social as much as individual. The rhetoric of the social gospel was now 

insinuating itself into Methodist Ioyalty narratives. Methodists, "the most fully indigenous or 



acclimated of al1 the principal Upper Canadian denominations, " as J .  M. S. Careless once 

noted," were also more predisposed to consider Canada's role within the empire. 

On Tuesday evening, 22 lune, the Reverend William Kettlewell (1 846- 1933)~  

preached a jubilee sermon before his congregation in Galt. Only a brief second-hand report 

was lefi in the newspaper, but Kettlewell paraded the stock virtues invariably attributed to 

Qiieen Victoria hefore turning to a comment on the changes in his own poiitical convictions 

over the years. 

The preacher confessed that in his early years his democratic tendencies took 
on republican ideals of govemment, but such had been the comparative failure 
of republicanism in Europe and on the continent in exempliwing true demo- 
cratic principles, and such the success of the British Empire, as a governrnent 
of the people. by the people and for the people. under the reign of Victoria, 
that today he was an Imperialist from the crown of his head to the soles of his 
feet . Y7 

The similarity between Kettlewell's shifting attitudes and those of James Allen in Toronto a 

year earlier create the impression that the ideals of imperialisrn were powerful and command- 

ing for many Methodists by the late nineteenth century. If there was any waffling towards 

Queen Victoria and the monarchy on the part of a few Methodist clergymen during the 

Golden Jubilee in 1887. it had al1 but vanislied ten years later. 

In the late nineteenth century, the secular religion of progress was sanctified by the 

Protestant clergy. Paraliel with this belief, and perhaps underlying it. was the predominant 

Whig theory of history as applied to the development of British political and legal institutions. 

The Methodist Magazine of May 1897 featured an essay, "The Diamond Jubilee of Queen 

Victoria" by Albert Carman, who conjoined the heritage of Britain's evolving libenies to the 

monarch's pure and pious life. As in his article "Our Queen's Jubilee," written for the 

cornmernoration of 1887, Carman romanticized England's politicai and legal history, tracing 

the progress of the reairn from ancient t h e s  to the constitutional monarchy of 1897. "That 

this insular British nation ... should .. . advance from step to step in the problems of self- 



government, till the question is solved in liberty and progress on one side, and security and 

stability on the other. and honour and happiness on both. is a marvellous benediction under 

divine providence. and an object lesson to rnanl~ind."'~ 

Pivota1 to his argument was the collapse of royal prerogative and "ecclesiastical 

aggression" with the expulsion of James II. Preferring limited monarchy, the English were 

"!me tn religinn . . hut the) will not have a Church mled frorn foreign pans. intemeddling in 

national affairs. and receiving its dictates and offices from alien potentates. "* Carman may 

have been anfully responding to the Canadian mission of Msgr. Rafael Merry Del Val, the 

apostolic delegate sent by Rome in early 1897 to rnediate. if possible. and to report on, the 

school dispute in Manitoba.lm "A Crown with the people and for the people, and a Church 

from God among the peopIe . . . in them is the vitaIity of national regeneration," he insisted. 

This great inheritance passrd to Queen Victoria who, in the language of Methodist evangeli- 

calism, "was raised up of God for a great life-work.""'' Carman was conservarive in his 

affirmation of traditional Wesleyan theology. but, as Airhan and others have noted. he was 

cautiously favourable to Methodist participation in social reform,'" and his invocation of 

the familiar use of the term "regeneration," which Cook has identified with the emergence of 

the social gospel. is indicative of the growing influence of this rnovernent within late Victorian 

Methodism. 'O3 

At this point, Carman changed from a historian into a corservative Methodist. "It is 

asked, Why is the British throne so stable'? It is because the . . . crown is so faithfully and 

grandly worn. " 

From her girlhood she has reigned for the girls of the kingdom; a mother with 
sons, she has ruled for the boys. One of the united head of a farnily, she has 
seen her people, in the goodness of God, set in families; the mistress in a 
home, she has realized that the pure home is the strength of the State; a leader 
in society, she has felt that society must be incorrupt and incorruptible, and 
has done her best to make and keep it so .lm 

Asserting that the queen's reign demonstrated "how much the character of the sovereign has 



to do with imperial expansion and national power." he ended with a sweeping flourish, 

subsuming empire and motherhood in the person of the queen. 

But a careful , discreet, intelligent, loving , eamest, constitutional sovereign, 
forever studying the welfare of the millions under her sway, ever devoting her 
best thoughts, and ever warmest love for their good, ever uniting in herself 
the strong bands of daughter, wife and mother, and these of the highest type 
known to the race, ever herself a glorious example of respect For law and 
aurhoriry, a pattern of a pure morality and a generous religion, must attract to 
2 c m m m  renrre, r3 the hesn cf the rnnther !and the co lmie5 nf kindred 
sentiment and liberty, kindred race, institution and  la^.'^' 

The imperial mother crossed denominational and cultural boundaries. but in Method- 

ism the maternal queen, a derivative of sanctified motherhood, was the focal point of ioyalty 

towards the sovereign. In this article. Carman managed to identify the royal mothrr with the 

historic totality of British civilization, a Methodist answer to the extravagant cosmology of the 

Anglican commentators. "The unbroken Stream is a peculiarly English vinue," states 

Lowenthal in his discussion on continuity and rnemory. Carman's brief disquisition is an 

example of diachrony, "the endurance of the past in the present."la In this case, a populûr 

conception of history and a vemacular religious tradition penaining to rnotherhood were 

coupled in a reflection on the monarchy and the "cornmunity of descent" over which Queen 

Victoria reigned. Caman did not subordinate history to progress. The latter was but the 

marerial, spiritual and social outcome of the gradua1 evolution of political and religious 

liberties culminating in the institution of democratic, constitutional monarchy. Such genetic, 

"racial" theories on the origins of liberty were not uncornmon among historians of the time. 

one of them being the Canadian constitutional expert, John George Bourinot, who, as Berger 

has observed, expounded such views in the Iate nineteenth century.'"' For Albert Carman, 

the queen was the icon of past glories and present virtues, a symbol of tme nobility and an 

object lesson for ail Canadian Methodists in the art of Christian living. 

Many orations from the Protestant clergy were replete with progress litanies, and the 

obsewed correlation between Queen Victoria's stainless character and the great advances of 



her reign was elevated into a relationship of cause and effect. As Himrnelfarb as stressed. the 

Victorians assumed that a sound moral life was a necessary condition for successfùl public 

leadership,lo8 but an unexamined premise was the notion that the progress of Anglo-Saxon 

civilization could be traced to the salutary effects of the queen's influence for good throughout 

society and the state. The queen became the personified link between providence and 

prugrcss, krweec ir,dioId~z! rrdtmpinn x r '  the regmeratirin nf snciety preached in the 

message of the social gospel. It  seerned obvious that a nation which remained faithful to God 

and loyal to His virtuous sovereign was destined to reap the rewards of happiness, peace and 

ever increasing prosperity. The monarchical discourse of the Methodist Church in Ontario 

during the Diamond Jubilee offers some of the best evidence illustrating how the mode1 queen 

was reconstituted as a determinant of the triumphs of her time. 

A sermon preached by Richard Strachan (d. 1920)lW at Brookhoim Methodist 

Church in Owen Sound on Thanksgiving Sunday, 20 lune, and an address delivered by 

George W. Henderson (1855-1939)"U at a Diamond Jubilee concert in Sarnia during the 

evening of Tuesday, 22 June are remarkably similar in structure and content. In both cases, 

they began with surveys of the material and social achievernents of Victoria's reign before 

turning to the customary hagiographic expositions of their beloved queen. By analyzing 

Strachan's sermon and Henderson's speech, the parallel features bring into relief what is 

common to both. On the one hand, Methodist perspectives were increasingly influenced by 

the progressive movements in science and society, but on the other, the queen served as an 

anchor of tradition, ensuring that the older verities of Wesleyan Methodism would be 

preserved in the onrush of uwettling change. 

Strachan took his biblical cue from Proverbs 3 1:31, "Give her of the fniit of her 

hands; and let her own works praise her in the gates." William John Deane, an Anglican 

expositor on Proverbs for the Pulpit Commentary obsewed that verses 10-3L were derived 



from an "ode in praise of the virtuous woman.""' In the homiletic section. W. F. Adeney 

chose verse 31 to address the importance of womants domestic role. but he was at pains to 

stress women's rights-their right to property. to work in cornpetition with men and keep the 

fruits of their labour, and to succeed to positions of power and prominence in business and 

public Me."' Of course. Queen Victoria symbolized this potential for womankind, and 

Adeney's interpretation waç probably close to what Strachan had in mind when he selected 

this verse. He saw in the queen a woman to whom honour was due, not onIy because of her 

dherence to the timeless domestic virnies, but also because she stood out as the exemplar of 

woman's service in the public arena of life. Henderson's address in Sarnia also conveyed the 

"The great expansion of the British Empire has becn the least wonderfui of many 

wondemil signs of progress," stated Strachan in his opening remarks, subordinating territorial 

acquisition to the material and moral advances of the queen's reign. He was awed by the 

"development of s t e m  power and . . . electricity." observing that these "mighty forces have 

brought into closest contact almost al1 the peoples of the earth.""' George Henderson drew 

attention to the growth of the empire during Queen Victoria's long and remarkable reign, 

which was characterized by "unprecedented progress." He too was stnick by the contraction 

of time and distance effected by the inventions of the Victorian age between 1837 and 1897. 

Then [referring to 18373 the stage coach was the ordinary mode of travel, 
now we have the electric lighted vestibuled train, equipped in princely style 
and dashing along at the rate of 60 miles an hour. Then the trlegraph was 
unknown; now important news items are reponed simultaneously a11 the world 
around. Now time and distance have been annihilated as messages rire flashed 
from continent to continenr and from pole to pole."' 

Both Strachan and Henderson were fascinated by the degree to which the motive power of 

s t e m  on land and sea. and telegraphy had contracted distance and time. The narratives 

illustrate the capacity of vernacular memory to romanticize the irnmediate pst, and in this 

case, to foreshorten time and distance. Stephen Kern's analysis of the Jules Verne classic, 



Around the World in Eighry Days (1873) is a panicularly relevant observation on the impact 

of the literary imagination upon the quest for the technological rnastery of speed and distance. 

"The book," he writes, "was a mixture of tâct and fantasy, a compendium of global travel 

that was actually taking place, and an inspiration for others to f o l l o ~ . " ' ~ ~  

It is well to remember that Strachan and Henderson, like the hero of Verne's story, 

Phileas F q g ,  were products of  an aee that identified the expansion and acquisition of global 

space with England's ability to move its ships. amies and merchandise farther and faster ihan 

in any previous era. Such screeds on the scientific and engineering rnarvels were universaily 

comrnon in the sacred and secular writings of the rime, and they were cenainly not peculiar to 

Methodism. However, Methodist cornmentators did manifest a distinctive predilection for 

progress narratives in their cornmernorative pronouncements during the Diarnond Jubilee, 

panly because the material. social, moral. and religious advances were increasingly seen as a 

continuum of God's divine activity in the world. The evolution of human knowledge for the 

benefit of mankind was being Christianized-another indication of how the language of the 

social gospel was collapsing the separaiion between the secular and the sacred, or nature and 

grace, a traditional mainstay of Wesleyan-Aminian theology. 

Each of the ministers had much praise for the recent discoveries and innovations in 

medicine. Strachan mentioned "anaesthetics, antiseptic and vaccine methods of cure, " ' I b  

and Henderson also spoke of these "remarkable discoveries. "Il7 The modern medical 

advances had greatly alleviated human suRering. always an important dimension to Wesleyan 

social concem. Perhaps it was not coincidence that both Strachan and Henderson used their 

bird's-eye views of the development of the scientific healing arts as introductions to short 

surveys on the social changes that had arneliorated the poverty and oppressive conditions of 

the working classes. 

Henderson was also adopting modem ideas on criminal law. Afier comrnenting 



favourably on the reduction in the nurnber of criminal offences punishable by death. from 

thirteen in 1837 to only two in 1897 (high treason and wiIful murder), he looked to the future 

and prophetically judged that "the time is coming when the death penalty will practically be 

abolished . . . and . . . the nations are coming to see that the best way of abolishing crime is to 

prevent it. " I l s  Strachan too was impressed with moral progress, particularly with the 

"desiw !O sertie a! !  internatinna! differences hy arhitration. " 

This shows that the spirit of Christianity is more largely permeating the moral 
Iife of the nation, and is keeping pace with this progressive age. and giving 
assurance that it is the power of God unto salvation for the wortd. Al1 these 
things not only exait Our conception of this wondefi l  age, but of the power 
and wisdom of God, "For of Him, and through Him, and to Him rire aII 
things, to whom be glory forever."Ii9 

An immanent God, active in bringing about the salvation of society had replaced a 

supernatural God providentially intervening in the course of events. Richard Allen adds that 

the "deciine of 'interventionisrn' " resulted in the " retreat from the drama of conversion.. . . 

The transactions between man and God-as between man and nature as well as between God 

and nature-were increasingly viewed as matters of mind and consciousness."'" It is 

reasonable to suggest that salvation, long understood, especially in evangelicalism and 

Wesleyan thought, as the redemptive power of God's divine grace acting on the heart of the 

humbled simer, was now being transrnuted into a fonn of social redemption. When theology 

gave ground to sociology, the locus of control began to shifi from the Creator to the created. 

The traditional Wesieyan-Arminian theology was rnutating in response to conternporary 

knowledge, a transformation which had "potentially powerful secular implications," notes 

Marshall, "since it led to the conclusion that God worked through natural and historical means 

ins tead of miraculous ones. " "' 
Strachan and Henderson then nirned to Queen Victoria, the subject of the celebrations. 

"The attention of the British people." observed Strachan. "is focused on that great and 

venerable figure, around whom al1 these wondefi l  changes have occurred and the vast 



movements of human activity have circled during the pst sixty years."'" By re-imaging 

the queen as the centre of gravity, the heavenly body around which al1 forms of progress had 

taken their natural orbits, Strachan was retuming to the comforts of stability and tradition. 

Moreover, he was tacitly implying that by her illustrious mle, and through the influence of 

her pure, unstained virtues, Queen Victoria had been essential to the progress and imperial 

expansion which characterized her reign. Henderson captured the sarne thought by invoking a 

traditional providentialist outlook, supported by bibiical proof (Proverbs 292): 

What has God wrought during the years of this lengthened reign. Somewhere 
in the Book of Proverbs we read "When the righteous are in authority, the 
people rejoice: but when the wicked beareth rule. the people moum." Well 
then rnay we not rejoice, are we not proud of our Queen. of her hisrory and 
.. . name.13 

Whereas Strachan used the metaphor of astronomy to link effect to cause. Henderson invoked 

the anchor of the Old Testament to a f f i n  the connection between public virtue and national 

weli-bring. Both men assurned that progress and prosperity were predicated on a just order 

under God. but in contrast to the Anglican understanding of a static. reciprocative idea of 

justice. Strachan and Henderson leaned towards a concept of active. distributive justice 

carrying an intuition of social and economic democracy. 

As pan of the stock-in-trade for most Methodist pastors of the period. Strachan 

focused on the person rather than the crown in order to sanctifj the queen's life. 

More than the wonderful achievements of her reign, greater than the vastness 
of her empire, brighter far than her crown. and above her rank as Queen and 
Empress ... there towers her womanly goodness, her dornestic vinues, her 
mode1 life. If it were not for these excellent qualities which adorn her 
character, and the consequent benefaction of her reign, the rejoicings, if any, 
on attaining the sixtieth year of her reign, wouid be less hearty and sincere. 
Time was when we were overawed by power, d d e d  by the glitter of 
outward show, enraptured by the trappings of royalty. and moved to loyalty 
by the mere right of inheritance. Those days of abject loyalty are gone 
forever.. . . Princes . . . and powers must in these democratic tirnes stand upon 
their own merits.. .lx 

Of course, Queen Victoria filled al1 the expectations that Strachan, or any good Methodist, 



could possibly desire in a Christian sovereign. Above ail else was the "high ideal of wornanly 

goodness which she has given to her people ... the central point of a pure and loving family 

life, such as every British hean reveres." For most Methodists, constitutional monarchy was 

synonymous with dernocracy, the preferred political system. The domestic vinues and the 

ideaI famiIy life lay at the core of social order. and the queen was therefore the symbol of the 

democratic state by virtue of both her penon and her title. Strachan. the good Methodist that 

he was, stressed moral, over institutional order, and his comments suggest that he measured 

the worth of the monarchy 1argeIy in terms of the character of the incumbent sovereign. In 

common with John Ridley, the Anglican rector in Galt, Strachan realized that traditional 

loyalty to the crown would be vulnerable to the exposed moral failings of any reigning 

monarch. Fortunately, the pressnt queen, having "enshrined herself in the hearts and 

reverence of al1 true hearted men and women," dispelled al1 possible concerns. "We thank 

God that we have such a Queen, to whom it is so easy to be loyal," added Strachan in his 

closing remarks. 

Out of the cataIogue of legendary anecdotes on the life of Queen Victoria, and Rom 

the register of Christian virtues, George Henderson assembled the image of a thorouglily 

Methodist monarch. 

She studies the welfare of the millions under her sway constantly. She 
devotes her best thoughts and her warmest love for their good.. . . As Britons 
we rnake Our boasr of the Christian character of Britain's Queen.. . . Victoria 
passed the first hour of her reign on her knees praying to the God of Heaven 
for herself and her people. We love to think of her great h e m  touched by the 
sympathy of the Man of God as she condoles with the bereaved wife of an 
assassinated President or as she bends in her holy ministries at the bedside of 
the poorest in her realm.13 

Henderson continued to unfold the Christian humility of his sovereign, praising her for 

keeping the sabbath holy, even under the pressures imposed by affairs of state. 

We think of her at Balmoral with her kindred as she approaches the sacramen- 
tal board. For fifty years they have joined with the lowliest of her subjects in 
partaking the Lord's supper on communion days.. . . We see her before her 



bible class on Sabbath aftemoon. unfolding to her servants the deep treasures 
of God. We see her enter the srnail thatched cottage of her humble subject 
and with open book she reads to the daughter of poverty and distress rhe 
wonderful message of comfon: we hear her Say to the Embassy of the African 
Prince, as she hands him a copy of the inspired scriptures, "Tell the Prince 
that this is the secret of England's greatness. "I-? 

Here again was the servant of God who reached Our to the grieving. the suffering. and the 

poor; a queen bowing before God in payer. obeying the ordinances of the church and the 

fourth commandment. and ever devoted to reading and treasuring the revealed word of God in 

scripture. "And so in union with the loyal subjects of this greatest empire." concluded 

Henderson. "we love this day to honor the obedient daughter-the faithful wife-the noble 

mo ther-the splendid woman-the peerless Queen. and the humble and consistent child of 

God-Victoria, our beloved Queen. "'"* 

By focusing their messages upon the idea of irnperiai progress. Strachan and Hender- 

son were echoing a theme that was a dominant. self-affirming feature of Victorian cultural 

discourse. They were also following a trail blazed by such Methodists as the Reverend Dr. 

William Williams. whose 1891 sermon in Lindsay was covenly bringing together the ideas of 

divine immanence and hurnan progress. Givrn the Wesleyan tradition on the efficacy of 

Christian perfection. it was increasingly easier for later spokesrnen, such as Strachan and 

Henderson, to import this theology into contemporary ideological assumptions which offered. 

in Berger's words. "the possibility of perfecting hurnan nature. " '" 

Confident ba t  God was immanent in the spirit of a progressive people. Strachan and 

Henderson sanctified human mastery over the physical, social and spiritual environments now 

under the sway of Anglo-Saxon civilization. Both men steeped themselves in an unexamined 

laquage of power, perhaps the very antithesis of the essential Christian message. However. 

when they tumed to Queen Victoria, the hub of the empire, and the centrepiece of their 

orations, Strachan and Henderson retreated into the safety of an earlier Methodism in order to 

cernent the necessary connection between the pure, sanctified life of the monarch and her 



positive impact on die progress of the nation and the empire. The queen was the living 

embodiment of Christian perfection, a mode1 sovereign whose life and virtues retlected the 

humble responses of a contrite hean to the moving of God's free grace. This queen, who 

Iowered herself to console her suffering subjects, wouId have found favour with John and 

Charles Wesley over one hundred years earlier. The queen's sanctified life not only con- 

firmed the validity of the tradition. but. for Strachan and Henderson, also affirmed thar 

individual saIvation was prior, both in tirne and importance, to the success of social recon- 

struction.'" Lowenthal has remarked that "[alwarenrss of history ... enhances communal 

. . . identity. "13' To Strachan and Henderson. Queen Victoria represented an anchor of 

historic identity for a church coping with the destabilizing influences of modernity. The 

virtuous imperial mother legitimated Methodism's most sacred theological traditions, and the 

marvellous, but potentially threatening, advances of the nineteenth century could be celebrated 

by appropriating them to the discourse of loyalty. A Methodist Queen Victoria stood fast 

against the possibility that progress might subven Christian civilization, or perhaps even 

mutate into some monstrous perversion. In short, it had al1 unfoIded as intended, because a 

faithful, sanctified queen ruied over a Cod-fearing British empire. 

Across the province, on Sunday, 20 June 1897, Methodist rninisters extolled the 

progress of the empire and Canada. Preaching from the text "What God hath wrought," 

probably taken from Acts 1512 or a related verse in the sarne book, the Reverend Silas J.  

Hughes (b. 1849),13* in Ottawa, saw the hand of God in the progress of science and 

industry during the Victorian ers.'" In Stratford, James Hannon, observing that "Christ 

aims to ilIurnine the mind and elevate the race," then linked this divine Iight to "scientific, 

rel igious and moral " advances, which "gave freedom to England. " At Central Methodist 

Church in Toronto, the congregation listened attentively to an address on progress during the 

queen's reign given by the Minister of Education, George W. Ross, who spoke on the "larger 



views as to the relation between science and religion." "There could be no danger that the 

inspired word could be subverted or discredited by the discoveries of science or the higher 

criticism," he proclaimed, adding that science "only serve[sj to make the revelations of the 

Bible clearer and more magnificent; the conceptions of the Almighty appear grander in the 

light of s c r i p t~ r e . " ' ~~  Throughout the province. a message of immanence, of the 

divinization of material. moral and social imurovement. was ringinp frorn the Methodist 

pulpits on Jubilee Sunday. 

Canadian imperialism had its boosters in the Methodist Church. arnong them William 

Withrow who wrote a classic statement on Canada's role within the empire for the 16 June 

1897 issue of the Christian Guardian. The introduction to his essay made clear that Canadian 

patriotism could not be divorced frorn its historic ties to Britain. 

One of the best ways .. . of developing a national sentiment in Canada. is by 
maintaining a sense of historic continuity with the rnotherland across the sea. 
Our sense of love and loyalty should not be limited by the boundaries of 
Canada.. . . It should embrace also the grand old Mother of Nations, with her 
fony colonies around the ~ o r l d . ' ~ '  

Arguing that English Canadians could rightfully share in the heroic traditions of England, 

Withrow then nirned to the indigenous rnythology of the United Empire Loyalists. Stepping 

back into colonial rimes, he claimed the early American past for Canada as much as for the 

United States, but he built his narrative around the biblical metaphor of the chosen people. 

It  has been said that the finest wheat of England was siRed for the planting of 
the New England colonies. If this be true and it is true, it is also true that the 
best wheat of the American colonies was once more sifted to furnish the U. E. 
Loyalist pilgrim fathers and founders of Upper Canada.. . . We should pro- 
foundly revere the memory of these heroic men who went forth, like 
Abraham, not knowing whither they went, seeking to hew out in the wilder- 
ness new homes for themselves and their househ01ds.l~~ 

HistoricaI consciousness during the nineteenth century was characterized by a belief, 

observes Knowles, "that origins played a critical role in establishing the character of a people 

and setting the future course of a nation's . . . developrnent. "13' Withrow was hardly an 



original thinker. and in this case. he was drawing upon the filiopietistic genre of Loyalist 

writings which had been pioneered by such men as William Kirby, William Canniff, and 

particularly in this instance, Egenon Ryerson. The promise of the sturdy, superior and loyal 

pioneer stock was realized in the great nation which Canada had become. Withrow did not 

omit the French Canadians. whose ancestors he equally praised. Both "races" now lived 

! C ~ C L ! C ~  "In 2 c s m m  feA!y hene2ih the praec!I.ig fc!ds cf m e  cnrnrnrrn . . . red CES- 

flag."'39 John Bodnar argues that prominent leaders in the United States, in their efforts to 

"stimulate loyalty to large politicai structures," have tended to reformulate and assimilate 

local, or vemacular. mernories to the greater cause.'* Withrow 's narrative is an interesting 

illustration of this process. Aware that many Methodists had Loyalist roots, he harnessed this 

emotional investment in Ontario's vernacular mythology of the refugees from the War of 

Independence to an imperial sentiment having a wider nationalist appeal. 

In his grand design for the cultivation of Canadian imperialism, Withrow enunciated 

the responsibilities of educators, civic leaders, writers, and the clergy. Crucial to his project 

were to be appropriate celebrations in the schools and cornmunities for nntional holidays such 

as the queen's binhday. "'Canada first and Canada always,' should be wriiten on Our 

hearts," he said, implying that patriotism towards Canada was in no way inconsistent with 

loyalty to Britain and the sovereign. "Each school should have its Union Jack ... prominently 

displayed. The scholars should be told the story of its victories by land and sea, and 

especially that it is the symbol of law and order and liberty in every land beneath the 

s ~ n . " ' ~ ~  Withrow's suggestions were also being advocated in other quarters during the 

Diamond Jubilee. In tracing the origins of "Empire Day" in the public schools, Robert Stamp 

has drawn attention to the effons of Clementine Fessenden, "a prominent clubwoman in 

Hamilton," whose ideas for a patriotic flag day were taken up by George Ross, the Ontario 

Education Minister during and irnmediately after the Diamond Jubilee.'" 



Landscape patriotism, a familiar component in the jingoism of modem (Le. red 

maple-leaf) Canadian nationalism, had it roots in the late nineteenth cenniry . Writers. thought 

Withrow, could foster national sentiment by creating a lirerature "racy of the mil, by 

cultivating a deep sympathy with nature. and by painting for the people the grandeur and its 

beauty. and interpreting its moral significance." Withrow naturally rejected any thought of 

union witii riic Ünired Staies, 'oui expresscd iiie iiupc tiiat "Greai Biitaiii mrI ilcr uidehi 

daughter, America, and her great colonial empire throughout the world," would be "united in 

a great Anglo-saxon alliance for the uplifting and betterrnent of al1 mankind." "Such an 

alliance," he believed, "would do much to hasten the coming of the m i l l e ~ i u m  day. when the 

kingdoms of this world shall become the kingdom of our God ... when the nations shall beat 

their swords into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning hooks, and learn war no 

Withrow was as capable of sanctiQing nationalism as any Anglican. but his 

hallowing of the nation and the empire under the sovereign was a necessary condition for the 

Christianization of society. In one sense, Canada and the empire were manifestations of 

God's providential design for the Anglo-saxon people realized over the course of history. but 

in another, the Christian hope for mankind was being realized in God's immanent spirit. 

active in the progressive. social redemption of mankind. now being effected primarily rhrough 

the great empire under the sway of His faithful servant. Queer. Victoria. Withrow's project 

for the hnherance of 'anadian imperialism was one Methodist's vision of the ground of 

public assent upon which the Lord's Dominion would be constructed. 

In sum, the Diamond JubiIee, a celebration of Queen Victoria and the British Empire, 

was a much more exuberant comrnemoration than the event of L887. Consensus was not 

universal, as James Morris has ~ugges ted , '~  but the invitation to participate was accepted by 

segments of society, such as the Irish Catholic community, who, for the most part, had either 

ignored or shumed the celebrations ten yean before. In essence. the Methodist clergy, like 



their Anglican counterparts, held fast to an organic ideal of familial, social and political 

reality . Anglican and Methodist understandings of the sovereign and the British throne during 

the Ontario cornmernorations for the Diarnond Jubilee in June 1897. despite a great degree of 

shared purpose and similar affirmations. were also uniquely appropriate to the aims and self- 

definitions of each group. 

The Anglican sources reveal a tradition steeped in a reverence for origins. Drawing 

upon its historic links to the mother country and the crown, the Church of England in Ontario 

reaffirmed its identity by constmcting vemacular accounts of its ancient relationship with the 

English Church and the throne. Displaying a surface confidence which was slightly less 

deiensive than in 1857, the Anglican imperialist clergy tended to transmute an organic 

conception of family, society and state into a unified cosmology which revolved around Queen 

Victoria, the virtuous mother and symbolic centre of the empire. In a patriarchal and 

authoritarian understanding of the pan-Britannic culture, the Anglican clergy paraded the 

superiority of Anglo-saxon civilization and its triumphant victories on the world stage. At the 

heart of the discourse was a belief that order was genetic and natural on the one hand. but on 

the other. a manifestation of God's sacred providence as revealed in the ancient institutions of 

the Church of England and the rnonarchy. Anglican ioyalty to queen, empire and nation w a  

ultimately a hision of Christianity with a romantic, antiquarian nationalism. 

The Methodists continued to preserve a democratic and egalitarian conception of the 

state and society. Some Methodist pastors may have had doubts about their queen in 1887. 

but there is no indication of either ambivalence or prevarication in 1897. The monarchicai 

panegyric continued to focus on the person of the queen whose image was constructed as the 

Methodist ideal of the numiring wife and mother, but also the supreme symbol of what 

woman, especially in her role as the Christian servant, could contribute in public life. 

Directing their attention to the progress of the empire, and less towards mere territorial 



acquisition, Methodist clergymen appeared less strident than their Anglican counterparts. 

Between the Golden Jubilee of 1887 and 1897, there was a discursive shift in the language of 

progress. By the Diarnond Jubilee, the sources indicate that the classic Wesleyan distinction 

between the sacred and the secular was beginning to disintegrate as an advancing wave of a 

theology of immanentisrn divinized progress, paralleling the ernergence of the social gospel. 

Nevertheless, by preserving the language of Wesleyan holiness in their ponrayals of Queen 

Victoria, the Methodists tried to stabilize their traditionaI sense of identity, and still affirm 

that order was to be found in the spiritual condition of the individual and the family. 
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CONCLUSION 

Queen Victoria died on 22 Ianuary 1901, and on Saturday, 2 February, the date of the 

state funeral in England, rnany cornmunities across Ontario held "union" (i.e. joint ecumeni- 

cal-civic) services of thanksgiving in honour of their late sovereign. At the memorial 

observance in Brantford, a large assembly of mourning citizens gathered in the drill hall to 

hear a number of brief eulogies delivered by prominent clergymen of the town. The titles for 

the several speeches were indicative of the religious tradition and identity of each speaker. 

Thus the Reverend G. C. Mackenzie, the Anglican Rural Dean. spoke on "The Queen Among 

the Nations." a brief address in praise of Victoria and her influence on the empire and the 

nations of the worid. A. I. Manin, the minister of Zion Presbyterian Church. gave an 

oration entitled "The Queen on the Throne" in which he celebrated the late sovereign's 

respect for the Church of Scotland. and uplifted the queen as the Stirling example of a 

constitutional d e r ,  faithful to the pariiarnentary covenant and the democratic spirit of the age. 

The lead address was delivered by the pastor of the Colbome Street Methodist Church. the 

Reverend Richard J .  Treleaven, who paid hornage to "The Queen in the Home," a tribute to a 

holy life, to a woman whose ferninine virtues graced the royal household and family. and by 

so doing set the supreme example for al1 Christian wives and mothers.' In each case. well- 

formed langages of theological and ideological pieiy were once again transmuted into 

symbolic idioms of devotion and adoration, of loyalty and reverence towards the late 

sovereign. The resulting morality texts legitimated the monarchy by projecting al1 the 

Christian and cultural vimes of British civilization onto the now deceased person of a 

diminutive, piump, austere, and somewhat retiring woman who had dutifully and righteously 

reigned for sixty-three years. 

Similar scenarios were repeated throughout Ontario and undoubtedly other parts of 

Canada and the empire on that date in February 1901. The Protestant clergy brought to 



completion the veneration of Queen Victoria, a process which had begun many years before, 

and which c m  be seen with remarkable clarity in Ontario during the Golden and Diarnond 

lubilees of 1887 and 1897. In this conclusion, some inferences are drawn from the evidence 

presented in the second and third chapters of the thesis. Following a brief overview of 

general observations on the Anglican and Methodist discourse of loyalty over the period frorn 

1887 to 1897, the chapter turns to a comparative summary o i  the loyaity narratives from tne 

two churches, first for the commemorations of 1887, and then for the Diarnond Jubilee. The 

chapter concludes with sorne brief cornnients on the impact of monarchical affections in late 

Victorian Ontario and into the rwentieth century. 

General Overview 

Loyalisrn, referring to the principles underiying the expressions of loyalty in late 

nineteenth-century Ontario, was based on historically determined, but inchoate, presupposi- 

[ions of individual and collective obligation to the continuing existence of a pan-Brirannic 

civilization and its fundamental symbols of order. The Protestant churches were instrumental 

in cultivating a filiopietistic psychology of assent to this extra-territorial society, to its culture 

and constituted authorities. They were active participants in the invention of authenticity . 

The structures of Anglican and Methodist panegyric on the sovereign, the mother country, the 

British empire, and Canada, during the Golden and Diarnond Jubilees, were shaped by 

memory, history and the context of these anniversaries which marked the Iong reign of Queen 

Victoria. The distinction between history and memory has been an operative assumption of 

this thesis. "We accept memory as a premise of knowledge," States David Lowenthal, but 

"we infer history frorn evidence that includes other people's mernories." The former seems to 

be assumed, a given, whiie the latter is "contingent ... based on empirical sources," which 

can be evaluated and judged. The sermons and articles surviving from the Anglican and 

Methodist celebrations of loyalty to the queen, the historical artifacts of cornmernoration, were 



based on uncritical and largely unexarnined afirmations of theological, ecclesiastical, and 

political traditions. This discursive deposit should be understood. in its historical setting. as 

the appropriation of vernacular pasts which justified the contemporary identities of the 

churches and their political and social world in late Victorian Ontario. Within these fields of 

assent to the political culture of the time, the sovereign became a part of that communal 

knowledge which, says Lowenfhai. "is invariabiy subjective, biased by buili iis ~iarrütur a d  

by its audience. "?  

Much of this study has rested on a residue of homiletic lirerature. By nature. sermons 

are exhortation, and the horratory elernent in the patriotic homily ensured that the past and the 

present were complementary. The didactic fbnction in the utterances of the clergy depended 

on anachronism, the insinuation of present values into the past. or conversely, on teleological 

assumptions built into the Whig theory of history. Everything from antiquarian and romantic 

views of England's glorious history in the Anglican formulation, the vignettes of piety in 

Methodism, to contemporary ideoiogies on the roles of women were imposed upon Queen 

Victoria in order to create a hagiography that brought the Christian ruler into the homes and 

hearts of her faithful Ontario subjects. Thus the dutifui and obedient queen of Anglicanism 

stated in oven terrns what was implicit in the Methodist description of the righteous queen. 

Both in her person and her role, the sovereign was a symbol of civic and religious obligation. 

a vinuous wornan who happily bowed in submission to God, to the Church, and to the will of 

her people. 

The images of Queen Victoria and the rhetorical screeds on impenalism and national- 

ism were defined by more than vernacular rnemory and received religious traditions. They 

were also shaped by the contexts of the Golden and Diamond Jubilees. By "context" is meant 

the totality of the human environment which constituted the settings of the celebratory events. 

However, this context c m  be bifurcated into two strearns. In the first case, the political, 



social, economic, and religious situations formed the objective and externa1 conditions which 

the clergy could not ignore during both commemorations. In 1887, the context of the Golden 

Jubilee in Canada was not wholly conducive to celebrating the continuing colonial connection 

to Great Britain. ln contrast, the commemorations for the sixtieth anniversary of the queen's 

reign occuned in much more favourable circumstances. Collective mernories and traditions 

were cuiiclihiied by the suciai siiuaiiüm ~f thz pcrrticiplu?~ ai1U ;~SYGZ;~:CS ûf ~ û r ~ i c m û i a t i û r i .  

There was also a second contextual current which cannot be ignored. By the latter 

half of the nineteenth century, there developed what rnight be described as a subjective and 

intemal context of intellectual ferment, which, even though it had arisen in England and 

Europe, was having a major impact on Western Christendom, but especially upon the North 

American evangelical denominations, including the Methodist Church of Canada. This 

intellectual clirnate produced a crisis, particularly within those Protestant churches which had 

long asserted the prirnacy of an inerrant BibIe as the only bais  for Christian faith and life. 

Charles Darwin's revolutionary work on the evolution of life and human origins threatened 

the authenticity of the Genesis accounts. Critical German scholarship on the original texts of 

the Bible and the environment in which they had been recorded had begun to undermine much 

more of the assumed veracity of the Old Testament texts. The development of Iiberal 

theology in Europe also raised serious questions for the traditional evangelical approaches to 

salvation, faith, and divine revelation.' The Anglicans. with a strong extra-biblical ba i s  of 

rcclesiastica1 and linirgical authority, were in a better position to accommodate the intellectual 

changes than were the Methodists, who were forced into a disturbing evaluation and question- 

ing of their Wesleyan legacy. 

For the Protestant populace of Ontario in the lare nineteenth century, Queen Victoria 

represented the ideal of constitutional monarchy, a sovereign who upheld the democratic 

authority of parliament, and whose significancr lay in her capacity ro cornand, not simply 



political, but more importantly, moral allegiance. Her power was not active and masculine, 

but rested upon a foundation of passive ferninine virtue. She was the symboI of wornan's 

proper sphere, and as a mother, an example for al! British women. Beyond these cornmon 

features, the Anglicans and the Methodists pictured the queen and the world over which she 

reigned from very different perspectives. 

In ht: Aiigiicaii foriiiulatiwi~, UIC ~ovércigri réprèsmied 2nd Îixthzrcd i k  Lürcl's 

in the domains of Church. state, and society. Queen Victoria was the symbolic manifold of 

lawfulness, of the totality of British civilization and culture, and the living manifestation of 

the morally pure, godly woman. This imagined syrnrnetry of purpose, bringing together the 

crown and the Christian d e r ,  wâs noc accidental. The Church of England fashioned its 

narratives of loyslty to queen and country out of a tradition which had long achieved a 

synthesis between the theological categories of natural, human, and revealed law CO-existing 

in hsrmony. Conscious of their historic role in the development of the existing political 

system, Anglicans were affirming themselves in and through die culture of order symbolized 

by the monarchy. Anglican loyalry was derived from an older discourse whose intellectual 

lineage could be traced through such luminaries as Blackstone, Warburton. Jewel and Hooker. 

to Thomas Aquinas, and to Aristotle and Augustine. The clergy in the Church of England in 

Ontario ceIebrated the past, and showed little inclination CO doubt the authenticity of their 

historic faith, a response that was remarkably different from that of their Methodist col- 

Ieagues . 

Ontario Methodism's narratives of monarchical loyalty in 1887 and 1897 are less 

amenable ro a succincr sumrnary. It is beneficial to quote William Westfall who has 

addressed the fluidity of the cultural meanings derived from the theological concepts of nature 

and grace. "The Victorian cosmology," he notes, "was made up of two worlds: the material 

and the moral, :kc human and the divine, or, to use the language of the age, the secular and 



the sacred." These dualities were never static. Social, educationai. moral and political 

thought drew upon two languages. One, gazing at the world of man and nature, the world 

seen through the visual sense, was a language of mastery and progressive action. The other, 

a language of the imer soul, listened to the Word and the eternal Christian message in order 

to fashion a framework of moral meaning appropriate to a changing world. "The Protestant 

cuiture of Ûnrario," says %kstf.aii, "t;ubbizJ iogcthcr ide&, beiiefs. dnd aynibük kfi Ùdihd 

by cuItures that could no longer explain the world. As old concepts broke down, their shards 

provided the materials for building something new . "" Ancient theolog ical const nicts of 1 inear 

history. nested within a metaphysical language of divine, or transcendent, time. gradually 

began to be supplanted by ways of thinking essentially alien to the historic Christian tradi- 

tions. but especially ro those which had arisen during the Evangelical Revival of the eight- 

eenth century . 

By 1887, the transcendent God of early Methodism was being transformed by slow 

degrees into a God of immanence, active in the evolutionary progress of hurnan society. The 

languages of conversion and the assurance of persona1 salvation, and the belief in Christian 

perfection, a process leading to entire sanctification, the mainstays of Methodism, were being 

reassembled into a new discourse of social regeneration. The theoiogy of John WesIey. which 

favoured supernaturalism and tended to separate the divine and the sacred from the world of 

creation and human existence, began to destabilize, and then was reconstiruted with different, 

but presumably more plausible meanings. In effect, Wesley's categories of thought were 

transmuted into a code for the Christianization of the social order. Methodists aiso had a long 

tradition of charity and social philanthropy, the active involvement of women in Christian 

leadership, and a Wesleyan-Arminian soteriology that was inherently democratic. Buiiding on 

these strengths, an inchoate movement for the Christian regeneration of society began to take 

shape in the 1880s, and Methodist theologians and many clergy saw it as a pathway taking 



them away from an untenable and antiquated theological tradition and towards a new 

formulation, the hope of a very different church and a revitalized Methodist faith appropriate 

to the demands of a consumer sociery and a burdgeoning industrial era. 

The discursive outlines of a Ianguage which divinized social progress, an outcorne of 

the intellectual revolutions shaping the subjective context of the royal commemorations of 

1557 z .I .~ 1597, *xzx hûïcring au th:: m x g i r s  zf the ?nc!.hcdis~ n.rrr~tives cf ! q l l ! ! y  durina O 

the quren's Golden Jubilee. but became even more evident by 1897. The transformation in 

the iniellectual foundations of Wesleyan rheology goes to the heart of this thesis. When 

Methodists looked at Queen Victoria, they turned to the older verities of Wesleyan thought, 

the structure of their discourse taking the form of a substitutionary piety. However, when 

they turned to the empire and to the social reality in which they lived, a God of immanence 

and a utopian vision of progressive social salvation was begiming to subven that sarne 

Wesleyan heritage. Qveen V ictoria remained an anchor of Christian virrue and perfection. a 

mode1 Methodist mother, who offered reassurance to al1 that individual conversion and 

regeneration was prior and necessary to the ultimate success of social redemption. In brief. 

traditional Methodist identity was being aftlrmed by the clergy's comforting images of the 

queen, a language of vicarious, or substitutionary. devotion drawn from the Wesleyan 

evangelical heritage. Yet ironically, when the clergy turned to the queen's empire and to 

Canada, that same identity was being shartered by a language of social salvation, also a form 

of piety, but a variant that, in the twentieth cenniry, Ied to the marginalization of Wesley's 

original message of divine transcendence.' 

The Golden Jubilee: A Cornparison of Anglican and MI 

The Context 

On the eve of Queen Victoria's Golden Jubilee in 

through a period of econornic stagnation. religious discord 

887, Canada was strugpling 

and regional tensions. The 



Church of England in Ontario, its social and political narratives conditioned by both English 

and colonial history, reincarnated an Upper Canadian apologetic of loyalty? and stood ready 

to defend the monarchy and the young Dominion against home-grown traitors and foreign 

aggressors. As much as any group in Ontario, the Anglican clergy realized that parliament, 

the bastion of crown, senate, and commons, was the reminder of Canada's fiindamental 

differencr h m  the r~nr t imt i ina l ,  or covenantal, pdit ical system o f  the United Stares. The 

monarchy was not only the source of sovereignty, but also the fountainhead of moral authority 

for society, and Anglicans believed that obedience to the order which it symbolized was first 

before al1 virtues, of paramount importance to the survival of Canada. The philippics against 

sedition, uttered by such men as George Lloyd, W. B. Curran, and J. S. Lauder in Ottawa 

were as much responses to historicai understandings as they were to the pinpricks of potential 

traitors and Irish rebels. For a Church which hrid inherited the mantle of John Strachan, with 

long menlories of the experience of the episcopal clergy during the American Revolution. and 

naturally ernpathizing with those who celebrated the achievements of the United Empire 

Loyalists, the prospect of annexation was horrifjing and unacceptable. After all. men such as 

John Hancock, Thomas Jefferson, md John Adams, who gathered in Philadelphia to sign the 

Declaration of Independence on 4 July 1776, were the spiritual and political heirs of the men 

who had indulged in the hideous crime of regicide in 1649. once amuaily cornmernuratrd by 

the Church of England on 30 January.' Any attack on Canada. eirher by intemal traitors or 

by extemal enemies, and especially any disturbances which might be cowtrued as insults to 

the queen and her vice-regal representative, were perceived as an assault on fundamental 

principles dear to the Church. 

If the defence of civil order was vira1 to Anglican monarchical discourse in 1887, it 

was probably of less concem to the Methodist pastorate which exhibited a hint of ambiva- 

lence, perhaps an effect of alienation from the existing political and econornic policies of the 



Macdonald goverment. It must also be remembered that Methodism had been disengaged 

from its Anglican roots for a century, and collectively, its adherents no longer possessed any 

historic, emotional investment in the crown or the theory of the royal supremacy. Neverthe- 

less, many Methodists. arnong them the general superintendent. Albert Carman, had United 

Empire Loyalist roots and were quick to defend themselves against any imputations of 

dis!oy~!!y. Th-r, ! h ~  ospenser rif the denorninatinn'ç leadership to the queen and the jubilee 

reflected a composite of restrained equivocation and warm approval, as evidenced, for 

example, by the reaction of the Montreal Conference and the candor of Charles Johnston and 

Dr. Alexander Burns in Hamilton, men who were open to more honest appraisals of the 

queen. Mernories of the Upper Canadian experience played a role in Methodist narratives. 

The remarks of Richard Whiting and William Withrow suggest that Methodists were able to 

successhilly refute the earlier charges of disaffection, but also to forgive. if not forget, past 

injuries. In surn. if the Church of England was attempting to defend loyalty to extemal 

authority, the Methodists were trying to defend the internai authenticity of their loyalty. 

Authoritv and Order 

The surviving homiletic sources offer insights into the power of Anglican intellectual 

traditions. The sermons of I. S. Lauder and John Ridley in 1887 bring into the foreground 

the historic Anglican affirmation of the duality of rule which appeared to follow from the 

theory of the royal supremacy. Whether fact or fiction. the crown was still seen as the 

confocal centre of Church and state, and Queen Victoria was God's providential blessing on 

the ecclesiastical and secular kingdom. The symbolism was powerful, even if the realities of 

British govemance had moved well beyond their creaking theoretical foundations. 

Concepnializing the English Church as an unbroken line of apostolic succession to ancient 

times, a Church guarding the Christian realm through the royal dignity, Lauder, Ridley, and 

othen were harboring intimations of St. Augustine's conception of the just state. especially in 



his understanding of the proper role of Christian e m p e r ~ r s . ~  Similarly, parliament. the trinity 

of crown, lords, and comrnons, was the realized manifestation of the balanced constitution 

consisting of monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy, a comforting vision to those who, 

trained in classical thought. and steeped in the Whig theory of England's history, believed thot 

the liberties of the people had gradually evolved "from precedent to precedent."' 

Tî whit degree Lauder and Ridley were cnnscious nf anachronism cannot be assessed. 

but both were aware that the past had to justify the present. In Canada, the clergy had tu 

focus the minds of the parishioners on England. Neither the Ontario social fabric. the 

landscape, nor the Canadian political system could sustain the hl1 sweep of the Anglican 

vision of the past. The Church of England's commemorative memorializrition harvested the 

finest stalks culled from the soi1 of a iinerir, sricred history in order to sanctify the queen. the 

throne and the present. The decorated and stately srinctuaries, and the splendid uniforms of 

the soldiers and dignitaries created an atmosphere of tradition and order, a visual discoursr of 

assent to the beatification of Britain's illustrious past. What was old was good. 

The Methodists Iocated authority and order in the i ~ e r  spiritual lives of the con- 

verted, in those who were following the paths of hoIiness in their walk with God. Thus order 

began with God. but in practice it was democratized. Proceeding from the person. the well- 

regulated life was nunured in the Christian family, and from thence was to be cultivated by 

the leaders in the church, commerce, and the institutions of society and the state. Queen 

Victoria became the projection of this synthesis. However, Methodism in 1887 was facing a 

crisis of confidence. and the sources reveal the ways in which tradition was beginning to 

undergo a metamorphosis. 

Alben Carman's essay, "Our Queen's Jubilee," offers a lucid insight into the way in 

which a traditionalist was able to transmute and import the Wesleyan ianguage of religious 

piety into a discourse of loyalty to the monarch. With Carman, natural reason functioned as 



intended in Wesley's theology, by bowing in recognition of God's spiritual presence, and in 

acknowledgrnent of God's gracious work in the life of Queen Victoria. Caman's essay 

brings into the foreground the substance of Methodist loyalty to the sovereign as a type of 

symbolic political piety. In William Galbraith, nature and grace are overtly separated in 

order to sanctiQ the moraI leadership of a sovereign whose life was "the giory of the 

nation. " 'O Galbraith also illustrates how the queen was divinized in the Weslevan perspec- 

tive, whiie at the same tirne, he assured his audience that sovereignty finally belonged to God. 

Galbraith also stressed the democratic basis of constitutional rnonarchy, vigorously repudiating 

any scriptural grounds for merting that the crown could exercise any political authority-a 

hint perhaps of a Methodist with roots in the reform traditions of Upper Canada. In contrast 

to the Anglican defence of an extemal, static order vindicating the continuity of past institu- 

tions and their purposes in the present, the Methodists placed the locus of control within the 

individual, ris exemplified by Queen Victoria. Methodist loyalty possessed an experiential, 

devotional quality which tended to exclude a discourse of mere rationalism in defence of the 

crown. 

The Servant Oueen 

The sources collected for this study indicate that neither the Anglican images of the 

queen nor of the monarchy had anything to Say about distributive justice. Historically attuned 

to hierarchical conceptions of political and ecclesiastical order, and largeiy untouched by the 

growing message of social regeneration, the Anglican clergy focused on ideas of obedience 

and duty, but not on the responsibilities of either the people or their govemrnents to foster 

eçonomic and social policies conducive to the well-being of the working chss. The clergy 

were not immune to ideas of fairness, but they tended to think of justice in its judicial, or 

reciprocative sense. The two sermons of C. H. Marsh and C. H. Mockridge do not convey 

enough information to make adequate inferences. The clergy and the laity understood and 



supported comrnon ideas of equality and justice. especially when those ideas were traced to 

scripnire, but the direction of Anglican loyalty was concerned with the structures of authority. 

and much less with fairness in the distribution of power. 

The evidence from the Methodist sources conveys a very different picture. Drawing 

upon an interpretation of Isaiah 49 that had more in comrnon with the new critical scholar- 

çh ip ,  William Parker envisioned Queen Victoria as the servant of the people who restored the 

monarchy to righteousness, and who stood out as the mode1 For the redernptive and benevolent 

work of the great wornen of the era. Parker's sermon was a heroic discourse that invoked a 

biblical theme to bring Victoria, and by extension, womanhood, into the service of the Lord. 

William Withrow's image of the queen as the suffering servant siiggested that power used 

righteously could tum the world upside down. The queen became the projection of the 

rraditional Methodist concern witli Christian charity and social philanthropy , but these 

passions were also being slowly revised ro conform with the new interesr in the social gospei. 

When Queen Victoria was portrayed as the living personification of the biblical servant of 

Jehovah, she became not only the restorer of moral, social and political stabiIity as God 

intended, but the animatrice of material, social and religious progress throughout the empire. 

The Diamond JubiIee: A Cornparison of Anglican and Methodist Lovalty 

The Conte.xt 

By 1897, the Liberals were in power, prosperity had retumed, and the perennial 

hostilities between French and English, and Catholic and Protestant, although still simrnering, 

were also attenuating as Canadians gained a new confidence about their young nation. 

Conscious of the rise of Germany and America to the status of world powers, whose 

populations and industrial outputs individually dwarfed those of Great Britain. the planners O F  

the Diamond Jubilee in England promulgated the event as a spectacle of empire, the whole 

symbolized by Queen Victoria who was about to celebrate sixty yean on the throne. 



Imperialism and nationalism were capturing the imagination of English Canadians. While 

some Canadian spokesmen of empire were vociferously promoting ideas of irnperial feder- 

ation, others were dusting off and renovating the romantic mythology associated with the 

United Empire Loyalists. 

In contrat to the Golden Jubilee, the AngIican clerical establishment during the 

Diu,*~,cnd Jl~bi!ee mmed !c he !PSS C!P~PI?EIE, =d, qt_ !cas1 CR the surface, more cnnfident 

about the present and the future. The Church of England, ever sure of its foundations and 

seeing the empire as a vindication of God's wilI for the Anglo-saxon "race," constructed a 

cosmoiogy which brought together Chrisïianity and British culture in a symbolism of imperial 

destiny . rnixed with overtones of classical Christian eschatology . Queen Victoria was the 

providential sign pointing to al1 thaï was best in British civilization. The empire and its 

emblems had become the main props framing the royal stage. The sermon of Buxton Smith 

in L896 itlustrates how the sovereign was being portrayed in her role ri'; the imperial mother. 

the centre of a Welianscharrung that took on cosmological overtones. Unlike the sixteenth 

century, which sornetirnes fashioned its political cosmos in the laquage of the new astron- 

omy, or the seventeenth, which drew upon païriarchalist thought, the nineteenth privileged the 

metaphors of home and kin. The queen embodied al1 that was best in a grand organic scheme 

of empire and colony, state and society, motherhood and family. 

Organicism drew its contemporary force frorn the fact of British kinship. Anglicans, 

even if they were Upper Canadian pure lairie. tended to identiw with England. A nostalgie. 

antiquarian love for the rnotherland was the romantic garden in which the Church's loyalty 

flowered. Over this hallowed landscape of the motherland and the pan-Bntannic race stood 

the ancient, sacred arch of the political and ecclesiastical order of which the queen was the 

symbolic representative. In matters of loyalty, Anglicans drew as rnuch of their inspiration 

from the traditions of the Church and England's history as they did frorn the Bible. The 



inherited predilection for hierarchical social and political structures, and the affirmation of 

institutions which preserved the virtues of stability and peace were rhe hallmarks of Anglican- 

km. For that reason, Anglicans in Ontario were still prepared to correct any misunderstand- 

ings concerning their Church or related matters, including Loyalist history in the province. A 

decision by the Diocese of Toronto in 1896, requesting a change in an Ontario history 

~xt i rook or, Englmc! lxrs e.'rire!y in lreeping wifh the p-!Itic?11 vigilance of  the Church o f  

Engiand in Canada. 

Not the political order, but the social order was beginning to generate a new passion 

among the Methodist clrrgy. The Methodists seem to have abandoned any fonner doubts 

about the imperial arrangement and Canada's role within it. Thus the cornments of James 

Allen in Toronto in 1896, and similar remarks by William Kettlewell in 1897 suggest that the 

ideals of British imperialism were flowering within Ontario Methodism. However, the clergy 

pictured the empire as the vehicle through which God. increasingly seen as immanent in the 

spirit and mind of the age, would gradually regenerate the social order. bringing to fruition 

the progressive Christianization of society. A sermon of the Reverend William Williams 

preached in Lindsay in 189 1 offers an insight into rhr transformation that was taking place in 

Methodisr thought. Williams mixed an older conception of providence, of a supemaniral 

God. with a celebration of progress carrying intimations of an immanent deity. His sermon 

was bringing togethrr the sacred and the profane, a stage in the secularization of the Christian 

hope which Iater translated into the social gospel movement. Yet, Williams' depiction of 

Queen Victoria revealed the power of traditional Wesleyan discourse. The sovereign was the 

rpitome of ferninine purity, the virtuous Christian mother, and the symbol of holiness for al1 

her subj ects . 

Ideology and the Svmbols of Order 

In contradistinction to the Methodist experience, the Church of England maintained a 



conservativism in its attitudes towards politics, the social order, and the place of women in 

the Church and public life. A meeting of the Diocese of Toronto held in June 1897 exposes 

the patriarchal Anschauung that appeared to be characteristic of the Anglican clergy at the 

tirne. The Anglican outlook was also condi tioned by artifactual anachronism. James Bogert 's 

sermon in Ottawa, in which he referred to the coin bearing the queen's profile with the 

qn~;=nt I ~ i m  inccrip!Icn, is s~ggestive cf ~ Q W  .Ling!icanrr could use public ymhnl s  tr, rernind Y I I C I b & & C  LIU*.*. ..-II 1 

the laity of the essentiaI unity of the sacred and the secular in the crown. The past was a 

powerful force in the loyalty discourse of the Church of England. 

Methodists increasingly bifurcated reality into the secular world of an immanent God. 

and the sacred domain, where the grace of a supernatural God could act upon the heart of the 

redeemed soul, one of whom was Queen Victoria. the mode1 of near Christian perfection. In 

the former, they saw the rnoving of an immanent God. Looking at their changing world, 

Methodists began to collapse, or ignore, their traditional distinctions between nature and 

grace, but in turning to the sovereign. the divine presence of God. the older theology of John 

Wesley, of entire sanctification, predominated. There are also hints that the clergy and others 

continued to apply a patina of Methodism's spiritual feminism to the domestic ponrayals of 

Queen Victoria. again in order to reinforce their belief that the public woman was not 

inconsistent with private grace. Thus Edward Dewan's brief comment on the right of wornen 

to exercise their gifts without hindrance was made in recognition of Queen Victoria's very 

public role. Similarly, Mary Dickens openly argued that the queen's domestic life in no way 

prevented her Born being fully engaged in public duties. Of course, neither of rhese 

commentators seemed to take notice of the fact that wealthy and powerful women, including 

the queen, generally had a coterie of servants to attend to the dornestic drudgery, but their 

arguments were intended to shape liberai attitudes towards the equality of the sexes, even if 

they were astonishingly naive. It seerns ciear from the evidence that there existed a great gulf 



between the Anglican and Methodist clergy with respect to their theological and ideological 

preconceptions on women, society, and the political order, and their distinctive formulations 

shaped their narratives and portrayais of Queen Victoria. 

Visions of Empire: A Cornparison of the Anglican and Methodist Conceptions 

The belief that order had its primitive source in the natural organic unities of the 

" r x d '  YI never far h m  the centre nf Anglican thniight. Snme hnnds of society were 

inherently sacred by virtue of nature, reason, and received religious tradition. Other Iinks 

could be sacralized by divine providence, and such was the case wirh the Church of England's 

celebration of the British empire. When Herbert Gordon Miller saw the blessings of God in 

the natural unities of family and nation, he wris falling back, innocently and unsuspectingly 

perhaps, on the mediaeval tradition which risserted the harmonization of natural, hurnan, and 

divine Iaw. I t  seemed both reasonable and faithtiil to then consecrate the sense of personal 

and colIective belonging to a civilization which was clearly God's blessing to the world. Thus 

in joining the God-given gifts of the British to iheir Christian responsibilities. Edward Ashurst 

Welch was sanctifying Britain's imperial mission within the biblicai frarnework of 

discipieship. 

Such views had an imrnediate implication. They led to an eschatoIogica1 vision of the 

empire as the vehicle through which God and pan-Britamia would usher in Christ's kingdom. 

The conversion of the world to Christianity seemed realizable, the advance of the missionary 

enterprise being the final stage Ieading to God's plan of salvation for humanity. The 

consecration of an organic vision of British civilization coupled to Christian eschatology 

assurned cosmological proportions in David Williams. whose sermon pictured Britain as the 

antitype of ancient Israel. Queen Victoria. by her illustrious Christian life. was showing her 

people the path to their divine destiny. In hindsight, it would appear that the Anglican 

imperial eschatology was one more example of false and foolish pride draped in the guise of 



an ersatz variety of Christian hope, but at the tirne, the vision of St. Augustine seerned real 

and attainable. 

The blessings of the British empire and the nation were symbolized by Queen 

Victoria. The Anglican clergy comrnonly turned to the coronation to hallow both the 

Christian sovereign and the sacred l in .  between the Church and the crown. John Ridley in 

Yz!t 2nd !.!exrider Dimn in G ~ ! p h  relnfnrm! !nya!!y rn the monarch, the rnntherland , and 

the empire by invoking the Old Tesrarnenr accounts of the anointing of Saul and Solomon. and 

then vividly ponraying the ceremony of the queen's coronation as a f o m  of re-enactment. 

The past çould be made to corne alive, its sacred rituals permitting the parishioners to 

vicariously participate in and ratifj the historic authenticity of the state. The evidence from 

the Anglican sources suggests that the clergy viewed the British empire from a postmillennial 

perspective, but not so much in the social gospel sense of a millemium ushering in a "Golden 

Age" of human progress and socieral regeneration, but rather in the classical Christian 

formulation represented by the triumph of the gospel, meaning the "gooci news" of redemp- 

tion in fesus, the Christ. 

Since the mid-nineteenth century, most mainstream evangelical churches, including the 

Methodists in Ontario, had turned towards a postmiHennia1 eschatoiogy, which stressed a 

gradua1 extension of liberty. faith and well-being in society." The postmillennial vision lay 

at the foundations of the social gospel which stressed progress over providence, and social 

over personal salvation. In fact, by the Iate 1890s, the social gospel message was probably 

harboring an amillemialist conception of the Christian hope. a purely metaphorical. or non- 

literalist, interpretation of Revelation 20: 1-15." Many Methodist spokesmen, excited by the 

progress of the queen's reign, but also seeking to preserve the theologicai inheritance 

bequeathed by Wesley, atternpted to establish a cause-and-effect relationship between 

Victoria's character and the trernendous advances of her era. She was the comection between 



providence and progress, between an older and a newer discourse of Christian piety. 

Albert Carman's article in the Methodist Magazine. is a classic exarnple of how a 

language of piety was being used to sanctify the queen and the Whig theory of history. 

Although conservative in his theology, Carman, at l e s t  in the 1890s. supported the need for 

social reform, and his argument that the crown and the church were both vital for "national 

:ege~eradm" suggests rhe cc~rerrr!i~n ~f hcth tradition and progress Caman overtly 

declared that Queen Victoria, the sanctified mother of the empire, was instrumental in national 

and imperial progress.l3 

The sermon of Richard Strachan in Owen Sound and the address of George Hender- 

son in Sarnia tended to gloritj, Western mastery over the earth and ifs civilizations. The 

social and moral improvements of the age suggested to Strachan that, not merely human, but 

divine, power was active in the progressive spirit of the tirne. Yet, when Strachan and 

Henderson turned to the queen, they reverted to an earlier Wesleyan formulation, and Quern 

Victoria radiated a life of righteousness, a Iife dedicated to holiness, prayer. scripture reading, 

and ministering to the poorest of her realm. Once again, this was a Methodist queen. a 

servant of Jehovah, a rock of stability, and a symbol of timeless verities in a world undergo- 

ing remarkable and often disturbing transformations. 

The Diamond Jubilee was a festival of the empire, and Methodists, deeply conscious 

of their Upper Canadian and loyal heritage, were naturally interested in Canada's role within 

the imperial arrangement. William Withrow's article on "The Development of National 

Sentiment in Canada" succinctly captured the essence of Canadian imperialist thought. 

Retrieving the near-sacred origin mythologies constnicted around the United Empire Loyal- 

ists, he argued that the great nation which had evolved into the Dominion of Canada was 

inseparable from the empire and the motherland. Two religious languages were coming 

together in his argument. Looking to the past, he saw the providentiai hand of God at work 



in the historical development of the great English-speaking nations, of which Canada was now 

a significant rnember, but in peering into the future, he saw the approach of the Lord's 

dominion, the Christianization of the social order in Canada, and ultimately throughout the 

empire. In essence, Withrow saw a transcendent God in history, but had intimations of an 

immanent God moving in the secular spirit of national and imperial progress. Eschatology 

~ " r  s!owly k i n g  transfomed intn wciology. Such idealism was not lost on a future 

generation of Methodist clergy who, between 19 14 and 19 18, according to Michael Bliss, 

preached for the righteous cause of the empire against the "Gerrnan anti-Christ. " ironically, 

Withrow's hope that the nations would "beat their swords into ploughshares" was rurned 

upside down by the Methodists who worked as hard as any churchmen "at h m e r i n g  their 

ploughshares into swords" during the Great War.14 

Surnmarv 

The Anglican and Methodist cornernorations of Queen Victoria and her empire in 

lare nineteenth-century Ontario have left a substantial deposit of royalist morality texts which 

offer useful and ofien remarkable insights into the political and religious culture of the rra. 

The analysis of the monarchical panegyric surviving frorn the Church of England in late 

Victorian Ontario offers some evidence of the astonishing power of the past to insinuate 

traditional thought f o m  into later contexts. The fundamenta! symbols of order, the Church 

of England and the crown. were objective and extemal. The throne, the sacred symbol of 

England's temporal rule, was the thread of continuity which gave to the Church of England in 

Canada a unique identity, and in a wider sense, a separate cultural identity to Protestant 

Ontario. The historic monarchy, beatified so to speak by Queen Victoria, authenticated the 

political culture, and validated the existence of the Canadian state. in the last years of Queeii 

Victoria's reign. especially from 1887 to 1901, Anglican clergymen in Ontario would have 

nodded approvingly of an anonymous cleric's comment written over three centuries earlier. 



In 1570, one year after the Northern Rebellion supporting Catholicism and Mary, Queen of 

Scots, the author of a Hornily Agaimt Disobedience and Wylfrti Rebellion wrote, 

CI]t is evident that obedience is the principal virtue of al1 virtues, and indeed 
the very root of al1 virtues and the cause of al1 felicity . . . . m n  reading of the 
Holy Scriptures we shall find ... that kings and princes, as well the evil as the 
good, do reign by God's ordinance, and that subjects are bound to obey 
them. " l5 

Tht Methodirt fncuç nn Queen Victoria's life and reien humanized the p s t .  The 

sovereign, as subject rather than object, became a mode1 through which one could recognize 

and identib with the Wesleyan theology of "enrire sanctification. " the belief that the Christian 

life demanded disciplined attention to moral and spiritual growth. Al1 authority had its source 

in God, but in the context of human experience, Methodists believed that order was to be 

found in the redeemed soul, in the harmony of the Christian farnily, and finally demonstrated 

in the lives and character of Christian leaders, not the Isast of whom was their beloved and 

vinuous sovereign, Queen Victoria. The social and intellectual contexts offin de siècle 

Victorian Ontario undoubtedly influenced Methodist attitudes to the symbols of motherhood 

and dornesticity. Although it is merely a hypothesis, rnuch of the hortatory genre may have 

been intentionally direcred towards the fernale communicant who, as Mariana Valverde has 

shown, was beginning to challenge some of the accepted moral and sexual n o m  of society in 

the 1890s." The unsettling side of change had to be countered by older verities. Thus. the 

Methodist vision of the queen's life and her cimes served as a moral guide, and as a signpost 

of permanence in a province harboring the twin threats of crumbling religious identities and 

the marginalization of the church and its faith. In the final analysis. the Wesleyan-Aminian 

faith of Methodism was incompatible with a political culture which was more easily inter- 

preted within die framework of a mediaeval political theology of hierarchical organicism. In 

the twentieth cenniry, the transfer of divine transcendence to the margins of Methodist faith 

and life suggests that the traditional imagery of Christian grace and domestic harmony 



attached to the incumbent sovereign may have become ever more anachronistic. 

In lare nineteenth-century Protestant Ontario. Queen Victoria was a symbol of 

Christian order for the family, society, and the state. Beneath the overt affirmations of 

organic consanguinity, there was a covert political message-a belief in the eventual unity of 

the English-speaking peoples, a fùture alliance of the great Anglo-saxon nations. Despite the 

e~ide,nce :?!hich S U ~ ~ P S  ts th-! the .V~thx!ic?s tefidecl tc) invert the Anglican mndel o f  h ierarchi- 

cal order, both groups assumed that divine order was a priori. and necessary. to the continu- 

ing existence of any valid community. For most people, the nuclear family was the hmda- 

mental unit of society. It conjoined not sirnply man and wornan, but the categories of the 

sacred and the secular. the feminine and the masculine. Reality was ultimately religious. and 

functioned within a universe of complementary syrnbols. 

The royalist discourse was an apologetic defence of a Protestant Christian order and 

of Canada as a constitutiona1 monarchy within the British empire. The narratives indirectly 

paid tribute to the existing structures of Canadian govemance, and with no expense to itself. 

the state profited from the allegiance cultivated by the churches. The rhetoric of Ioyalty to 

the monarch survived the death of the queen to fiourish in praise of later sovereigns well into 

the years after World War II. English Canada's traditional allegiance to the monarchy faded 

with the decline of empire, the triumph of liberal nationalism, and the attendant 

marginalization of the visual and aura1 syrnbols of the British comection. In recent years of 

course, the process of disengagement has been hastened by the postmodern absurdities of Iife 

which have finally caught up with the royal family, bringing to an end the last vestiges of 

Victorian innocence. Ironically, Queen Elizabeth II, a diminutive, plumpish, austere, and 

somewhat tetiring woman, the seeming epitome of Victorian duty, propriety, and rectitude, is 

rapidly approaching the Golden Jubilee of her reign in 2002. 

Over one hundred years ago, the Protestant populace of Ontario possessed a sense of 



belonging to an English-speaking civilization rooted in time and history. The past was often 

imaginary and self-serving, and the idealistic visions of the present were as naive and 

pompous as those of modem Canadian nationalists. Nevertheless, it is evident that collective 

identities possessed semant ic signs which c m  be studied through the residues of ephemeral 

cornmernorat ive literature celebrating Queen Victoria, the monarchy , and the empire. The 

the spectral propenies of late Victorian Canada's moral and political imagination. 

To appreciate nineteenth-century Protestant Ontario's loyalty to the sovereign. ir is 

necessary to listen, to hear the harmonies that resonated through the languages of the sacred 

and the profane. The tinal word, capturing the sense of religious reverence towards Queen 

Victoria, rnust be lefr to one of those forgotten voices. Agnes Maule Machar (1837- i927)." 

who under her familiar pseudonym "Fidelis," contributed a jubilee poern to the 24 June 1897 

issue of the Presbyterian Review. 

Sixty Years a Queen 

Our Sovereign Lady .-whose fair woman's hand 
Has held-so firm and well-for three score years, 

' Mid changing cioud and sunshine,-smiles and tears, 
The sceptre of Our Britain's sea-gin land. 

Extending far. as with n magic wmd, 
Order and peace.-the freedom that endears 

The ancient narne that al1 the world reveres- 
About thy throne two generations stand, 

And cal1 thee blessed, for each peaceful year, 
Thou, "by God's grace" has reigned. with sway serene 

More prized by thee, than gerns of lustre clear, 
Or minute guns, or pomp of marshall sheen, 

The love that binds to thee, thy people dear, 
And breathes their world-wide prayer,- 

God Save the Queen!" 
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